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CHAPTER I 
Tr.lE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MASTER 8 S DEGREE 
IN MUSIC IN THE UNITED STATES 
The colleges and universities in the united States have been held 
largely responsible .for the education of the musician.. In an attempt to 
establish justification for the inclusion of music in the curriculum, 
and particularly in the graduate curriculum, music degrees have been 
structured after historical patterns in higher education. 
I.. TBE PROBLEM 
Statement !!!, ~ problem., The purpose of this study tfas to trace 
the historical development of the master's degree in the .field of music. 
An attempt was made to discover significant developments from the phi-
losophies and practices of orig±nal master's degrees in other fields and 
to shot..Y hotJ music emel .. ged to take its place among them. The trends and 
practices of existing programs 3 especially' in curriculums and structures, 
for.m a major portion of the study., 
Im.portance of ~ study.. Because of a phenomenal growth and 
development o:f the basic concepts in graduate education, and more partic-
ularly in graduate music education, there is a need for a thorough inves-
tigation of the historical development of this interest, as 1~11 as the 
direct growth and development of the philosophY and the implementation 
of programs in institutions of higher learning in the United States. 
2 
Man,y of the national committees, associations, and conferences have 
emphasized the urgency of a thorough investigation of music as a field 
of graduate study .. 
II. METHODS EMPLOYED AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
In view of the nature of the study, various techniques of research 
'tvere employed., The historical approach was utilized in tracing develop-
:ments from the Middle Ages to the twentieth centur.y.. A compilation and 
analysis of statistical data reported to the United States Office of 
Education was made in order to determine the increase in the number of 
students pursuing graduate work and the number of institutions sponsor-
ing master• s degrees., 
In order to obtain an accurate analysis of trends and practices 
of the present day, a listing of all .American institutions offering 
graduate stu~ in all subject areas was extracted from a publication 
issued by the United States Office of Education .. 1 A simple question-
naire2 was sent to every school which was listed as granting graduate 
degrees, 'tf.ith the exception of technical schools in which music would 
not be offered as graduate study. 
Data lvere gathered from catalogs and brochures of the various 
institutions offering master's degrees in music.. This information served 
as a basis for the compilation of the requisite data.. It should be noted 
1Theresa B. Wilkins, Education Directo , 1957-1958 l Part 1, 
Higher Education (Washington: Governmennt1iEli'tlng Office, ~9;8T: 
2see Appendix A, page 233. 
3 
that the information given in school bulletins is not always complete., 
lilihere such information 'tvas lacking, it will be so indicated on the various 
Tables throughout the study.. Bulletins were studied to deterrnine the 
curriculu.ms and structures of current degrees being offered in American 
institutions. 
III.. DELIMITATIONS 
While this study is concerned primari:cy with the master's degree 
in music, some attention is given to the bachelor's degree in order to 
show the background out of which graduate study developed., No attempt 
1~ made to extend the study to include doctoral degrees in music. 
In view of the nature of the problem and the purposes of the 
stu~, this investigation was limited to institutions conferring the 
Master o:f Arts, Master of Fine Arts, Master of Music, Master of Music 
Education, Master of Sacred Music, and Master of Science degrees. 
Institutions offering programs leading to the Master of Education, 
Master of Arts in Teaching, Master of Arts in Education, and Master of 
Science in Education degrees are not included, since the :major emphasis 
in these programs in usually in education., It should be noted, hot.,ever, 
that a limited amount of course work :may be completed in music. 
IV" ORGANIZATION OF THE :REMAINDER OF THE STUDY 
The remainder of the stuqy is organized in four major divisions--
the related literature, the historical developments, the current practices, 
and the summar.y. Chapter II is a review of the literature related to the 
4 
study.. Chapters III and IV are concerned with historical developments--
Chapter III with the development of gTaduate study in general and Chapter 
IV with the development of music as gTaduate study.. Chapters V and VI 
present data on the current master's degrees in music, and Chapter VII 
is an analysis and interpretation of the data presented. Chapter VIII 
is a su.mmary of the study .. 
CHAPTER II 
REIT!E(nJ OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Because of the importance of para~lel concepts developed histor-
ically in subjects related to music, an investigation of this body of 
material seemed necessar,y. In addition, resumes and comments on liter-
ature directly related to the subject are included. 
In the late nineteenth centur.y, Rashdal11 wrote a scholarlY treatise 
on the rise of European universities. He deals extensively tv.ith the his-
tor.y and development of all major universities during the l~ddle Ages. In 
addition to minute details, attention is given to trends and influences 
of the period--the influence of one universit.Y over another and the influ-
ence of the university on society. 
In the first decade of the t-vrentieth century 3 Thtv.tng2 wrote ! 
Histo~ ~ Higher Education ~ America which depicts the struggles of a 
new nation in developing a system of higher education. ~le Thir.ing and 
other writers do not give specific attention to the subject of music, 
generalizations can be drawn which are helpful in interpreting the devel-
opments in t.he various periods or educational histor.y.. Similarly 3 Tewksbury.) 
!Hastings Rashdall, The Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages, 
Volumes I, II, and III (0 xford: Clarendon Press, 189:5'].- -
2charles F. Thwing, A History of Higher Education in America 
(New York: D .. Appleton CentU'ry Company_, 1906).. -
3n .. G .. Tewksbury, Founding of American Colleges and Universities 
Before the Civil War (New York: Bureau o£ Publications_,~achers College, 
Columbi~iversity, 1932). 
6 
gives a documentar,y account of the earlY American college before the 
Civil War. Storr's volume, .!.!!!. Beginnings ,2! Graduate Education !!!_ 
America4 counteracts some misinformation concerning the history of grad-
uate schools in this country.. He carefullY traces the rise of "the 
University Idea" and the efforts to establish graduate education in 
American colleges and universities, beginning around 1800 and ending 
1dth the Givil1lar. 'tiith much documentation, he shows hmv nuraerous 
these efforts were, and he adduces explanations for their failure or 
their slow development. 
Standard books on the general history of education, such as ! 
History ~ Education in .American CUlture%y Butts and Crernin, ! History 
,2! American Education6 by Good, and ~ History ,2! Education 1 by Cubberly 
fUrnish background material which was helpful in interpreting various 
periods in the development o£ graduate study.. Other books dealing 
specifically 1f.ith the grotfth of higher education in the United States 
have been written by Hughes, 8 Wills,9 and Hofstadter and De'tf.ltt. 10 
L.Richard J. Storr, ~Beginnings ~Graduate Education in America 
(Chicago: The Universit.y of Chicago Press, 1953). 
5Ra Freeman Butts and Lawrence A. Cremin, A History of Education 
in American Culture (Ne~.r York: Henry Holt and Company, 1955}: 
6Ellwood P. Cubberly, The tlistory of Education (Boston: Houghton 
Mii'flin Company, 1920).. - -
1r-r .. G .. Good, A History of American Education (11Tet·1 York: The Mac-
millan Company, 1956T.. -
8R., 1'-f. Hughes, A Study of the Graduate Schools of America (Oxford, 
Ohio: Mia.nd University-Press, 192~ -
9Elbert Vaughan 1'11ills, ~ Grotfth of American Higher Education 
(Philadelphia: Dorrance and Company, l936')7 
lORichard Hofstadter and c .. De1vitt Hardy, The Development and Scope 
of fligher Education in the United States (New York: Colum61a Uriiversity Press, 
1952). --
7 
Histories have been 1~itten on m~ of the major colleges and 
v.niversities in .1\mer.ica.. Some notable ones include Harvard, 11 Cornell, 12 
Wisconsin_,13 Minnesota,14 Ohio State, 15 and California.l6 
The Reports of The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
-- -- -
Teaching17 contain many articles related to graduate study, giving 
attention to its roots and lines of development from early to present 
times. Reports to the Governors' Conference18 contain pertinent infor-
ma.tion concerning higher education in general. Various bulletins and 
reports, especially statistical reports, are published by the United 
States Office of Education. 
1lSamuel Eliot Morison, Harvard College in the Seventeenth 
Century: Terce11tennial History of Harvard Coi1eje and Umversity, 
1636-1936 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1930). 
12carl L.. Becker, Cornell University: Founders and ~ Founding 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 19!~). 
l3Merle Curti and Vernon Carstensen, The University of 1~sconsin: 
!:. History (Ma<lison, t'lfisconsin: University of Wisconsin Pres'S; l9L.9). 
14Ja.mes Gray, The University of ]lf.innesota, 1851-1951 (Minneapolis: 
University of ¥dnnesota Press, 19S1):-
l5Thomas c .. l\fendenhall_, History of the Ohio State University, three 
volumes (Colmnbus_, Ohio: Ohio State University Press, 1920-1926). 
l~v. "t"l .. Ferrier, Origin and Development of t..lle University o:t 
California (Berkeley, California=-Gather Gate BO@c Company, 1930):-
17The Carnegie Fbundation for the Advancement of TeaclLing_, .~ual 
Reports (Boston: Merrymount Press). - -
lBThe Council of State Governments, Reports (Chicago: The Council 
of State GOVernments):-
8 
In the late nineteenth century, 1villiams19 't'l1rote A Short Historical 
Account of~ Degrees !!: Music ~Oxford~ Cambridge. Considerable 
information is given concerning the practices of awarding the English 
baccalaureates and doctorates from the late Middle Ages to the nineteenth 
century o Another important 'tvork is Carpenter1 s l·iusic in the N:edieval 
and Renaissance Universities. 20 
The development or music instruction in higher education is 
indebted to the work which was done by professional organizations in 
music. The Music Teachers National Association &~s formed in the last 
quarter or the nineteenth centur,y. From time to time, Reports21 were 
published which gave information about this ambitious organization and 
its activities., Around the turn or the centur,y, annual meetings were 
devoted exclusively to the discussion or subjects or interest to music 
educators, and scholarly papers were presented by prominent leaders., 
These papers were preserved in bound volumes or Proceedings22 and have 
come to be informative source books on many musical subjects. The Reports 
and Proceedings furnish invaluable records or the musical developments 
in the United States. 
l9c .. F .. Abdy Nilliams, !_Short Historical Account of~ De&!ees 
_!!:! P,Iusic ~ Oxford~ Cambridge (London: Novello, Etfer and Com.pany, 1893). 
20Na.n Cooke Carpenter, Music .!!'! ~ Medieval and Renaissance 
Universities 
The Music Educators National Conference (founded as the 1-J:usic 
Supervisors National Conference in 1907) has given leadership in the 
9 
deve!opment and formulation of instruction in music in public schools, 
as well as in higher education.. Yearbooks23 trere published until 1940, 
and the Journal of Research in Music Education was .first published in 
195'3 .. 
The National Association of Schools of Music was established in 
1924 for the purpose of encouraging closer relationships among music 
schools and to establish programs of cooperation tt.lth various educational 
associations which directly or indirectly affect music. This organiza-
tion publishes a yearly bulletin of important actions and recommendations 
concerning study in music .. 
Dickinson's Music ~ ~ Higher Education24 reflects the atti-
tudes of ~ music educators of his day in pleading for the recognition 
of music in colleges and universities,. An early stuey of the progress of 
music in academic circles was Yont•s The Status and Value of l·fusic in 
Education .. 25 This important study describes the early development of 
:music in the public schools, normal schools, colleges, and universities .. 
"t'lfelch•s The Study of Music in the .Alnerican College26 deals with attitudes 
- - ~~ ~ ------ --~-
23Music Educators National Conference Yearbook and Music Educators 
National Yearbook (Chicago: :Vrusic Educators National Conference, 1909-1940). 
2~Edws.rd Dickinson, Music and the Higher Education (Net'l York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1915). --
25Rose Yont, The Value of Music in Education (Boston: Richard 
G .. Badger, 1916). - - -
2~oy Dicldnson \•lelch, The Study of Music in the American College 
(Northampton: Smith College, 1925). - --
10 
of the day, and statements are cited by outstanding nrusic leaders across 
the nation.. In 1932, a study of music in thirty colleges and universities 
was made possible through a grant from the Carnegie Corporation.. Thompson27 
directed a stuqy for the Association of American Colleges, which was pub-
lished in 193.5.. ~Jhile the study "tv-as not designed primarily to reveal the 
status of graduate instruction in music, important attitudes can be detected 
which have meaning at the graduate level.. Jones28 related some of the gen-
eral principles of college education to the specific field of music.. He 
briefly surveyed various phases of music wl1ich are taught in colleges and 
universities, suggested some pedagogical procedures, and advanced some 
basic "philosophies" concerning music study .. 
There has been no extended treatment of the historical develop-
ment of the master 8s degree in music.. Kenneif9 has made a detailed 
study of the doctoral degree in music which contains considerable infor-
mation pertinent to graduate study at the master's level .. 
27Randall Thompson, College l.fusic: !!! Inv~stigation .!:2! ~ Asso-
ciation of American Colleges (New York: The !-iacm.J.llan Company, 193~ 
28vincent Jones, Music Education ~ ~ College (Boston: c .. c .. 
Birchard Compaqy, 1949). 
29Arthur Ward Kennedy, The Doctoral Degree in MUsic in Universities 
and Colleges in the United States. Ph.D., Dissertation, Nor·t.hwestem 
University, August, 1955. 
CHAPTER III 
THE DEVELOPMEiiT OF THE CONCEPT OF THE M.4.STER 1 S DEG~ 
1ihile institutions of higher learning existed in ancient tLmes 
and undoubtedly gave some title of distinction to those who completed a 
course of stuqy, there is no record of academic degrees before the ¥dddle 
Ages.. The titles of master and doctor trere synonyms originally, and they 
were actually nothing more than licenses to teach., It t~s only after 
several cen·Guries of varying usage that the titles came to have the mean-
ings which are attached to them at the present time. 
I. I~DIEVAL TRADITIONS 
Follotv.ing the fall of the Roman Empire to the eleventh century, 
there t~s little intellectual pursuit. The schools that existed were 
of low grade in comparison with ·!ihose of earlier or later centuries. 
During the five or six centuries which followed the disappearance of 
Roman rule in the 1'\l'est, Europe was 
"' ., ., mainly rural, city life was stagnant and :insignificant, 
there was little moving about, commerce was at a standstill, the 
land was covered with violence and confusion, small feudal govern-
ments were the rule, government and law trere local, a~d the caste 
of warriors a~d secular rulers had little need for the education 
of the schools .. l 
The church was the only large system of administration which was 
able to maintain a continuous existence :in Europe during this period. 
lEdward H. Reisner, Historical Foundations of Modern Education 
(Net11 York~ The l1acmillan Company, 1927), p. 272.. -
12 
Monasteries and nunneries which liere scattered throughout Europe 1~re 
directly under its control, and the necessity of administration called 
for educated men. Cathedral schools l'd'ere organized to prepare priests 
and officials for their duties. Monastic schools were formed to teach 
the tradition, the ritual, and the body of sacred literature llhich l'las 
too extensive for verbal tra~smission. 
From approximately the middle of the eleventh centur.y to the end 
of the fifteenth centur,y, there was a different set of social circum-
stances conditioning education.. Instead of the dominance of rural life, 
there was growr.Lng importance of tolf.DS and cities 1-lith the expansion of 
crumnerce and manufacturing. The apprenticeship system was developed to 
perform a social service in the T/lay of vocational education., The crafts-
manship of the :r-fiddle Ages l'laS fostered exclusively by this means o£ 
training_, and 
.. ., ., vie1~d from the standpoint of its social importance, it should 
be regarded as of at least equal significance lvith the more formal 
education given in schools and universities and 1~th the chivalric 
education of the nobility.. Viewed from the standpoint of its 
thoroughness and its success, it is an object of emulation in the 
twentieth centur.y.2 
The origin of the wrord bachelor is lost in obscurity, but i:.'l a 
general sense, it meant a rryoung man.,u From this general meaning devel-
oped the use of the word to indicate a young, unmarried man. Originally, 
however, the word conveyed the meaning of both youth and apprenticeship. 
lVhen applied to students, it stressed the sense of apprentice or assist-
2Reisner, ~· ~., p. 281 .. 
13 
ance.3 There seems to be agreement that the word developed from the 
Latin baccaJ.arius, -w1hich in turn probably came from late Latin and 
Romantic bacca, for vacca, meaning cow. Baccalarius, then, meant 
a herdsman serving under a farmer, or a dependent farmera This word 
was subsequently altered to baccalaureue, as if connected iilth bacca 
lauri, laurel ber~, which has sometimes been given as its derivation. 
This alteration has been perpetuated in current academic terminology 
since baccalaureus rather than baccalarius is the source of the word 
"baccalaureate."4 
II.. TBE RISE OF THE tJNJ:iT.ERSITY 
The development of the university out of the cathedral and other 
forms of schools represents a long evolution. Cubberly states that 
uo e • a teacher of some reputation drew around him a group of studentso 
Other teachers joined as a 1 studium was created. u n5 By the beginning 
of the thirteenth century, such groups began to organize themselves into 
associations, and in time, the ter.m universitas, or university was 
applied to a group of "masters and apprentices in study." The univer-
si·~ies at Bologna and Paris emerged as leaders and became types which 
were followed by nearly all of the universities of 'tolestern Europe 
during the ~Iiddle Ages. 
3Harry Beck Green, "The Origin of the Ac B. Degree,'' Music 
Teachers National Association Volume of Proceedings , Series 7 (1912), p. 206. 
4Ibid., pp. 205-210. 
-'E1h1ood P .. Cubberly, The History of Education (Boston: Houghton 
Jllf..ifflin Company, 1920), p. 2le:-" -
Many universities were founded by a migration of professors from 
the older universities., A secession of masters from Oxford resulted in 
the founding of the university at Cambridge, and "• .... Sienna, Padua, 
Reggio, Vicenza, Arezzo resulted from •swarmings' from Bologna; and 
Vercelli from Vicenza.,116 Cubberly states that 
.. .. .. migration from Prague helped establish many of the Gennan 
universities., In this w~ the university organization was spread 
over Europe. In 1200 there were but six studia generalia l'fhich can 
be considered as having evolved into univers~t~es--saierno, Bologna, 
and Reggio in Italy; Paris and Montpellier, in France; and Oxford 
in England., By 1300 eight more had evolved in Italy, three more in 
France, Cambridge in England, and .f'ive in Spain and Portugal., By 
1400 twenty-ttfO additional universities had developed, five of which 
-.;ere in German lands, and by 1500 thirty-five more had been founded, 
~g a total of eighty., By 1600 the total had been raised to 
108 .. 
The early universities had infonnal developments, and there are 
feti records of their beginnings., Since it ,;;as common to establish 
associations for :mutual protection during the ~fiddle Ages, it was natural 
that the teachers of a given city should form a guild for the purpose 
of controlling admission to its group. According to Reisner, 
., ., ., o~ those should be admitted to the guild of masters -.iho 
had shot~ themselves fit, and only those :might teach in the tot~ 
who had been so admitted. In its origin the idea of university 
examinations, which c~ne so completely to dominate higher education 
in the I•!iddle Ages, as indeed it has all of tiestern education ever 
~inc~, ~res to provide a test of fitness for the privilege of teach-
~ng, 
Prior to the development of these guilds, local bishops and chancellors 
of the cathedral schools held the exclusive right to e:xmnine all teachers 
6Ib"d ~.. , p .. 219 .. 
7Ibid .. , p .. 220 .. 
8Reisner, •.!,. £1?.· ~"' p .. 331 .. 
15 
and the right to grant licenses to teach (licentia docendi). This was 
the source of :many problems during the early history of the universities, 
and eventualzy the examinations tvere conducted by the "masters" with 
licenses being issued b,r the ecclesiastical authorities., 
In the latter part of the thirteenth century, the "bachelorhood If 
t.Yas achieved by a ceremony of "determination" vlhich tvas an imitation of 
the disputations of the masters. Green states that around 1275 
...... the exam.en baccalariandorum. was introduced at Paris conducted 
by a board of examiners who decided whether a candidate might be 
admitted to determine.. • • • the word bachelor, borrowed from the 
terminology of the guilds and hitherto applied vaguely to an,y student 
who was a candidate for the mastership, came to be technically 
restricted in the faculty of arts to candidates who had, after pass-
ing the prescribed examination, been duly admitted to determine and 
permitted to give •cursory' lectures.9 
The "bachelorhood" was not a formal degree at this time; it 
merely indicated that certain preliminary requirements for the degree 
of master or doctor had been .f'ulfilled; the bachelor was an apprentice .. 
Eventually, the university gave special recognition to academic achieve-
ment by conferring the degree of bachelor of arts. Being a bachelor 
meant that the student 1vas no longer a pupil and that ". .. • he must 
begin to practice teaching; that is, reading lectures in preparation 
for his mastership.nlO He became a student teacher who tvas per.mitted 
to teach younger students. If he desired to become a master, it was 
necessary for him to continue to attend lectures and to ".. • • hear all 
the books prescribed by the faculty •••• 1111 
9areen, .2£" cit., p .. 208 .. 
10Ibid., p. 209. 
11Ibid. 
16 
The requirements of becoming a master teacher varied from guild 
to guild, but in general, the student remained with the established 
masters until he had heard a sufficient number of lectures to t~te the 
exawination for the teaching license. The examination consisted of a 
public disputation on some stated thesis in the presence of the masters; 
it l~Yas the bachelor's "masterpiece," and it lvas submitted to a jury 
composed of the masters in his craft. upon his defense being adjudged 
satisfa.ctory, he became a master and t'ias formally admitted to the high-
est rank in the teaching guild. 12 
At that time the terms master, doctor, and professor were all 
used synonymous~ and indicated the possession of a degree. The Master 
2!, ~ usually held the degree from the Faculty of ~' and the Doctor 
Ef Civil La1-1 held the degree from the Faculty of Civil Law, but usage 
varied considerably regarding the terminology adopted. 
After the student became a master of arts, he usually undertook 
duties as a schoolmaster or as a member of the clergy; some students 
entered one of the higher faculties to serve yet another apprentice-
ship--this time, in medicine, law, or theology. These professions 
usually required several additional years of stuqy in order for the 
student to become a "master .. n 
At Oxford during the fifteenth century, the Bachelor of Arts 
degTee required four years of study. Most students ended their academic 
careers at this point; hot'iever, those who desired the right to teach 
remained for three additional years in order to obtain the Master of 
17 
Arts degree. Upon completion of the Master of Arts degree, the student 
could qualify for the first degree in lat'l or medicine in four additional 
years of study. According to Harrirnan, ".. • e there is likelihood that 
the faculties of law in some medieval universities, such as Montpellier 
and Toulouse, had developed their own s.ystem of degrees, from the bach-
elorship to the doctora.te .. n13 In theology, the r-1aster of Arts was 
eJ~ected to study for an additional seven years before being allowed 
to lecture on Lombard1 s Sentences. The arts degree gradua~ became 
"· •• a sign of fitness for advanced studies or a final degree for 
those t'llishing a general education. ull.~ 
The est.ablishment of universities in Germany v1as ttiO hundred 
years later than in the rest of Europe.. During this interim, many Ger-
mans enrolled in Italian and French schools. Cooperation is found from 
the inception of the European university, and the history of medieva~ 
culture and civilization is marked by the influence of the universities 
of one country over the universities of another. Thwing states that 
". • .. the medieval university took its place vJi th the empire and the 
papacy as an institution of international relationships.nl5 
III. DEVELOP~TI£NTS IN AMERICA 
When the colonists set up colleges in -~erica, in the mali1, they 
followed the pattern of higher education which they had l~ovln in their 
13Philip L. Harriman, "The Bachelor• s Degree," Journal of F.igher 
Education, Volume VII (June, 1936), p. 302 .. 
lltibid. 
• 15cha.rles F. Th1iing, A History of Higher Education in ~~erica 
(Nev.T York: D .. Appleton Century Company;-1906), p .. 3., -
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homelands. Harvard was patterned after the British universities of ~~e 
seventeenth century, and its first curriculum shows the effect of four 
streams of influence that had been developing for some four centuries 
in the European universities. Butts and Cremin state: 
The seven liberal arts of the cathedral schools of the ~fiddle 
Ages consisted of grammar, rhetoric, logic, aritl~1etic, geometr.y, 
astronomw, and music. All of these except music were present in 
Harvard r s curriculum.. These "£<Jere the studies considered to be the 
complete curriculum necessar.y for an educated man during the ear~ 
medieval period. The books used in these fields were all written 
in Latin, the language of the intellectual classes of Europe in the 
Niddle Ages. 
In the later Middle Ages the rediscover.y of the philosophy of 
Aristotle and the translation of his works from Greek into Latin 
ti'ere incidents in the development of the fam1lty of philosophy e.nd 
the origin of the universities in the thirteenth century. In 
Harvard•s curriculum the presence of ethics, politics, and pqysics 
represented Aristotelian philosophy; metapnysics t~s also present 
in the stuqy of theological questions and in the topics for dispu-
tation. All of these studies ti'ere also carried on in books ti'ritten 
in Latin .. 
The Humanist ideal of the Renaissance or the fourteenth to six-
teenth centuries required that a liberally educated man not o1ily 
knoti' Latin, but it must be the Latin of classical Roman as portrayed 
best of all by Cicero and Vergil, and to this should be added a 
l01owledge of Greek and perhaps Hebrew and other Eastern tongues. 
All of these subjects t~re present in the Harvard curriculum. 
Final~, the Reformation ideal insisted that a liberal education 
should be devoted to the development of the religious doctrines of 
an orthodox faith. With the development of the several Protestant 
denominations this meant that orthodoxy depended upon sectarian 
religion.. The presence of divinit.y in the curriculum and the entire 
atmosphere of Harvard as a Puritan institution represe~ted this 
ideal of higher education in the seventeenth century.l 
The native American movement became dominant.. The English tradition in 
academic government and method and content of instruction continued, 
16R., Freeman Butts and La-tvrence A., Cremin, A History of Education 
in .llinerican Culture (New York: Henry Holt and Compiny, 1955);-pp .. 127-128. 
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ho"t-rever, until the Revolutionary 't'lfar, Folloidng the victory at Yorktmm, 
the academic influence of the French began to prevail. French literature 
and philosophy, as ll!'ell as government, pervaded American thinking.. One 
great American name which stood for the French intellectual dominance 
11as Thomas Jefferson.. He uas a scholar of French literature, a man lll'ho 
was in sympathy with French democrac,y, and a man of international influ-
ence who helped to form the base of higher education in the United States. 
French influence continued into the nineteenth century, but tvi th the fall 
of Napoleon, French influence gradually diminished. 
American colleges possessed remarkable solidarit,y, despite the 
fact that most of them were small. There 't1Tere m~ different creeds 
among the colleges, but all of them shared the same source material. 
The entire boqy of teachable knowledge was relative~ small, and it was 
large~ authoritarian. The bulk of the curriculum consisted of courses 
in religion, languages, philosophy, and six of the seven liberal arts .. 
From 1642 until 1851, the Bachelor of Arts was the only degree 
given in a recognized liberal arts college in America. In the midcUe of 
the nineteenth century, the traditional program of studies which led to 
the degree was called into question by the effects of scientific devel-
opments. The arts faculty bitterly resented the attempts to add scien-
tific studies to the time-honored curriculum emphasizing Latin and Greek. 
However, a number of critical changes came about in the curriculum, and 
the traditional concept of liberal education was 1videned to include 
instruction in English, modern languages, natural sciences, and social 
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sciences.. Much of the change was embodied in the movement to include 
science and laboratory subjects on an equal basis with the so-called 
liberal arts.. The application of ". ., .. scientific and technical knol·T-
ledge in busL~ess and industr.y • • • lent great support to the scientific 
studies in their bid for recognition.,n17 
The Bachelor of Science degree was conferred upon four graduates 
of the Yale Sheffield Scientific School in 1851. The new degree was 
regarded in low esteem generally, and as late as 1898 President Eliot 
of Harvard proposed a plan for raising entrance and degree requirements 
in the Lalirence Scientific Schoo1 .. 18 l~ile defenders of traditionalism 
struggled to defend the purity of the Bachelor of Arts degree, scien-
tific courses became increasingly rigorous with the result of academic 
respectability .. 
The founding of colleges proceeded rapidly in the second quarter 
of the nineteenth centur.y and continued with unabated speed following 
the Civil Trlar.. 'Within the thirty years following 1865, over two hundred 
colleges were fottnded, bringing the total of American colleges to almost 
four hundred., 
In early America, higher education was controlled by the clergy; 
no other boqy possessed the vision, and no other group could supply the 
human resources., Most schools were church-connected, and the diversity 
of creeds which characterized the nineteenth centur.y provided the stimulus 
11Butts, .£E• ~., p .. 445. 
18symposium conducting by li" So Sutton, School Reviet'll'9 Volume 
VIII (February, 1900), pp. 92-123. 
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for the founding of many- small colleges.. According to Bevis, ".. • .. this 
religious soil • ,. .. tvas the only soil from t'lhich higher education tfOuld 
then have developed .. ., ., tdthout the impetus and drive provided by denom-
inational fervor, f'e'C'l of' our many colleges would now exist .. t~19 
IV., m'LUENCES FOR GRADUATE STUDY IN TEE UliTITED STA.TES 
In the first decades of the nineteenth century ".. .. .. a grotdng 
stream of American students began to flotv to and from European institu-
tions.,n20 Many students were attracted to German universities, and con-
sequentzy, German academic principles began to be infused into American 
institutions.. German instruction embodied the principle of academic 
freedom instead of the strict curriculum. of the liberal arts college; 
professors had freedom to teach lvhat they thought best, and students 
had freedom to study t4hat they desired., Often study and research arose 
out of mere curiosity .. 21 
One of the most important steps in universit.Y organization in 
America was the founding of Johns Hopkins Universit,y in 1867.. Its 
primar,r emphasis lay in work beyond the bachelor•s degree; strong empha-
sis t.ras placed on the German ideal of research, and seminar and lecture 
techniques became prominent in the institution., Gilman indicated a 
sharp distinction betwzeen college and university lvork.. He defined a 
l9Hcnvard L., Bevis, "Hang Together or --?" (A Survey of the State 
of Higher Education), Journal of Higher Education, Volume XV (19!~4), 
p.. 60 .. 
20Gilbert Betts, "Principles of Graduate Research Emerging .from 
Histor,y of Higher Education1:r Journal of Educational Research, Volume YJ'JCVI (January, 1943), p., 344.. -
22Ibid .. 
university as n" ., • a place for advanced and special instruction of 
youth who had been prepared for their freedom by the discipline of a 
lmfer school.. n22 The college, on the other hand_, was an institution 
which implied"· • " restriction instead of freedom, tutorial rather 
than professional teaching, and residence ttithin college halls. "23 In 
his inaugural address as president of Johns Hopkins, Gilman stated 
that Johns Hopkins would be concerned -vdth 
., • .. the most liberal promotion of all useful l01owledge; the 
special provision of such departments as are neglected elsewhere 
in the country • • • the encouragement of research; the promotion 
of young men; and the advancement of individual scholars, who by 
their excellence will advance the sciences they pursue and the 
society where they dwe11.24 
At Bryn Mawr College in 1885, a faculty of philosophy admitted 
those who held the bachelor's degree and offered graduate instruction 
leading to the Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy degrees. In 
1887, Clark University was founded and organized as a graduate school 
reflecting German practices of seminar organization, research special-
ism, and graduate fellowships" 
22 
There is evidence to indicate that the Master of Arts degree was 
conferred at the University of South Carolina in 1812, at the University 
of Virginia in 1833, at the University of North Carolina in 1856, at the 
University of Georgia in 1871, and at Princeton in 1879.. In 1870-1871 
Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Michigan, and Lafayette College reported 
22Butts9 op .. cite, p. 393. 
23Ibid., 
24naniel Coit Gilman, Universit.y Problems in the United States 
(Ne-vr York: Century, 1898), p .. L~l.. --
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forty-four students enrolled in graduate work. 25 It should be stated 
that accurate information on the practices of these early graduate 
degrees does not seem to be available .. 
Traditional colleges and universities began to move slOlfly toward 
university organization tdth graduate programs.. By the turn of the 
century Harvard included two undergraduate schools, a graduate school, 
and six professional schools. Yale, the first American institution to 
grant a Doctor of Philosophy, also moved toward university status.. By 
1900, Columbia included faculties of philosopny, political science, pure 
science, and ap9lied science; and professional schools of medicine, law, 
mines, chemdstr,y, engineering, and architecture. State universities 
such as Kiichigan, ]fJ.innesota, YI.Tisconsin, and California trere moving in 
s~milar directions at the same time. 
Tb~oughout the nineteenth century it was difficult to define 
runerican institutions of higher leaxmu1g9 particularly the universit.y. 
There were many institutions rdth the title of university which in realit,r 
were colleges, some whose "· •• instruction barely qualified for the 
high school level .. n26 In 1899, a Yale professor "t<:rrote: 
Any one possessed of the requisite information l01ows at once 
tvhat is meant by the university of France, the English university, 
or a German university; but no one can become so21onversant tdth facts as to tell v1hat an Am.erican university is., 
25Edgar ~f .. Knight, F.ifty Years of American Education 1900-1950 
(Newi York:: The Ronald Press Company, 19'>2), pp .. 186-187. 
26Bevis, ~" ~., p. 60. 
27aeorge Trumbull Ladd, Esaa;ys ~~Higher Education (Nev1 York: 
Scribner and Sons, 1899). 
Although state universities did much to ~{e the name university a 
stumbling block, the Second Annual Report of the Carnegie Foundation 
for the Advancement of Teaching28 states that, in many cases, they had 
-- -
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"· e • realized the hopes of their founders and have become great centers 
of college and university education.,u29 
V.. EARLY PRACTICES IN GRADUATE SCHOOLS 
The ideals of high standards for the master's degree are of 
comparatively recent origin in higher. education. A curious practice of 
a'tfarding degrees tvin course" came from English universities and can be 
traced back to medieval institutions. The master's degree was awarded 
after a perfunctory test and the payment of fees to all those who held 
the bachelor's degree who cared about obtaining it. The first master•s 
degree to be given in the United States was conferred by Harvard in 16la. 
The Harvard Laws of 1655 state the requirements of proficiency tested by 
"· ... a ln'itten Synopsis, or Compendium of Logicke, Naturall Philosophy, 
morall philosophy, Arithmeticke, Geometry, or Astrononzy-.,n30 It 'tva.s not 
necesse.ry for the candidate to spend any time in residence, but it was 
28"The Evolution of the American Type University, n The Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of Teacl'l.ing, Second Annual 'RePort (Nel·Y York: 
Carnegie Foundation, l907). -
29Ibid .. , p.. 86. 
30s~uel Eliot Morison, Harvard College ~~.seventeenth Centu;y: 
Ter-centenn1al Histo;r of Harvard College and Univers~ty, 1636-1936 
(ciiiibridge: Harvard University Press, 1936y;-p, 1L.8. 
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required that he be of a good reputa.tion.,31 In 1872, President Eliot 
conferred the last Master's degree llin course" upon members of' the ch.ss 
of 1869 and announced that Harvard would no longer grant the degree in 
such a manner.. Ho1vever, several respected institutions continued the 
practice until Wbrld War I .. 
Harvard University was the first American insti tu·t.ion to at<Jard 
an honorary degree; the Master of Arts was conferred on Benjaw.in Frank-
lin gradum causa honoris in 1753 .. 32 ~1hile the practice of conferring 
honorar.y degrees continues to the present time, suCh awards generally 
axe restricted to the doctorate .. 
By the turn of' the twentieth centur.y, the tradition that graduate 
education should emphasize research was generally accepted. This emphasis 
was primarily the result of tl1ree influences: 
(1) .. • • results of science t'lith its well-organized mathematical 
and experimental approach; (2) the need for agricultural and indus-
trial research, recognized in the rise of the land-grant college and 
State universities; and (3) the example of the exacting and metic-
ulous methods of research employed in Gennan universities.33 
The first two decades of the twentieth century were spent in 
improving methods in research and standardizing procedures and require-
ments for advanced degrees. Various professional organizations joined 
forces to accomplish these ends; among them were the Association of 
American Universities, the National Association of State Universities, 
31philip L .. Harriman, "The ];!aster's Degree, u Journal .2£ Higl1er 
Education, Volume IX (Januar.r, 1938), p., 27a 
32Ibid. 
33aeorge F. Zook (ed.), Higher Education for American Democracy 
(Washington, D. c.: President's Commission on P~gher EdUcation, 1947), 
p .. 85., 
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the Association ~ Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and the .AJnerican 
Association of University Professors. Foundations such as the Rockefeller 
and Carnegie groups became vitally interested in university efforts to 
advance the cause of research. 
It appears that efforts at standardization were based on the 
asstunption that the programs leading to advanced degrees should ain1 to 
prepare indii.riduals who planned to engage in full-time research or who 
would divide their time between their own investigations and the prepa-
ration of other research workers under universities auspices. This 
singularity of purpose for advanced degrees appears to have been justi-
fied in the first decades of the t1ientieth centur,y. Zook points out that 
phenomenal technological advancement, combined ~nth significant social 
change was creating the need for many more research workers in industr.r, 
agriculture, commerce, and government. • • • there was need for more 
penetrating and fruitful resear~fi in the well-established disciplines 
of the older arts and sciences. 
Most activity in research was confined to the universities; industr.y 
and government had not entered the field to ~ marked degree. Student 
bodies were comparatively small and homogeneous in both their intellectual 
capacity and their broad occupational objectives.3S 
VI.. RECEII!T DEVELOPNEl~TS OF Th'E MASTER•S DEGREE 
A variet,y of degrees are offered at the Master•s level; the Master 
of Arts and the Master of Science are the most common. According to Harlan 
34Ibid., pp., BS-86. 
3S!bid .. , p" 86., 
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Horner's survey36 of graduate degrees awarded by schools in New York during 
the 1936-1937 school year, twenty-eight types of master's and thirteen types 
of doctor's degrees were almrded. According to Knight, 
the number of master's degrees awarded in 1900 wasabout 1.74 thousand; 
in 1910 about 2.4 thousand; in 1920 about 3c87 thousand; in 1930 
about li!-..5 thousand .... Between 1930 and 19.50 graduate enrollments 
increased enormouslY, and in the latter
7
year more than 60 thousand 
master's degrees ••• t~re conferred.3 
In 1936, a committee stuqying the master1s degree reported in 
the Journal ££ Higher Education38 that confusion was particularly evident 
in conceptions of the purposes of the degree, its standards, its nomen-
clature, and its administration. The committee further reported: 
The Master's degree is variously described as a research degree, 
a professional degree, a teacher's degree, and a cultural degree. 
The work included in the requirements for ~~e degree is regarded as 
preparation for .further graduate tfork, as preparation for the practice 
of some profession including teaching, as an extension of the cul tura~ 
objectives ascribed to the Bachelor's degTee, or as a period of advanced 
study .. J9 
The committee was of the opinion that the master's degree should 
represent the culmination of at least five years of work in higher edu-
cation in the course of tmich the student attains a special competenqy 
in one or more fields of knowledg~ as 
• • • judged by his information and his skills, &1d develops the 
power to think independently and constructively, that is, to find, 
organize, and evaluate evidence on a topic in his special field 
and to .f'or.mulate and defend a definite conclusion., In such a program 
36Harlan H., Horner, "The State and Hig;her Education, n university 
.2£ the State ££ !;:! ~ Bulletin (April 1.5, 1939), pp. 24-31 .. 
37lmight, £E· ~., p .. 187. 
38"Prob1ems of the Master's Degreeu (Report of the Cornmittee on 
the Master's Degree), Journal of Higher Education, Volume VII (May, 1936) 
p. 265. --
.39Ibid. 
the fifth or graduate year should emphasize the attaiment of such 
special competenc.y, encourage independence of study, self-activity, 
and freedom for development, and arouse, re-create ~r intensif.y 
enthusiasrn for some t'll'orthy field of human endeavor., !0 
As ear~ as 1915, the Association of American Universities affirmed 
its belief that the master's degree should stand for at least one full 
year of bonafide graduate work and that there should be a minimum resi-
dence requirement of one year. As SunLmer sessions and university ~~ten-
sion services grew and the demand for the certification of teachers 
increased, practices in graduate schools developed which did not alw~s 
conform with the resolutions of the Association of American Universities. 
In 1932, that organization er.pressed belief that there was tiidespread 
dissatisfaction with the status of the master's degree; however, the 
immediate standardization of requirements vms impracticable in view of 
the several useful prttposes which the degree served in different insti-
tutions.lll 
The Committee ~ ~ Master•s Degree42 emphasized that it did 
not consider a yeax of undergraduate work, professional or non-profes-
sional, equivalent to a year of graduate work. Concern was expressed 
regarding prerequisites, residence requirements, transfer credits, and 
the planning of a unified program with a definite objective.. 'l'he com-
mi ttee reconliT!ended that no course open to freshmen or sophomores should 
be credited and that the major portion of the t~rk be restricted to 
courses for graduate students only. It was also recommended that a 
40uProblems of the Master's Degree," op .. E:!!•' p. 265. 
4~Knight, op. ~., p. 188. 
42uproblems of the 1-1aster1 s Degree," op., ~ .. , p., 266. 
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thesis, which might be of a research, expositor,y, critical, or creative 
type, should be included as a requirement for the master•s degree. The 
main purpose of a thesis, according to the committee 
• o o should be to encourage the student to use independently ~!d 
constructive~ the information, skills, and powers with milch he 
has become acquainted, a~d to furnish objective evidence of his 
ability to utilize them.,43 
There has been a difference of opinion regarding the va~ue of a 
thesis requirement.. While there are other means of serving the purposes 
stated above, the committee felt strong~ that the thesis represents the 
best feasible means of attaining the objectives indicated. In the com-
petition for able students, some institutions have settled this problem 
on the basis of expedience.. If the strongest institutions in the area 
did not require a thesis, the smaller colleges fell in line to keep 
from losing students. However, in theoljr most a&ninistrators seem to 
agree that the requirement of a thesis is an excellent one.44 
The committee noted an increasing tendency to establish new master•s 
degrees and reaffirmed the principle contained in the report of the ~­
mittee £!! Academic and Professional Higher Degrees that 11the m:ultipli-
cation of degrees is to be avoided .. u45 The comm:i.ttee further recom11ended 
that the administration of the master's degree be centralized in the grad-
uate school 'tvith care that group interes·t.s be properly represented and 
sympatheticallY heard. 
Ll3uProblems of the Master's Degree," op. cit., p .. 267. 
l..rl.tPhilip L. Harriman, "The I1aster8 s Degree, n Journal of Higher 
Education, Volume 1X (January, 1938), p.. 25. -
L.5ttProblems of the Master's Degree, n loco cit. 
In 1943, McDonald46 stated that the privileges of the various 
schools to confer degrees should be re-examined and asked that ti1e 
quality of the faculty and educational equipment be made the basis on 
which approval for the granting of degrees be given. McDonald feels that 
the degrees of •master• and 1 doctor• should be maintained, in all 
fields, on a graduate level, and not be merely a continuation of 
undergraduate 1~ork.. In too many cases, the course of study for 
advanced degrees lacks unity and point, requ.iring1.merely an accu."!lU-lation of a certain number of courses or credits .. ~? 
Improvement in the situation is made difficult by the double function 
of m~ of the degrees, some having professional rather than academic 
connotations .. 
Questions of standards and practices in graduate trork have been 
under discussion for a long time.. Since the founding of the Association 
~American Universities in 1900, there has been continous discussion of 
the vexatious problems of graduate t·JOrk.. The organization has formulated 
standards for the graduate degree, as well as for its administration. 
Knight states: 
B.y 1950 the ways in which the master 1s degree could be obtained 
were more numerous than ever, and most institutions seemed to enjoy 
freer enterpirse in its award than they had had since it was handed 
out as an honorar.y degree.. Advanced degrees especially appealed to 
teachers. The relation bettveen degrees and better salaries became 
closer, and the institutions that provided the easiest ways to degrees 
generally had the la.rgest enrollments •••• ~~en the certificating 
bureaus of state departments of education began to increase require-
ments for teaching in the public schools9 better salaries for advanced 
degrees were guarante[ed, a11d the boom and boon for the teacher-education 
institutions were on. ~8 
46Hugh J" 1-'IcDonald, "The Doctorate in America, 11 Journal of Higher 
Education, Volume XIC (April, 1943), p. 194. 
47Ibid .. 
48ICnight, ££• cit., P• 189. 
In observing graduate study in the Uhited States, Stoke says 
that "· •• a good graduate school must provide an atmosphere t1Thich is 
suffused t~th a belief in, a respect for, and time for, basic scholar-
ship.uL.9 Such an atmosphere is essential.. Colleges and universities 
must sense its importance, and they must provide the needed time and 
opportunity in order for graduate work to be successful. 
49Harold ~l .. Stoke, "Some Observations on Graduate Study,'' 
Journal of Higher Education, Volume XXV (June, 1954), p. 291. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE DEVELOPX-IENT OF MUSIC AS A FIELD OF GRADUATE STUDY 
I. GENERAL BACKGROUND 
In ancient Greece, music and gynmastics formed the course of 
stuqy; and ldth the development of Greek thought, poetr.y and letters 
l~re included in the subject of music. Plato and Aristotle regarded 
music as a'l'l i:m portant subject in the scheme of education in both the 
elementar.y and secondar.y divisions., During the reign of Alexander the 
Great, a course of instruction was established around the seven liberal 
arts; it was divided into tt'll'O parts--the Trivium and the Quadriviu.m. 
Grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic formed the Trivium; arithmetic, geometr.y, 
music, and astronomy formed the Quadrivium .. 
The Romans 1v-ere strong'ly influenced by Greek education.. Var:t"O 
endeavored to found a system of Roman education based on Greek ideas .. 
He 1Yrote treatises on all subjects taught in the Greek curricul'U1'11; his 
Disciplinarum Libri Novem consisted of nine books, the seventh of ~mich 
was devoted to music., This curriculum lfa.S adopted only in part until 
the latter part of the Empire when a marked reversion to the entire Greek 
curriculum occurred. By the end of the third centur.y, its form ~ras firmly 
fixed in the pagan schools. 
With the triumph of Christianity at the beginning of the fourth 
century, church authorities looked ~rlth disdain upon pagan ideas. It 
was during the fifth and sixth centuries that church authorities admitted 
33 
the pagan studies into their curriculum.. Augus·t.ine justified the study 
of the pagan curriculum by the scriptural injunction of "spoiling the 
Egyptians.," and Cassiodorus (the first to use the term "seven liberal 
artsn) quoted the text: "'ful:i.sdom builded her house; she has hetm out her 
seven pillars.nl 
The authority of Augustine and Cassiodorus was sufficient to 
determine the course of study which was maintained for several hundred 
years. Many writers of the period iirOte about music, but Boethius 
(a cont~nporar.y of Cassiodorus) went deeper into the subject than ~ 
other tiriter of the periods His De Re Musica became n. • • the a.cknot.rl-
edged text-book for the scientific study of music throughout the Middle 
Ages .. 112 
To the medieval mind, music '&:ras entirely mathematical in char-
acter, and it was studied as a theoretical subject.. In Geschic·te der 
IV.tusic by A.mbros, the follot-Jing statement appears: "The tendency of the 
Middle Ages to class music as a theoretical science, a part of mathe-
1natics3 to be studied after arithmetic, has been careful~ traced to 
Roman v:rri ters as far back as Cicero .. n 3 In _£! ~ Musica, Boethius presents 
the viewpoint that the mastery of music did not mean that one r:ras a 
musician in the strict sense of the word., It must be said that "'oJhile 
music was regarded general~ as a science, there were practical teachers 
such as Hucbald, Hermannus, and Guido. 
lcharles H .. Mills, "The History of Music Degrees," I"iusic Teachers 
Na·tional Association Volume £!: Proceedings, Series VII (1912), p. 160 
2Ibid.,, p .. 161. 
3.~bros, Geschicte der F1Usic, Volume II as quoted in Mills, 
cit .. , p., 16L -
- -
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It was not until the Renaissance that the term musician meant 
one 1~ho possessed a knot11ledge of both the science and the art of music. 
N"ills states: 
Although it is true that a singer was not always a musician in 
the medieval ages, and that a knowledge of the theor,y of numbers 
t<1as of more value to the s tuden·t of music than a good voice., it is 
also true that in the period preceding the universities, the science 
of music as a quadrivial subject was taught best in those schools 
vlhich 1vere noted for their practical work in music, such as l-ietz 
and st .. Gall .. 
Most subjects of the seven liberal arts went tl1rough various 
accumulative processes during the time of t~~ Crusades, vdth new knowledge 
being absorbed in the curriculmn.. However, in music the situation was 
different. Practical aspects, such as singing, were developed rather 
than the philosophic and scientific. According to Mills, 
Advance was only possible after the Greek theories, which had 
been to a certain extent incorrect~ transraitted by the tv.ritings 
of Boethius, were discarded. There is no doubt that the Boethian 
influence was a decided obs~acle to the development of music 
throughout the ~riddle Ages. 
It took a long period of exper:I.Jnenting 'tll'ith combinations of 
intervals, chiefly by means of singing, to arrive at a satisfactory 
basis for music. This time has been referred to as a nprolonged experi-
ment in sight-singing and ear-training .. u6 The first school of music 
composition did not appear until the fifteenth century .. 7 The early 
4r.1ills, loc., cit .. 
.5Ibid .. , p., 163. 
6Ibid. 
7The Burgundian School included composers such as Dufay, Binchois, 
and Duns table., 
universities were well advanced by this time. Music as a science had 
been studied as part of the course in the earlier universities, paxtic-
ularly at Vienna, Oxford, and Salamanca. In discussing the University 
of Salamanca, Rashdall says 11 .... an interesting feature ••• is that 
a !1aster of the Organ is provided, u8 and that salaries for music 1:1ere 
provided in the Bull o:r 1313. Rashdall continues: "The University of 
Salamanca appears to be the first which gave both degrees and practical 
i11s·~ruction in lY'msic. A Master of Music was ahyays included among its 
Professors.n9 The Gerrnan universities and Oxford required the studying 
of~~ Musica for the master's degree, probably in keeping tlith the 
theory that the arts course consisted of the complete Trivium and QUad-
rivium.lO 
Records do not clearly state when Oxford and Cambridge recognized 
music as a special stuqy and conferred a special degree, and there are 
conflicting accounts of the first person holding a musical degree. It 
has been said that Dunstable was a Doctor of Music.ll Cambridge is 
knolm to have conferred the Bachelor of Music degree on Henr.t Habyngton 
in 1463 and the Doctor of Music degree on Thomas Saintwix at about the 
s~~e time.l2 The first person to hold the Bachelor of Music degree from 
Oxford was Robert t~don (probably 1499).13 
BHastings Rashdall, The Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages, 
Volume II, Part I (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 18"95), p. 75.- -
9Ibid. lOibid. 
ll}fills, £E• ~., p. 166 
13Ibid. 
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In discussing the requirements for the music degrees at Oxford 
and Cambridge, Mills states: 
At first it 1vas only necessary to read Boethius, and to deliver 
a public lecture on some of the points which he treats, but this 
was soon discontinued and the performance of an exercise took its 
place. In the sixteenth centur,y we find these exercises t~{ing 
definite shape, and five-part ~~iting was required for the Doctor-
ate. The men who took these degrees were for the most part con-
nected t'\l'ith the univer~ities or the Church as organists, and were 
competent performers.14 
The Universit,y of Dublin granted its first music degree in 1615. 
During the next 2.50 years the granting of music degrees 11as confined 
largely to Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin.15 Thompson states: 
Until the close o:f the Elizabe·l:ihan Era, tvhile the accepted style 
of composition was purely choral, the requirements :for degrees ~~re 
adequate, and it is not too much to say that the graduate equaled 
the :musicians of 8IJY other country in composition; but with the 
begin11ings of opera and the instrumental forms they soon got out of 
date and required a rigidity and formality that ~goved a deterrent 
rather than a stimulant to original composition. 
II. MUSIC AND DEGREE STATUS IN THE UNITED STATES 
A common attitude totvard music in the American college of the 
nineteenth century is illustrated in a story told by James T. Quarles: 
Nhen David Bispham entered Haverford College shortly after the 
close of the Civil War, ••• he took among other impedimenta his 
beloved zither upon tihich he 'tfas accustomed to uhile aT/Jay his apre 
moments. He had not counted on the strict authorities of Haverford 
forbidding such harmless music as was possible on this rather 
15oscsr Thompson, The International Qyclopedia of Music and 
¥msicians, (Seventh edition-Revised, edited by Nicolas:Slonimsl~ 
(New York: Dodd, Mead, and Company, 1956), p. 425. 
16-xulls, ~ .. ~· 
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prindtive instrument, but to his great chagrin he was soon informed 
that music was against the rules, and that if he must need to play 
at all, he would have to do so off the college grounds. He there-
fore packed the zither in its little case and took it over to the 
Haverford station on the Pennsylvania Railroad, 1·1here through the 
kindness of the ticket seller he w1as enabled to keep it, and v1here 
he trent daily to practice., He never took it back ·co the college.,l7 
It is interesting to note a change in the attitude toward music. In 
1914, Haverford College conferred the Doctor of Laws degree on David 
Bispham u ••• for his eminent services to the art of music. n18 
Until the last quarter of the nineteenth centur.y, music had 
little standing in institutions of higher learning in Anlerica" The 
general opinion of college authorities was that the status of music did 
not rank in educational value with other branches of learning. Further 
difficulty 'ti'B.S encountered in evaluating music studies by academic cred-
its., Gantvoort says: "This deterred and discouraged all concerned. The 
problem seemed insurmountable for many years.,nl9 In reporting on the 
early history of music in American colleges, Gantvoort sta.tes that there 
was "• •• almost complete ignorance on the part of the Dons of educational 
value of the various branches of music stuqy. These factors retarded action 
for many years on the part of college authorities. n20 "It seems fairly 
clear that music got into the schools and colleges of Alllerica by the back 
door," says Kendall 'tvho further states that "liberal arts institutions 
17 James T. Quarles, "Music in the Life of the Average College 
Student," I'1usic Teachers National Association Volume of Proceedings, 
Se1"1es 25 (1930), p .. 5o. -
18Ibid. 
l9J-~.rnold J. Gantvoort, Letter to 11-1. T .. N .A. Convention reporting on 
the early history of music in the colleges of America, Music Teachers 
National Association Volume of Proceedings, Series 23 (1928), p., 235. 
20Ibid. 
with religious affiliations had chapel services wb~ch required, at the 
minimum, an organist and, in better circumstances, a regular choir. u21 
In spite of misgivings concerning music instruction in the college, 
a remarkable development occurred from the time of the Pierian Sodality22 
and its offspring, the Harvard Musical Association23 to the turn of the 
century.. By 1900 many of the larger colleges and some of the smaller 
ones had increased their curriculums by adding a music department and a 
chair of music. According to Thompson, 
Landmarks in college music development 1-1ere the appointments of 
Gustav J., Stoeckel and John K. Paine as instructors in music at 
Yale (1854) and Harvard (1862) respectively, although Oberlin had 
offered instruction under George N .. Allen as early as 1837, and Ohio 
lt>lesleyan had also added music courses in 18.54.. Other notable signs 
of the extension of musical offerings on the collegiate level were 
the following appointments: 
1861 Karl Merz, Oxford College for tfomen 
1875 Willard Kimball, Grinnell 
1878 Hiram G. Tucker, Wheaton 
1878 Benjamin c. Blodgett, Smith 
1882 Karl Merz, Wooster 
1882 George A. Parker, Syracuse 
1884 James H .. HoHe, De Pauwr 
188.5 lnJillia.m Bentley, Knox 
1889 Henri 1'1]'., J. Ruifrok, Valparaiso 
1891 Peter c. Lutkin, North1-rester.n 
1892 Rossiter G. Cole, Ripon 
1894 1rlillia.m P .. BigelolJ"_, Amherst 
1895 George c. Go"£-J, Vassar 
1895 Joseph N. Ashton, Brown 
1895 Leo R .. Lewis, Tufts2L~ 
21Raymond Kendall, "Professional Training in ~Iusic, n National 
Association of Schools of Music Bulletin No. 40 (April, 195.5), p. 18. 
22Pierian Sodality founded at Harvard in 1807. 
2~arvard Musical Association established in 1837. 
2~hompson, .££• ~·, p., 357. 
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After touring Europe and gaining recognition as an organist, 
John Knowles Paine was appointed organist and music director at Harvard. 
In 1862, he offered to give vdthout compensation, a series of lectures 
on music forms to interested students.. Despite much opposition, permission 
was granted vr.tth the stipulation that no college credit could be earned. 
Consequently, attendance was small, and the plan v1as abandoned., In 1870, 
vJhen Charles Eliot became president, the lectures were attempted again, 
and a course in harmony was also added., Two years later a course in 
counterpoint was included, but still without college credit and vdthout 
compensation to the instructor. The courses were successful and became 
so popular that it was necessary to recognize officially the work of Paine. 
In 1873, he was made an associate professor, and with the appointment came 
the sanction of the faculty for credits and compensation. ~~o years later 
he v1as promoted to full professor. 25 This lead to the establishment of 
the music department at Harvard which has been maintained to the present 
time. Elson describes the Harvard course at the turn of the century as 
follot-.Ts: 
e 0 .. does not teach piano playing, singing, or any technical musical 
work whatever. Music 1 ••• gives harmony lessons to the freshmen; 
Music 2 adds counterpoint during the sophomore year. There is a course 
in vocal counterpoint which an~zes the old masterpieces and allow~ 
some composition on the part of its students; there is a course on 
musical history and aesthetics; there are advanced courses in canon and 
fugue, sonata and chamber-music col1}posi ti.on; and finally there is a 
course in orchestral composition.2o 
2Saantvoort, .2£• ~ .. , p .. 236. 
26Louis Elson, The History of American Music (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 19041";' p. 353. -
The Harvard curriculum served as a model for other universities, 
and Paine was a pioneer in the organization of music courses in the 
American college., Concerning his teaching, John Howard said: 
Some of his pupils have told me that his teaching was as dry as dust, 
and that the.y could find no inspiration in his classes •••• Probably 
if he had not been academic, even to the point of dryness, he would 
never have been tolerated in a nineteenth-century university.27 
In 1875, the same year in which Paine was appointed full professor 
of :rrmsic at Harvard, a chair of music t,vas established by the University 
of Pennsylvania, and Hugh Archibald Clark was appointed. Professor of the 
Science of Music., 28 The title seems to be significant--music was intro-
duced into the American college as a scientific study, and not as an art., 
In that respect early instruction in music in this country tGs not really 
unlike that of the ~fiddle Ages. 
DUring the years l.Yhen music tvas being introduced into the colleges 
as an academic subject, several of the larger cities began the develop-
ment of independent schools and conservatories of music 11 • • • -wrhose avot.Yed 
purpose was to present a more complete, a more comprehensive and better-
rounded scheme of musical development than tvas to be obtained in the stu-
dios of private teachers.29 Moore further states that these several 
schools of music in 't·Jidely separated geograpb.ical areas 1vere founded 
27John Tasker Horm.rd, Our American Music, One Hundred Years of It 
(Ne'li Yolk: Crowell Company, 1930), p. 320. --
28aantvoort, loc., .£!!• 
29Earl v. It1:oore, "The Growth and Changing Status of Independent 
Schools of Music Since 1876, n Music Teachers lifational Association Volume 
£!Proceedings (1928), Series 23, p. 228. 
u., .. ., to counteract and combat the then prevalent feeling that the 
study of music could be pursued only in Europe,u30 
The Ne-vJ England Conservatory of 1'-fusic in Boston was founded in 
1867 by E .. B .. Tourjee. In 1870, it was incorporated by a special legis-
lative act of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and under the prov~sion 
of its charter, "any profits must be devoted e:~wlusi vely to the interests 
of the institution.u ~Ioore cites this as one of the significant steps 
of college music programs in this country since "it represents one ,;my 
in v1hich the benefits of the heavily endot:red or State supported conserv-
atories of Europe uould be insured to students of music in a country t:ahere 
endo"tiillent and g'Overnmental support were yet to be evolved. n31 
The Cincinnati College of Nusic ti'as founded in 1878 idth Theodore 
Thomas as director. In outlining his program of studies in music, he 
stressed ·t.he "· •• concentration of professional talent, methodical train-
ing such as vJe have in other branches of learnings u32 This school became 
the leading musical institution of the "t'lest" for many yea.rs. In l90l.r., 
Elson observed: 
It has done great vrork for Cincinnati and for the entire 1'lest., 
It has been active in the musical festivals of the city • o • it 
has gathered together a band of excellent musicians who have been 
like the leaven in the meal throughout the musical West.33 
3oibid. 
31Ibid., 
32Ibid. 
Other successful conservatories included the Chicago Musical College, 
the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, the Oberlin Conservatory of MUsic, 
and the Philadelphia Academy of ~fusic.34 
In the early part of the twentieth century, "so-called" conserva-
tories sprang up all over the country, and almost every town of a few 
thousand had its own "conservatory of music .. n The term "conservatoryu 
soon lost its distinction, for the high ideals tf.ith which the movement 
started in the latter part of the nineteenth century were obscured, if 
not lost. Music stuqy was exploited on a commerical basis_, and the low-
ering of standards and the weakening of the curriculum were inevitable. 
The Music Teachers National Association was organized in the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century with its first meeting being held in 
1876.. For 1n.a.ny years, the annual meetings took the form of early "music 
conventions," particularly those of Neli' England, in tvhich lectures and 
discussions were interspersed with concerts and recitals. It was within 
its ranks that the ambitious American College 2£ Musicians was started 
in 1884. This "college" was an examining and certifying boey patterned 
after the London Guild of Organists.. In 1881, Edllard Bowman 'tvrote a 
letter to the president of the ~msic Teachers National Association 
encouraging the establishment of a board of examiners who 111ere n.. .. .. empotv-
ered to pass upon the merits of applicants for associational honors, and to 
34It is interesting to observe that many of the independent schools 
and conservatories have attached themselves to colleges and universities .. 
The Chicago Musical College is now a part of Roosevelt Universit.Y; the 
Cincinnati Conservatory of Music merged with the Cincinnati College of 
1-1usic and is no'ti affiliated with the University of Cincinnati.. The Oberlin 
Conservatory of Music is a part of Oberlin College. 
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confer suitable degrees. u35 At the Chicago meeting in 1882 Bmilllan vJas 
elected president, and in 1883 a recommendation was made that at the 
nex·t. an..11ua.l meeting an attempt -r..rould be made to organize a 11 college" 
under the name "National College for Teachers,." At the 1883 meeting 
Ed't..rard BOTmtan asked the question: 11Is it desirable to extend to all 
branches of the musical profession the system of ~ramination adopted by 
the London College of Organists? " • o in other 't'!Tords, ought the teacher 
of music be certificated?"36 Bo't·nnan ans"t.J"ered the question affirmatively 
for ·t.tvo reasons, nto protect the public .from incompetent teachers; and 
to protect the teachers tvho have made adequate preparations .. n37 
After lengthy discussions, the Association appointed a committee 
of ·ten officers to consider the feasibility of establishing a "National 
College for Teachers" and to report at the next meeting.. The report of 
the committee was as follows: 
Whereas, on the one hand, the perm.c~ous and debasing ixrl'luence 
of the incompeten·t, ill prepared teacher of music has become a 
burden to the long-suffering public, and a stumbling-block to the 
best efforts of ·the profession, and 
~!hereas, it seems eminently proper and equitable that some meru1s 
should be devised of substantia·ting the prior claims of the competent, 
well-prepared teacher to public and professional recognition, it is 
hereby 
Resolved, that in order, first, to protect the public from incora-
petent teachers, and, second, to protect the teachers who have made 
an adequate preparation, it is the sense of the M. T. N .. A .. , in 
35Edtva:rd IJl. Bomnan, "History of the Organization of the Arnerica.n 
College of Musicians' II rJiusic Teachers National. Association Vo1um.e of 
Proceedings, Series 7 (1912), p .. 1h8. 
36Ibid .. ' p 0 150 
37Ibid. 
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convention assembled, that it is desirable to provide a system of 
examination for those desiring to practice the profession of teach-
ing-.. an examination 'tfhich shall fairly and irn.pa.rtially dra-wr the line 
bet1·1een the incompetent, and competent; and be it therefore further 
Resolved that a committee be appointed by tl1is Association, 11ith 
power to add to their number such other substantial musicians as they 
may see fit, vd th instructions to inquire into and adopt a plan of 
procedure looking for the establishment of a National College of 
Teachers, who shall annually select from their namber a board of 
examiners, whose duties shall be to examine all candidates for teachers• 
certificates; and be it further 
Resolved, that this commi tt.ee shall be empotvered, if, after due 
deliberation, they deem it advisable, to resolve themselves into the 
charter members of such National College of Teachers, and elect a 
board of examiners for the next annual meeting at Cleveland, Ohio, 
and provide a suitable formula of examination, to the end that the 
'tvork contemplated in this movement may be as speedily inaugw:-ated 
as is consistent tiith mature deliberation and preparation.3° 
A committee appointed to report on the method and degrees of 
examination recommended that there should be three degrees of examination--
the first exandnation conferring a certificate tvithout title, and the 
second and third, diplomas with titles., With the passing of the first 
examination, the candidate was adjudged competent to teach "the elementary 
branches of musical artn in his specialy (later tb..is level was knom1 as 
Associate)., ~'lfith the passing of the second examination the candidate 't'ms 
accepted as a Fellot'l of the .fl..merican College £! :Vmsicians, and l-Jith the 
third examination the title of Master of Musical Art was conferred. 
It was the feeling of Bot~ that the system of giving examinations 
and a:c'\Tarding diplomas and titles 
•• ., did more to set for·th and establish high ideals as to a standard 
of musicianship and of preparation for the noble vocation of teaching 
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than any other document ever issued in this countr,r. For the first 
time in our history .,;re had before us the consensus of opinion of 
experts in regards to 1~hat a musician and teacher should knoti and 
be able to do in order to merit the confidence and patronage of the 
public and the respect of the musical profession.39 
Under the energetic leadership of Albert Paxson (elected presi-
dent of 11. T. N .. A .. in 1891)., an alliance -cdth the Board of Regents o:r 
the s·t.ate of Nev1 York t.Yas effected. Neii syllabuses of examinations were 
l'Jritten in cooperation 1dth the Board of Regents.. A net.Y prospectus t-va.s 
issued, and it was felt that the American College £f Musicians was about 
to en·ter a greater field of usefulness. The examinations nov1 required 
the passing of forty-eight credits in academic subjects, as well as 
forty-eight credits in musical subjects. Under the new charter granted 
by the New York Board of Regents, the P;nerican College ~ Musicians was 
empowered to grant the Bachelor of Music, the Master of Music, and the 
Doctor of J.l~usic degrees. Because of the significant information con-
tained in an advertisement which appeared in the 1897 issue of the 
Official Repor·b40 of the Music Teachers National Association, quotation 
is made in full: 
The P..merican College of Musicians t.:hich l':ras organized in 1884 is 
continued as a charter member of the University of the State of Illelv- York. 
The following credentials are issued to candidates successfully 
passing the examinations: A pass card (for any subject), certifica·t.es, 
diplomas, and degrees of Bachelor, Master, and Doctor of ¥rosie. 
39Ibide !J p" 153 o 
40official Report of the Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the Music 
Teachers National Association-\1897), p., 3. -----
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Examinations al~e also held for Associateship and for Fellowship 
in manner similar to that of former yearse These exa~ations afford 
an opportunity through v1hich students may prove their qua.lifications 
and obtain recognition therefor from a regularly constituted University 
Institutione 
A plan has been adopted by which those liDO have passed the Associate-
ship or Fellowship examinations of the College will receive credit 
therefor toward a University Degree as Bachelor of Music. 
An in1portant feature of the College is a department called Bureau 
of Registration or Teachers' Registry. The registration is made upon 
satisfactory evidence of qualification based both on eJqperience and 
advantages are worthy the consideration of all serious teachers and 
students of music. 
Although the conditions appeared to be honorable and desirable9 the 
examinations tvere so c.'lifficult that fevr could pass them, and the nmnber 
of applicants rapid~ decreased. The system of awarding degrees on the 
basis of a candidate having passed proficiencr.y examinations did not orig-
inate in America; it ce.me directly from England_, and it is not difficult 
to link this system vd th that of medieval times .. 
In the late nineteenth centur.y the National Conservatory of New 
York 1:·1as founded_, and it was hoped that it l·rould become one of the great 
music schools of the vJorld.. Holrever, after a fel'll' years such a hope was 
abandoned, and the conservatory ceased to exist. Horatio William Parker, 
an important teacher of the National Conservatory, was in1~ted to head 
the music department of Yale University in 1894. Parker was responsible 
for organizing the New Haven Symphony Orchestra which was subsidized by 
the University 0 An illuminating article concerning the educational 
facilities at Yale appeared in a London newspaper in 1902. It is interest-
ing to note certain excerpts: 
Professor Parker teaches counterpoint~ composition~ and instru-
mentation. He gives lectuxes on the history of music~ and conducts 
sL~ orchestral concerts every season. An additional orchestral 
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concert is devoted c~2efly to the compositions of the studentse 
No anxiety is felt in regard to the financial result of these con-
certs. The orchestra is supported by the University as a laboratory 
for the Department of Music, where, as in a chemical laboratory the 
students may, b.r means of their compositions, blow themselves ups 
Courses in orches·fjration are offered • • ,. and common sense requires 
that the means of practical exemplification of the results of studies 
in such courses should be available.. Where have '!<'Je in old England, 
or even in Auld Reekie, anything to approach su~ a boon and privilege 
as is enjoyed by the students in music at Yale. 
In 1896, the Music Teachers National Association created a com-
mittee on music in the college and universit,r. Having been elected chair-
man of the nel1T committee, George Golv- told the convention, "No like delib-
erations have to my knov1ledge ever been held in this country, and the event 
is significant both as representing a tendency and as offering an unex~mpled 
opportunity.nLt2 By this ti.me, many institutions had established depart."llents 
of music, and many had remodeled previouslY existing departmentse Among 
schools that had no departments of music, some were sypathetic toward the 
view that music has a place in liberal cultureo A decided change in the 
attitude of colleges toward the study of music was in evidence. 
The new committee reported the results of a revealing survey at 
the 1897 convention. Questionnaires were sent to 900 institutions, and 
approximately 300 of them replied. There "tvere 172 schools 1-1hich reported 
departments of music, and 128 schools reported no departments. Of the 172 
schools offering instruction in music, sixty-six avmrded degree credit, 
and 106 afforded opportunities for the study of applied music 1:dthout 
credit. Of the sixty-six institutions allovdng degree credit in music, 
LiThe Musical Times (September 1, 1902), London, as quoted in 
Hol'ra.rd, op., cit., p .. .300. 
!~2George Coleman Go~r, "Conference of Husic in the College and Uni-
versity," :f!Iusic Teachers National Association Official Report (1897), p.. 33 .. 
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twenty-five offered instruction only in theoretical courses, five offered 
instruction in applied music, and thirty-six offered instl~ction in both 
theoretical and applied music. 
Many arguments were adva~ced concerning the rightful place of 
music l<J"ithin the college frarae"t10rk.. It was not so difficult for currie-
ulum committees to accept courses in theor.y and history of music, but 
instruction in applied music was open to question.. Henderson stated: 
the moment that the university DUU{es piano or violin playing or 
composition a part of its academic or musical course it loses sight 
of the vital fact that its business is to 1~rovide general culture, 
and invades the domain of the specialist.~3 
It 't'las Go-ur's feeling that music should be approached as literature and 
art, vdth the goal of' developing sympathetic understanding. Henderson 
emphatically stated that "an educated man should learn music in a college 
on precisely the same plan he learns poetr.y, art, and architect.ure.. He 
should learn to appreciate, not to produce.u41.r. 
The attitude of an administrator is seen in an address given by 
Butler (president of Colurabia)in 1907: 
We here are convinced believers • .. ., in that theory of education 
•• ., 1:vhich regards music, vrl.th its power of ex-pression and its 
emotional as well as its intellectual appeal, as an integral element 
in a sound and vrell-sustained culture. .. ... we have committed our-
selves officially to the theory and to the policy that there should 
be built up in the University as part of its normal work a. strong 
Department of Ymsic, one which is not to deal merely, or indeed at 
all, ldth the techniques of musical expression or musical processes, 
but one which is to interpret the underlying principles of musical 
art and the various sciences on which it rests, and to set out and 
4.3w· .. J .. Henderson, 11The Place of Music as Literature, and of the 
Aesthetics of Music in a. College Curriculum," Music Teachers National 
Association Official Report (1897), p., !~1 
hLtndd. 
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illus·t.rate • ., .. ivhat these principles signifY, hovr they may be 
brought helpful~ and inspiringly into intellectual life and what 
part they should playLtn the public consciousness of a cultivated 
and civilized nation., • ..? 
American universities gave comparativelY few music degrees before 
1900, although some colleges gave recognition to music in a curriculum 
leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree. The first appearance of the 
Bachelor of Music degree 'tV"as at Boston University in 1876.. By 1907, 
only five institutions of importance recognized music as worthy of bacca-
laureate dignity and conditions of granting the degree were peculiar to 
the institution concerned)l6 
iciuch of the 1907 convention of the Music Teachers National Associ-
ation was occupied in the discussion of music and degree status. It was 
admitted that music had been on probation, in a certain sense, among the 
established academic subjects. It had been necessary for music to win 
respect in the face of constant criticismo The title of Bachelor of Music 
was questioned, and Cole reminded the convention of Schurnann1s maxim, 
"vYhile good music is not harmed by a descriptive title, it is a bad indi-
cation if the composition needs one .. n47 Cole further stated that 
the profession is not particularly in need of more Bachelors of 
Music • • • but it does need thorough, well-grounded and t~ll-equipped 
musicianship, a musicianship that recognizes the essential unity of 
all art-expression, the essential unit,y of all educational processes, 
no matter what the specific mode of utterance may be--a musicianship 
that can meet the increasing demands that are being made by an ever-
451\richolas Murray Butler, "Address of Welcome," Music Teachers 
National Association Volume £!Proceedings, Series 2 (1907), p. 10. 
L~6Possetter G. Cole, "Musical Degrees in American Colleges," Music 
Teachers National Association Volume £! Proceedings, Series 2 (1907), p. 30. 
47Ibid., P• 39. 
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broadening consciousness that music is a rational art, not rhapsodica~ 
or fantastical, that it can be taught and studied and enjoyed by the 
application of the same general principles and processes that are 
operative in any other education endeavor or aesthetic enjoyment.48 
Cole concluded by saying: 111~en the colleges and universities can guar-
antee a good~ proportion of all this, it may tv.ith propriety reward its 
g;re.dua.tes idth the v.rell-earned and honorable title of Bachelor of Nusic. nl!.9 
Northwestern University t~s one of the first institutions to 
establish a School of Music vJith reciprocal relatioP~ with the College 
of Liberal Arts, t-7here its students could receive instruction in modem 
languages, English, history, and other fields. It was felt that music 
students should do as well in general academic subjects as their associates. 
vlith this type of arrangement, the Bachelor of Music deg;ree ass'W!led more 
status than in less favorable conditions.. The Bachelor of Music degree 
was restricted to theoretical courses, and the Graduate in ~msic degree 
t1Yas available in applied music., 
In 1919, the United States Gove~~ent Bureau of Education sent a 
questionnaire to all colleges and universities in the United States to 
obtain data regarding admissions and college credits. Of the 419 insti-
tutions v1hich replied, 19L, allm·red entrance credit in some type of music .. 
Theoretical music was recognized for entrance credit in 190 schools, credit 
in music appreciation was recognized in 154 schools, and applied music 
credit was recognized in seventy-six schools.. Credit for chorus, glee club, 
orchestra., and. other musical organ5.zations tvas allotred in thirty-eight 
48Ibid .. 
49cole, ~· ~., p. 39. 
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colleges; this seems to indicate that admission officers did not feel 
these courses were sufficientl,y organized or developed to warrant college 
entrance cred~t. The report indicated that 232 colleges offered courses 
in music leading to degree credit; only 187 colleges had no courses in 
musico50 
One of the most important events of the twentieth century ldth 
respect to schools of music was the formation of the National Association 
of Schools of Music. It developed from a conference of a group of direc-
tors of some of the leading conse~~atories who felt there was need for an 
organization to deal with various problen~ of st~1dards for education in 
the field of music. At first, the progress of the Association was slo"£'1o 
Problems of the independent school and the fully endotved or state-supported 
school "t->1ere brought to a common conference table., The Carnegie Fou..l'ldation 
recognized the need for the young Association to study the problems in 
·jjhe field of music and provided funds for a survey. In 1928., it v1as 
reported that, as a result of the association's meetings, "slightl;;r less 
than fifty of the leading schools of music scattered from coast to coast 
have agreed on minimum requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Music.ll51 
In 1929, the Association issued a booklet describing minimum 
requiremen·jjs for the Bachelor of Music and the 11aster of Music degTees. 
Requirements for majors in piano, voice, organ, orchestral instruments, 
and composition 't"l'ere set for·jjh in detaiL Basic requirements in theory, 
50united States Bureau of Education Bulletin (1921), p. 241. 
51Earl V" Noore, "The Grmvth a.nd Cha..'l1ging Status of Independent 
Schools of 1'1usic Since 1876," Music Teachers National Association Volume 
of Proceedings, Series 23 (1928), Po 231. 
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history, and ensemble also 1vere set forth. The requirements in liberal 
arts vJere to be not less than eighteen hours and not more than thirty 
hours in cultural or academic courses. The booklet contained speclinen 
examinations in harmony, keyboard harmony, counterpoint, analysis, and 
ear training. In 1930, the cv~riculum commission of the Association 
presented a four-year program with public school music as a major, leading 
to the Bachelor of Music degree .. 
Moore, who has been active in the curriculum commission from the 
beginning, stated the primary considerations underlying the fonnulation 
of the requirements for the Bachelor of Music degree: 
(1) that the outlined program should be practical and suitable for 
professional training in the two types of institutions granting music 
degrees, viz., college and conservatory; 
(2) that the levels of achievement be sufficientlY high to bring 
about respect for the degree among professional musicians as well as 
educators in general; 
(3) that the prograin should be elastic enough within broad limits 
to permit the adequate training of individual talents.52 
Higher education of the t't'Jentieth century has been marked by the 
founding of national associations whose primar.y purpose has been that of 
considering problems at all levels and in practically all subject matter 
fields. It seems only natural that such an organization such as the 
National Association~ Schools 2!, Music li11ould arise and exert influence 
·Hi th far-reaching effects.. It has become the central agency for the 
consideration of curriculum requirements, ethical practices, and other 
52Earl v. Moore, "The Standardization of the Bachelor of Music 
Degree in the United States,rr Music Teachers National Association Volume 
2£ Proceedings, Series 25 (1930), p .. 32. 
pertinent problems. From its inception, the organization included 
representatives vrlth divergent points of view. The adoption of the 
reports of the various co~~ssions at the aru1ual meetings has served 
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to codif,y practices and standards as they are found in leading institutions 
of various types in different geographical locations. 
III" INFLUENCES FOR A ItW..STffi 1 S DECl"R.EE IN JYfLJSIC 
Little is knovm about the first master 1s degrees in the field of 
music., It seems quite likely that they consisted of programs pla..nned 
around the individual needs of the student, with no attempt to follow a 
particular curriculum. It is doubtful whether the early student actually 
completed what would now be considered as legitimate graduate work. It 
is possible that most programs consisted of additional undergraduate 
courses, vzith degrees being av;rarded on the basis of accumulated credit 
hours., 
Probably the greatest influence on a master's degree in music 
'tvas teacher educa·C.ion., The acceptance of music in academic circles had 
given it status in the educational system of this country; 'tdth this netv 
status came the responsibility of supplying adequately-prepared teachers. 
The educat.ion of music teachers had to compare fa~ITorably vd th that of 
other teachers. In adclition to having a general education, they had to 
be specialist in their ovm field. In order to be on the same basis as 
other teachers, musicians had to give serious attention to graduate stuqy. 
Many of the better positions began to demand graduate degrees, and college 
administrators 1:vere under considerable pressure to offer graduate programs 
in music .. 
5l.t 
With increased enrollments in the various music departments 
throughout the countr.y~ the need for qualified teachers at the college 
level became a problem., Some of the better students rJere "hand-picked11 
to do graduate liork with the view1 that they 'tvould be sui table candidates 
for teaching positions in higher education.53 
Follovdng 1nlorld ~iar I, changing social conditions brought a need 
for scholar~ personnel parepared in many fields of activity. This need 
in fields such as business and public administration, education.ll social 
'tvork~ journalism~ library science, psycholo~y~ and others ·exerted a pm1er-
fUl pressure on colleges and universities to provide graduate instruction 
leading to advanced degrees. George Zook said~ "This pressure i'laS strong-
ly reinforced by the desire of the members of • • " new professions to 
raise the social prestige of their occupations by lv.Unning academic respect-
ability for them."54 
The universities of central Europe, particularly the University of 
Berlin and the University of Vienna, became centers of musical research 
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuzy. Available areas of 
s·tudy included the history of music, musical literature, psychology of 
music~ philosophy of music~ acoustics, comparative musicology, and the 
broad fields of music pedagogy; areas such as performance and composition 
were not included.55 
53There 1t1as never a real program for the preparation of college 
teachers.ll but graduate degrees have alw~s been an attractive feature to 
the administrator of higher education. 
54aeorge F., Zook (ed.) Higher Education for American Democracy 
Washington: President's Co:mmission on Higher Education, 19~.7), p .. 103. 
55Howard Hanson, "Some Suggestions Concerning Graduate Study in 
Music," ¥msic Teachers National Association Volume of Proceedings, 
Series 28 (1933), Po lOOe -
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The quest for knowledge was a significant factor in the creation 
of graduate departments in music. In addressing the 1933 convention of 
the National Association £f Schools of Music, Hanson said: 
Music as a subject for research represents a practicallY untilled 
soil. There are literally thousands of problems in ever.y phase of 
the subject which cr,y aloud to the scholar for investigation. Many 
of our fondest theories are nothing but a glib repitition of our 
opinions of other days, opinions 1-1hich may themselves have been 
founded on the flimsiest of facts and which have..)J.ever been subjected 
to the search and impartial gaze of the scholar.~0 
IV., MUSIC ADI\UTTED AS GRADUATE STUDY 
The conception of music as an academic study -r1as still in its 
infancy when the first graduate programs in music came into being. As 
might be expected, music as a graduate study was a subject of great 
differences of opinion. In making suggestions concerning graduate study 
in music, Hanson observed: 
• .. .. Its youth carries ,;d th it both an advantage and a disadvantage. 
The disadvantage comes from the fact that there is comparativelY little 
precedent upon which to base procedure in the field of graduate study. 
At the same time, this ver.1 lack of precedent gives to music a freedom 
from tradition which may become its great asset. Certainly it holds a 
challenge for ever,y serious music educator in the United States--the 
challenge to build up a conception of graduate study in music lihich is 
vital and productive, unfettered7by a scholasticism l~1ich might rob it of its most valuable qualities.S 
Institutions such as Northt..restern, Iotva, Indiana, Oberlin, and 
Wisconsin were among the firs·li to establish graduate prograt11s in music 
leading to the !•raster of :£.r1usic degree., }!.ost of the programs of study 
56Hotvard Hanson, "Some Suggestions Concerning Graduate Study in 
r-lusic in the United States, II Music Teachers National Association Volu.m.e 
£!: Proceedings, Series 28 (1933), p.. iol! .• 
57Ibid., p .. 99. 
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vJere in the areas of history, theory, and compositio11; only a feil made 
definite provisions for music education. 
In 1925, D,ykema reported that students at Northwestern who obtained 
a Bachelor of Music Education degree, mu.st "· ... return to the bachelor 
status and include all of the i terns of the Bachelor of Jfusic degree which 
r7ere omitted from his Bachelor of ~fusic Education degreen58 in order to 
proceed to ·t.he master's degree. Dykema further stated that,, in order to 
achieve n. • • a higher state of expertness in the field of teaching music, 
he must have the qualifications of the student who is preparing to become 
not a teacher but a performer of music.n59 
At Indiana, either the Bachelor of Music or the Bachelor of Public 
School Music were conferred at the end of four years. Students who wished 
to obtain both degrees could do so in six years. The Master of Public 
School Music degree v1as al-mrded upon the completion of thir·t.y hours of 
graduate 't·rork beyond the requirements for the bachelor's degree. 
At institutions which awarded master's degrees in music education, 
there '!:~as an almost equal preference for the ].Taster of Arts and the 
~faster of Science degrees., Thep.rerequisites 1-1ere usually a bachelor's 
degree, t·Yhich included as much 'tfork in music as was required for the 
bachelor's degree by the institution in which the graduate tiOrk was to 
be pursued. Iowa required students to have a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor 
of Science degree and ". • • our undergra.duate courses or their equivalents 
in both major and minor departments.n60 
58Peter ~·1 .. Dykema, "Higher Degrees in Music Education," Music Teachers 
National Association Volume of Proceedings, Series 20 (1925), p. 70. 
59Ibid. 
6orM.d. 
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In 1925, Dykema made a study of institutions -vihich offered 
graduate -c-:rork in music., He reported: 
The actual courses to be taken for the master's are not clearly 
outlined in many institutions and most of' the replies on this question 
indicate a tendency to parallel a tendency to-c11ard dividing the vJork 
into majors and minors "With about half of the 't'lfOrk assigned to the 
m~.jor, about a third to a minor, i1ith the rest elective., At Icn-1a 
ten credits are assigned to research and the thesis, ten to6courses prescribed by the adviser, and ten to courses in the minor. 1 
Dykema further stated that a ls..rge amount of' freedom 'til'as allotved 
at Teachers College, ColU:mbia University, "· •• on account of the large 
number of graduate students, many of ifhom are already teaching and can tvi th 
difficulty pursue study at times other than the summer, and on account of' the 
unusual maturity of these students.n62 Requirements trere set forth as 
f'ollot-Js: 
1.. Provided the nork for the bachelor's degree is satisfactory, 
thirty points additional are sufficient for the master's degree. This 
is the 't·mrk of one full year or at least four summer sessions" 
2.. All courses must be of graduate character (number above 100). 
3., Sixteen of the thirty points must be taken in Teachers College., 
The remaining graduate courses may be taken in other departments of' 
the university. Three courses shall be of' three or more points each 
and of advanced graduate standing (numbered over 200). 
4.. The program for the degree of master of arts must include three 
general courses chosen from the fields of history of education, philos-
op~ of education, educational sociolo~; educational psychology, and 
comparative education. 
5. The progTara of studies for the degrees of master of science 
must include a total of sixteen points of' related technical courses 
in science, or practical arts, the remaining fourteen points being 
in education or other fields" The difference therefore bet-vJeen the 
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requirements for the M. A .. and the r~. S., lies in the stressing, and, 
in the latter, of technical courses in science or practical arts.. In 
music this would mean theoretical or practica,l "t.rork in music itself' 
rather than in teaching of music. Students, of course, may qualif.y 
for either degree., 
6. In addition to the thirty points a thesis must be presented, 
or in lieu thereof, a digest of six so called unit courses. Candi-
dates for the !:!l. A. are permitted to offer an extra graduate course 
of two or more points in Teachers College .. 
7. The Faculty may require additional evidence of fitness for 
·the degree ag~de from the completion of courses and the preparation 
of an essay. 
In 192L., the IITational Association of Schools of Music had formed 
the Cor.nnission on Curriculum, "t..rhich had been endeavoring to establish 
basic standards for the bachelor1s degree. It was felt that any curriculum 
leading to a degree in music should be based on sound fundamentals with 
logical and consistent stages of gTovnh. In 1933, the Commission made 
the following recommendations concerning the 1-1aster of Nusic degree: 
The degree, Master of Music, shall be granted for not less than 
one year's t·rork in residence after the degree, Bachelor of Nusic has 
been granted by a school recognj.zed by the Association .. 
At least two years spent in the stuqy or practice of music must 
elapse bet"t-1een the granting of the Bachelor and Naster degree. 
The degree, Master of Music, may be granted with applied music 
as the major subject and vJi th composition as a secondg:nr subject_, or 
it may be granted for composition as a major subject. 4 
The ~J.[a.ster of Music degree uets more difficult to obtain than the 
average Master of Arts or Master of Science degrees which could be earned 
in one year of graduate study, predicated on a bachelor's degree of the 
same kind.. The professional degree did not require courses outside the 
63Ibid. 
64Moore_, ~ .. cit.,, p .. 27. 
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field of music., but it did require the identical minimum hours creoi t ·oo 
assure the same general standards as were required for other master's 
degrees. In addition, there was the provision that t1~ years, spent in 
the stu~ or practice of music, must haYe elapsed after the granting of 
the Bachelor of I1usic degree., This lapse of time enabled the graduate 
school to check on the professional capacities of the candidate. The 
purpose of the Master of Music degree was to "· • 0 provide recognition 
for capacities of leadership and attainments in scholarship of a high 
order.n65 
The demand of many school systen~ that all members of the faculty 
secure graduate degTees created a problem for those administering graduate 
programs in music leading to the Master of Music degree. In most instances, 
it was possible for a student to obtain a Master of Arts degree more quickly 
and more easily than the Master of Music degTee. The Association encouraged 
schools to maintain high sta..ndards and tt., •• to hold firwJ.y to t~hat 1ve 
believe to be the ultimate good of the art, and not the immediate., personal 
needs of an unqualified studen·t;, or the pecuniary gain of a single insti-
tution.,u66 In the next ferr;r years, considerable attention 'tvas given to a 
check on the quantity and quality of rr1ork comprising the newT degree., 
In a joint convention in December of 1933, the Music Teachers 
National Association a..nd the National Association of Schools of Music 
authorized the appointment of a committee to give serious consideration 
to the problems involved in graduate study in music.. The members of this 
65Ibid. 
66Ibid. 
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committee consisted of a representation from the various areas of music 
co~monly concerned in graduate stuqy and representing different points o£ 
viewa The purpose of the committee was not to point the direction which 
graduate instruction should take, but rather to make suggestions v1hich 
might be of assistance to graduate schools in arriving at suitable 
objectives a 
The committee began its t.Jork by studying the catalogues of all 
institutions 1:·1hich 1:-uere conducting gradua-'ce t-uork in music. It suggested 
a distinct difference between the Master of Arts and the Master of Music 
degrees as was implied in the suggested outline for plans of stuqy lead-
ing to each degree. It was felt that the Master of Music degree should 
be considered a professional degree involving gTeater concentration in 
music, 1:vhile the !'1aster of Arts degree should involve a broader background 
of general study., 
In general, the committee felt that the Master of Arts degree was 
pl"'obably more suitable for the student in musicology; while the Naster of 
Music degree was thought to be more suitable for the student in composition. 
It was indicated that the Master of I~sic degree should also be available 
to those majoring in applied music. The terminology used in describing 
degrees in music education varied so greatly that no attempt was made to 
suggest a preference. 
No definite statement 'b·las made concerning the reouirement of a 
comprehensive examination in the major field before the a'b-Jarding of the 
master's degree; however, the contmittee felt that a comprehensive exam-
ination in the major field would serve as an aid in the evaluation of the 
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attainmen.~.:;s of the candidate, and that it would serve as a barrier 
against the too-easily acquired degree. In 1934, Hanson reported: 
The members of the co:mr.li ttee have assumed that in planning grad-
uate courses the most iillportant consider&,tion is the interest and 
need of the individual student., There ml..'lst.~~ of course, be norms and 
standards in order that the stru1ding of the graduate degree may be 
safeguarded; but, granting that the student is prepared for graduate 
woli!, in the last analysis it is his capacities, interest, and needs, 
that ought to determine the nature of at least the major portion of 
his program; rath~r than a slavish adherence to customs, traditions, 
and reg,ulations., 7 
In the light of current practices in admission proceduxes and 
curriculum reqturements c~~ich are to be presented and discussed in the 
follmdng chapters), it is especially important to revietv the recommendations 
which were made by the National Association of Schools of Music more than 
a quarter of a century ago. 
In order to quali£.1 for full graduate standing in any area of 
music, the student should present evidence of the completion of a four-
year cur1~culum in a recognized school or college. It was stipulated 
that musicology majors should have passed the usual courses in English 
composition and literature, and that he should have facility in the 
organization and expression of ideas in English. It is interesting to 
observe that this requirement was not specified for any other major. 
Further, musicology majors should possess a reading knowledge of at least 
one modern foreign language., 
All entering graduate students should be given examinations in 
theory and history in order to demonstrate their skills and capacitieso 
67Hmvard Hanson, "Report of the Co1mnittee on Graduate Study in J:iusic," 
Music Teachers National Association Volume of Proceedings, Series 29 (1934), 
Po 3JO., 
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The theory examination shoW.d include harmony ( l'Jri tten, aural.~~ and 
keyboard) and sight singing (including melodic and rhytlli~c dictation). 
In addition, musicology, composition, and applied music majors should 
demonstrate proficiency in counterpoint; composition and music education 
majors should demonstrate proficiency in orchestration; and music educa-
tion majors should demonstrate proficiency in conducting. The history 
examination should cover the various periods in music history vr.i.. th emphasis 
on literature and analysis. 
!1usicology, composition, music education, and applied voice majors 
should demonstrate competency in piano. The musicology major should be 
able to play at sight from the simpler Haydn string quartets or the Bach 
chorales in the original clefs. Composition majors should be able to 
read a simple orchestral score of the difficulty of a Haydn symphony. In 
music education, the general supervisor should be able to perform works 
such as the ttiO- and three-part Inventions by Bach and the easier sonatas 
by Haydn and l'Iozart; the instrumental supervisor should be able to play 
easy accompaniments, foll{ songs, and chorales. For the applied voice major, 
the same requirements as specified for the general supervisor in music 
education were recommended. No requirement in piano was recommended for 
instrumentalists who major in applied music. 
It was recommended that composition and music education majors 
should have studied applied music throughout the undergraduate course of 
stuqy. No recommendation was made concerning the und~rgraduate musicology 
curriculun1. In addition, composition and natsic education majors should 
have stuclied representative instruments of the string, woodwind, and brass 
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sections of the orchestra (the instrumental supervisor in music education 
should have a working knowledge of all orchestral ir!struments). The 
general supervisor in music education should have acquired sufficient 
skill in voice to be able to demonstrate a knovdedge of recitative and 
the singing of several standard sons and an aria from an opera or 
oratorio. 
The student should have had su~ficient undergraduate preparation 
in his major area of concentration. The Commission recommended that, in 
addition to the :major area of concentration, the student should have at 
least one minor area of study. 
It was recommended that musicology majors should earn approximately 
t-v.ro-thirds of the total credit hours in the major area3 culminating td th 
a thesis. In the Master of Husic degree program3 a.pprorlmately one-sixth 
of the total requirement should be in applied music, and one-sixth should 
be in theoretical music; in the Master of Arts degree program, approxi-
mately one-third of the total requirement should be in the humanities 
or sciences .. 
It was recommended that composition majors should earn approximately 
one-hal£ of the total credit hours in the major area, and that an original 
composition in one of the larger forms should be submitted in lieu of a 
thesis. Approximately one-fourth of the total credits should be earned 
in advanced theor.y courses (including canon and fugue and orchestration). 
The recommendations for the Haster of Arts degree 1-1ere the same as the 
above specifications:~ ~dth the exception that students should earn 
6!~ 
approximately one-fourth of the total credit in humanities or sciences 
instead of credit in applied music. 
It was recommended that music education majors should earn 
approximately one-fourth of the total credit in music education courses, 
culminating "G\dth a thesis.. Three-fourths of the credit should be earned 
in nlinor subjects, including applied 1nu.sic, theory or musicology, and 
any field in tihich the student is interested and in which the student is 
prepared by his undergraduate study. 
It tias recmnmended that applied instrumental majors should earn at 
least one-half, but not more than two-thirds, of the total credit in 
applied music. This study should culminate in a public recital or a 
performance before a faculty committee. Tl1e remaining credits should be 
earned in one or more minors, the first of 'Which should be in theory or 
musicology, and the second should be in any field in which the student 
is interested and in 't·Jhich he is prepared by his undergraduate study. 
It was recommended that applied voice majors should earn not more 
than one-third of the total credit in the major area" This study should 
culminat,e in a public recital., Appro:rlmately one-third of the total 
credit should be devoted to study of the piano, and one-third of the 
credit should be earned in theory, musicology, and modern foreign languages. 
It 1~s recommended that a student should demonstrate a reading ltnowledge 
of at least two modern foreign languages, and that he should have a 
satisfactory diction in a third language. 
The above recommendations were presented to the member schools of 
the National Association of 3chools of Music with the knowledge that all 
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reconwendations for the master 8s degree could not be put into practice 
immediately. The C~~ttee 1 s .purpose was to set forth a general plan 
and to provide the beginnings of a body of fundamental principles upon 
the basis of 'limich all graduate i'll'Ork in music might be organized,jl guided, 
and evaluated. 1'11h.en the recommendations \vere presented to the comrention.~~ 
Hanson said: 
It should be clearly understood that the recommendations embodied 
in this report are merely the first results of the committee's 
labors,jl and should be regarded as tentative. The committee desires 
the benefit of the criticisms and suggestiog~ of educators interested 
in the problems of graduate study in music. 
It is interesting to note that virtually no changes have occurred in the 
recom."llendations which were made in 1934. Ourren·t practices and procedures, 
~mich are presented in Chapters V and VI, have been strongly influenced 
by the Committee's recommendations. 
Music as a field of graduate study has witnessed a phenomenal 
grm·rtih during the last several decadesa Because of the impol"tance of 
this grolvth, it seems that now is the proper time to examine a complete 
survey of exactly lvhat is happening in graduate music. The succeeding 
chapters are practices and procedures of the current master's degrees in 
music in the United States. 
CHAPT.l!R V 
:r-10DERl\i CONCEPTS IN A.Dr-1INISTRATION OF Tim: 
MASTER t S DEGREE IN IvftJSIC 
Music enrollments in institutions of highel" learning in the 
U11ited States have tYitnessed a phenomenal gro"tilth since 1900.. Almost all 
of the 13891 degree-granting institutions offer some instruction in music, 
and a large percentage offer bachelor's degrees with music as a major., 
Of the 4lt22 colleges and universities offering graduate degrees, 185 of 
them offer programs of instruction leading to the master's degree in 
music. This chapter attempts to define the administrative aspects of 
the current master' s deg~ee in music as it appears in the United States. 
I. PATTERNS OF ADl•IINISTRATION 
Practices in administering the master's degree have been the object 
of much criticism.. In 1935, after several years of investigation, a Corn-
mittee on the Master's Degree in the Association of American Universities, 
reported that 11., " • confusion is particularly evident in conceptions of 
the purposes of the degree, the standards of the degree, and the admin-
istration of the degree .. tr3 Hm·rever, persistent efforts on the part of the 
lTheresa B .. Wilkins, Education Directo~r, 1957-1958, Part 3, fligher 
Education (Washington: United States Government Printing Office, 1958), p., 8. 
2Ibide 
3Problems of the Naster's Degree, a report presented to the 
Association of American Universities, November, 1935 (Minneapolis: 
University of Ninnesota Press)" 
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national associC?.tions (and particularly the National Associe.tion of 
Schools of Music), and of ino~V"id.ual inst.itutions have resulted in 
considerable improvement. 
The graduate school in the P;nericen university normally is charged 
1dth the administration of non-professional studies which form a part of 
post-baccalaureate degree requirements., In a number of institutions the 
graduate school is further concerned with the actual ao~istration of 
the professional studies themselves., It should be noted that many master's 
degrees a.re conferred in schools or divisions other than those designated 
as "graduate schools." Table I furn:i.shes a listing of all institutions in 
the United Ste.tes which confer the master's degree in music. Also, it 
indicates the particular school, college, d:ivision.ll or departmen-'l:i "t.Yhich 
is responsible for the administration of the degree. It further indicates 
whether the institutions are under public or private control. 
The numbers and symtols in Table I should be interpreted as 
£ollo-v1s: 
1. For complete names and addresses of institutions used in this 
succeeding Tables, see Appendix B, page 235. 
2. Accreo~tation symbols should be interpreted as follows: 
E . 
NTU1J 
s 
w 
NAS1'I 
Net.Y England Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools 
~addle States Association of Colleges and Seconda~­
Schools 
North Central Associe.tion of Colleges and Seconda.:ry 
Schools 
NorthtoJest Association of Secondary and F..igher Schools 
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondar.y Schools 
Western College Association 
National Association of Schools of Music 
3.. Degree abbreviations should be interpreted as follo'tvS: 
M.A .. 
r1.~:Ius., 
H .. MusEd .. 
1'*1.8 .£·1. 
M .. ~;" 
Master of Arts 
Master of Fine Arts 
Naster of l.Jusic 
Master of Music Education 
Master of Sacred Music 
Master of Science 
4.. Divisional designations should be interpreted as follot·TS: 
Graduate School (or College) 
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Graduate 
l1usic School {or College) of Music (includes 
conservatories of music) 
Arts and Sciences 
Fine Arts 
Theology 
School (or College) of Arts and Sciences 
School (or College) of F.ine Arts 
School of Theology 
TABLE I 
COLLEGES JI.ND UNIVERSITIES CONFERRIIIJG MI\.STER w S DEGREES IN JYIUSIC, 
IIIDICATTIIJG CONTROL, ACCREDITATION, DEGREi1S, 
AND CONFERRING DIVISION 
Name of Institution Control Accredi- Degrees Division Confer-
tation ring Degree 
Alabama Public s NASJYI M.Nus, Arts & Sciences 
American Conservator,r Private NASit1 1-1:.,£-fus .. :£.1Iusic 
American Universit.Y Friva·t.e r1 M.A. Graduate 
Arizona Public N NASr.q, M ..A. Fine Arts 
JYI .. Mus .. Fine Arts 
M ..MusEd. Fine Arts 
Arkansas Public N NASr-:r M.Mus., Graduate 
Baylor Private s NASl\:t M.Ao Arts & Sciences 
I~I.S. JYlilsic 
M.Mus., Music 
Birmingham-Southern Private s NASr"I M ..Mus. Music 
(continued on the follotving page) 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Name of Insti tu·liion Control Accredi- Degrees Division Confer-
tation ring Degree 
Bob Jones Universit,y Private I>!f.A .. Fine Arts 
Boston University Private E NASM N .. A. Graduate 
M.Mus., Fine Arts 
H.F.A. Fine Arts 
M.S .,r.ti., Theology 
Brandeis University Private E I'-l.F .A. Graduate 
Brigh&.111 Young Private Nt'l M.A. Graduate 
Brm,m Private E N.A. Graduate 
Bryn Mal-Jr Private 1'-f M.A .. Graduate 
Buffalo Private M H.A. Graduate 
Butler University Private N NASM M.S .. Graduate 
(Jordan Conservatory) Ivi.r,rus .. Graduate 
California (Berkeley) Public ~~ rvr.A .. Graduate 
California Public w I>!f.A. Graduate 
(Los Angeles) 
Carnegie Institute Private M NASN M.F.A. Fine Arts 
Catholic University Private M NASl4 M.A .. Graduate 
M.Mus. Graduate 
Cb.icago Private N N.A. Graduate 
Chicago Conservatory Private l\JASI-1 l~.I'fus. Music 
Claremont Private TrJ N.A. C-raduate 
Cleveland Institute Private NASM N.l"ius. Music 
College-Conservatory Private N..L\Srlj N.ItCus. Music 
(Cincinnati) 
(continued on the follovl'ing page) 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Name of Institution Control Accredi- Degrees Division Confer-
tation ring Degree 
College of Holy Names Private "(oj NAS!t1 l'i.A. Graduate 
M.I"ius .. Gr~tduate 
College of Pacific Private "i·l NASit1 M.A .. Graduate 
rJI.Mus. Graduate 
Colorado Public N NASH Ivi.,Hus. Graduate 
Ivi.NusEd. Graduate 
Colorado College Private N NAS~1 M.A. Graduate 
Colorado State College Public w H .. A. Graduate 
Columbia Private M M.A. Graduate 
M.A. Teachers College 
Connecticut Public E l'I.A., Graduate 
Conservator.y of Music Private NASM 1'1.r1us. Music 
(Kansas City, Mo.) 
Converse College Private s NAS£-ii M:.I~us. Illiusic 
Cornell Private r-1 M.A. Graduate 
Cosmopolitan (Chicago) Private NASM ~1.~1Jus. Music 
Curtis Institute Private Ivl.!V!us. Music 
Danbury State Teachers Public E 11'" '"' -~.! e U e Graduate 
Denver Private N NASM r-1.11.. Graduate 
DePaul Private N NASf!I N.Mus. Nusic 
DePauH Private N NASr'I H.r1fus .. Music 
Drake Private N NASM ~-T.f!:ius. Graduate 
r1.i"IusEd. Graduate 
(continued on the follotf.ing page) 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Name of Institution Control Accredi- Degrees Division Confer-
tation ring Degree 
Duquesne Private M M.S. Graduate 
M.Nus .. Graduate 
l'1.!·1usEd. Graduate 
Eastern New Mexico Public I iT r'L,A .. Graduate 
Eas·!i Texas State Private s N.A. Graduate 
~I.S. Graduate 
Fisk Private s NASM I"J:.A o Gradua·!ie 
Florida State Public s NASM I"i.Mus G Graduate 
M.T'..rusEd. Graduate 
Fort Hays Kansas State Public N NAS£1 :r~.s. Graduate 
George Peabody Private s NASl'l M.A .. Music 
M.I"ius. iYiusic 
Georgia Public s NASI~ f·ieF .A. Graduate 
N.,MusEd .. Graduate 
Hardin-Simmons Private s NASM N.,Ivius. Graduate 
Hartt College Priva.te E NASN M.l'~v.s .. Music 
M.Jt'iusEd. J:lfilsic 
Ha.rvard Private E M.A. Gradue.te 
Houston Private s NASN 11.1-1us. Graduate 
Ho~Ja:rd Private M NASH M.Muso Graduate 
M.r-:rusEd. Graduate 
Hunter Public rv1 N.A. Gradua;te 
Idaho Public NL'l l\11\.SI-l N:.A. Graduate 
Ivi.S. Graduate 
M.Nus., Graduate 
M:,J.fusEd. Graduate 
(continued on the follot.n.ng page) 
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TABLE I (continued) 
l\Jame of Ins·~i tution Control Accredi- Degrees Division Confer-
tation ring Degree 
Illinois Public N NASM M.S. Graduate 
M.Mus .. Graduate 
Illinois \:Jesleyan Private N NAS£1. M ..Mus .. Fine Arts 
M.iUiusEd., Fine Arts 
' 
nmnaculate Heart Private lrl NASM :rc:r.Nus .. Graduate 
Indiana Public N NASM M ..A. Gradua've 
HoSe Gradue.te 
~1.Nus .. Music 
Mo~iusEd. l\Tusic 
Indiana State Public N M.A., Graduate 
~I.S. Graduate 
IOl;'\l'a Public l\J NAS~~ rJI.A. Graduate 
NeF.A. Graduate 
Itha.ca Private I1 liTASM 1"1.8 .. Graduate 
£1 .. i\lus. Graduate 
Juilliard Private !1 M.S. I'Tusic 
Kansas Public N NAS~1 f;i e.r.J.\o Graduate 
r'!.r,rus. Graduate 
X{ .!11usEd. Graduate 
Kansas City Private N £~1._/i Q Graduate 
Kansas State College Public N f;JeS. Graduate 
Ag & App Science 
Kansas State Teachers Public N NASI•T 1\;!eSe Gradua·!ie 
(Pittsburgh) 
Kent State Public N l'l.A. Graduate 
Kentucky Public s NASic'f N.~Jlus., Graduate 
(continued on the following page) 
N~~e of Institution 
Long Beach State 
Los Angeles 
Conserva toT"IJ 
Los Angeles State 
Louisiana State 
Louisville 
MacPhail College 
Manhattan School 
Iviarshall College 
Vdami University 
TFd.ami, University of 
r.!fichigan 
N"ichigan State 
Midvrestern 
I-1illikin 
Iviills 
TABLE I (continued) 
Control 
Private 
Public 
Private 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Private 
Private 
Public 
Public 
Private 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Private 
Private 
Accredi-
tation 
l'JASivi 
w 
S NASE 
N NASM 
N NASI•I 
S NASILT 
N NAS1'1 
N" NASH 
N NASM 
Degrees 
iYI .. Mus. 
!1/f .1'1usEcl. 
!'~.Mus. 
:vr.r-lusEd. 
M.A .. 
~t} oAc 
Ivi or,Ius" 
M .. r1usEd. 
li.f.r!lus .. 
Ic!.HusE'd. 
M.Mus. 
M.Ao 
N.lviuso 
JvloAo 
l'·~.Hus. 
].~.MUSe 
M.MusEd. 
11-r .J'vTus. 
~~t.l'IusEd .. 
IJI.A. 
(continued on the follovti.ng page) 
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Division Confer-
ring Degree 
Music 
Husic 
Graduate 
J).fusic 
J).fusic 
Graduate 
Graduate 
Graduate 
Gradua.te 
Graduate 
Graduate 
Husic 
Music 
Graduate 
11usic 
l'Iusic 
Graduate 
Graduate 
Music 
Arts & Sciences 
Graduate 
Graduate 
Graduate 
Graduate 
GrC1.duate 
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TABL:!! I (continued) 
Name o:f' Institution Cont.rol Accredi- Degrees Division Confer-
tation ring Degree 
Minneapolis College Private NASIVi N.Mus. ~Iusic 
of' luiusic 
Iviinnesota Public N IIL4.Sr1I I•1.f.l.. Graduate 
Mississippi Public s NAS1vT r-r.r.fus., Gradua/Ge 
Nississippi Southern Public s lltl\8~1 M.Mus .. Graduate 
N.NusEd. Graduate 
JtTissouri Public N NASI•1 Ivi • .A. Graduate 
!-Iontana State Public l>flv NASN r;I.Mus., Graduate 
Mo1mt St., ~1ary 1 s Private l\TW' trl l'JASM M.A., Graduate 
N .. l"lus., Graduate 
Nazareth College Private r-1 ll1.A. Graduate 
Nebraska Public N NAS~1 N .. J'lus. Graduate 
!liebre.ska State Public N lll.A. Gradua·te 
(Chadron) 
Netll' England Privat~e E NASI'! l\~L~Muso lYiusic 
Conserva.to:t"'lJ 
Ne1v Jersey State Public ]'f ]V£.A. Graduate 
(Trenton) 
Neu Mexico Public N NASM M.A. Graduate 
M.Mus. Graduate 
Ne"t-:r ~1e x ico Highlands Public N N.A. Gr~tduate 
New Orleans Baptist Private ~i.S .11.1. Theology 
New York University Private It:T Nit. Gradua-t.e 
NetoT York State Univ Public :tvi N.Sc Graduate 
Tchrs c. (F'"t>edonia) 
(continued on the follotiing page) 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Iifame of Institution Control Accredi- DegTees Division Confer-
tation ring Degree 
NeH· York State Univ 
Tchrs C. (Potsdam) 
Public N NASrJI f.'I.S. Graduate 
North Carolina Public S NASM M .. A. Graduate 
H.JY!us., Graduate 
North Carolina Woman's Public S M.F.A. Graduate 
North Carolina College 
(Durham) 
Public S r1.A., Graduate 
North Te:iras State Public S NASiv'f M.A. Graduate 
Northeast, Missouri Public 
Sta·t.e Teachers College 
N NASr'.' 
Northt-1estern State C. Pt.1blic s 
of Louisiana 
Notre D~ae Private 
Occidental Private 
Ohio University Public N NASH 
Ohio State Public N NAS:H 
Ohio tiesleyan Private N NASI"! 
Oklahoma Public 
Oregon Public 
M.Mus. Graduate 
N.MusEd. Graduate 
I'I.Mus., 
l'1.Mus. 
~I.~-lusEd. 
f~.s. 
IvJ:..F .A. 
M.A. 
M.S .. 
M.T•1us. 
Professional 
Education 
:Husic 
Gradu~tte 
Graduate 
Graduate 
Gra.duate 
Ifusic 
Husic 
Grad.uate 
Graduate 
G-raduate 
Gradua.te 
Graduate 
Graduate 
(continued on the following page) 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Name of Institution Control Accredi- Degrees Division Confer-
tation ring Degree 
Peaboqy Conservatory Private N NASH r-'l.Mus. Husic 
Pennsylvania Public l\1 M.Ao Gradua·i:;e 
Pennsylvania State Public 1-'I :f-1.Ae Graduate 
Philadelphia lVIusical Private NASI-I l'-1.J1us .. ].1usic 
Academy 
Pittsburgh Private M JII.A o Graduate 
Portland Private l\11'1}" ]<1.A. Graduate 
M.¥JUs. Graduate 
M.¥.rusEd. Graduate 
Prairie Vie"&r Public s N.A. Gra.duate 
Princeton Private N ~1.F .A. Graduate 
Radcliffe Private E H.A. Graduate 
Redlands Private w NASM M.~·fus. Arts 
Rochester (Eastman) Private M NASJ'.'I M.A .. ~-1usic 
I4.r1us. Iviusic 
Roosevel·t (Chicago Private N J.IJ-_4.SM r~.Mus. JVIusic 
Musical College) N.HusEd. r.~usic 
Sacramento State Public 11Ji!J'Ii1T Itf.oAo Graduate 
Sam Houston State Public s N • .!L, Graduate 
San Diego State Public w H. A. Graduate 
San Francisco State Public Tp] I\1.A. Gra.duate 
San Francisco Private I"loAe Theology 
Theological Seminary 
(continued on the following page) 
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TABLE I (continued) 
1\Javne of Inst,i tution Con·t:.rol Accredi- Degrees Division Confer-
tation ring Degree 
Sa.n Jose State Public ~1]' r-L.A. Gradue.te 
Sarah lavr.cence Private H H.A. Graduate 
Shen.rood N:usic School Private l\JASI•I M.Hus. ¥Iusic 
Smith Private E I-1.A. Gradue.te 
Southern Baptist Privata f:t.S .I<L. Theology 
Sou .. c,h Dakota Public N l\i.l1us. Graduate 
Southern California Private bi NASM 1-l.A .. Graduate 
JYI.Nus .. Music 
Southern Illinois Public N NAS!.J: N.Mus. Fine 1\..rts 
Southern Methodist Private s NASM Ivi .. l\CIUS. :Music 
South111estern Baptist Private M.S.H. Theology 
Stanford Private \11.)" Ivi.A. Humanities and 
Sciences 
St .. Louis Institute Private NASM M.!,1us .. Music 
Stephen Austin State Public s M.A. Graduate 
Sul Ross State Public s M.A. Graduate 
Syracuse Private r,r lifASl\1 I"f.Hus. Graduate 
Ten .... l'lessee Public s lie So Graduate 
Texas Public s NASJii M.IcJ:us. Graduate 
Texas Christian Private s NASN H.A. Graduate 
Jif .I..J:us. Graduate 
1-T.MusEd. Graduate 
(continued on the following page) 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Name of Institution Control Accredi- Degrees Division Confer-
tation ring Degree 
Texas College of Arts Public s 1-J:.A. Graduate 
and Industry 
Texas Southern Public s M.A. Graduate 
M.MusEd. Graduate 
Texas Tech Public s N.l\.SM M.A. Graduate 
Texas Homan's Public s NASH r':.A. Graduate 
Tulane Private s M.Ao Gradue.te 
Tulsa Private N NAS:roT M.Eus. Graduate 
IJI.~usEd. Graduate 
Union Private r.1.S .~:. Music 
Utah Public mv NASM NoAo Graduate 
r~.s. Graduate 
N.Mus. Fine Arts 
Utah State Public Nifl M.s. Graduate 
Vandercook Private M.rJiusEd. Kusic 
Vassar Private Jl-1 MolL. Graduate 
Virginia Public s i'f.A. Graduate 
Washington Musical Private M.r.1us. JY'msic 
Institute 
T•Tashington, State Public llf'~:T M.A .. Graduate 
College of 
1'JB.shington Public N\nJ NASI'i M •. !'t. Graduate 
vlashington University Private IIJ NASM M.A. Graduate 
MorJius .. G"L"aduate 
(continued on the follot-rlng page) 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Name of Institution Control Accredi- Degrees Division Confer-
tation ring Degree 
1r1ayne State Public N M.A. Graduate 
I'-1.It1us. Graduate 
W'ellesley Private E r~:r .. A., Graduate 
l'l'est TeXftS Ste.te Public s M.A. Graduate 
lJJest Virginia Public N M ..].'Ius .. Graduate 
Western Michigan Public N N.A. Graduate 
l,Yestern Reserve Private I'l' r-T.A. Graduate 
lvestern State College Public N !<fo.~o~o Graduate 
of Colorado 
:~res tn'lins Jc.er Private NP...SJYI H.I'll.IS., Nusic 
TJI7ichita Public N NASI11I V.It1us. Graduate 
N:.ThiusEd .. Gradued~e 
1nJillamet te Private NH NASM N.lt'IusEd. Music 
l·J'intr.:.rop Public s NASM N.A. Graduate 
Tftfis cons in Private N H.A. Graduate 
No:f!.!us., Gre.duate 
1Visconsin Conservatory Private NASH N.I"'ius. ]iiusic 
1'lyoming Public N NA511 Jvi.A • Graduate 
Yale Private E NihSM }1.f.l.. Graduate 
JYI.Mus .. Nusic 
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With one exception, all of the 185 institutions offering graduate 
degrees in music use conventional calendflr terms, either the se111ester or 
the quarter plan. An academic school year consists of two semesters Ol" 
of three quarters. 
Table II lists the 185 institutions considered in the basic 
survey, and indicates the attendance plans and calendar time. Further, 
the maximum time allowed for the completion of degrees from the date of 
Lnitial enrollment is included. 
TABLE II 
ATTENDANCE PLAN', Nl:JlVJBER OF 1'11EEKS IN Tl~Rl\!i:, AND Tn2E 
ALLmvED FOR MASTER'S DEGREES IN r·WSIC 
Name of 
Institution 
Alabama 
American Conservatory 
American University 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
Baylor 
Birmingham-Southern 
Bob Jones 
Boston University 
Brandeis 
Attendru1ce 
Plan 
Semester 
Quarter 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Quarter 
Quart,er 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Number of 
l'Jeeks in 
Term 
17 
9 
17 
17 
18 
17 
12 
18 
17 
18 
Maximum Time Allot,Yed 
for Completion of 
Degree 
lifot listed 
Not listed 
Not listed 
6 years 
6 years 
6 years 
6 years 
Not listed 
5 years 
~-years 
(continued on the following page) 
Nexne of 
Institution 
Brigham Young 
Broum 
Bryn Mav:rr 
Buffalo 
Butler (Jordan) 
California (Berkeley) 
California (Los 
Angeles) 
Carnegie Institute 
ca·l:.holic University 
Chicago 
Chicago Conservator.y 
Cl~tremont 
Cleveland Institute 
College-Conservatory 
( Cinc:ln.nati) 
College of Holy Names 
College of Pacific 
Colorado 
TABLE II (continued) 
Attendance 
Plan 
Quarter 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Quarter 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Number of 
l'Ueeks in 
Term 
13 
18 
17 
18 
18 
18 
18 
17 
17 
10 
18 
17 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
81 
Maximum Time Allo"G-:red 
for Completion of 
Degree 
6 years 
5 years 
5 yeal"S 
4 years 
5 yea..rs 
Not listed 
Not listed~~ 
6 years 
Not listed 
Not listed 
Not listed 
5 years 
Not listed 
Not 1is·l:.ed 
9 years 
7 years 
Not listed 
~'11.11 li.York must be completed ;;vi thin one calendar year after 
completion of course "&JOrk. 
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TABLE II (continued) 
N'ame of Attendance Number of l·1aximum Time Allotll'ed 
Institution Plan \rleeks in for Completion of 
Term Degree 
Colorado College Semester 18 l\Tot listed 
Colorado State Quarter 13 7~ 
ColUJllbia (Graduate) Semester 17 + (Teachers C.) Semester 17 5 years 
Connecticut Semester 17 6 years 
Conservatory of Music Semester 18 5 years 
(Kansas City, Mo.) 
Converse College Semester 17 Not listed 
Cornell Semester 18 Not listed 
Cosmopolitan Semester 19 No·t. listed 
Curtis Semester 16 Not listed 
Danbury State Tchrs Semester 18 9 years 
Denver Quarter 12 Not listed 
DePaul Semester 18 6 years 
DePautll' Semester 18 5 years 
Dr alee Semester 18 5 years 
Duquesne Semester 18 6 years 
~~hesis must be completed ~dthin two years after completion of all 
course v-.rork. 
+No time limit, but student must meet requirements in force at 
time of graduation. 
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TABLE II (continued} 
Name of Attendance Nurnber of Maximum Time Allot,Ied 
Institution Plan 1rJeeks in for Completion of 
Term Degree 
Eastern New Mexico s.emester 18 Not listed 
East Texas State Semester 17 Not listed 
F.:isk Semester 18 Not listed 
Florida State ,Semester 18 6 years 
Fort Hays Kansas State Semester 18 5 years 
George Peabody Quarter 13 Not listed 
Georgia Quarter 13 6 years 
Hardin-simmons Semester 18 5 years 
Hartt College Semester 18 5 years 
Earva.rd Semester 17 Not listed 
Houston Semester 18 8 years 
Howard Semester 18 5 years 
Hunter Semester 17 5 years 
Idaho semester 17 8 years 
Illinois Semester 17 Not listed 
Illinois Hesleyan Semester 18 5 years 
Inuna.cule. te Heart Semester 18 8 years 
Indiana Semester 18 Not listed 
Indiana State Quarter 13 7 yeal"S 
(continued on the follot-Ji.ng page) 
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TABLE II (continued) 
Name of .Lt'iitendance Nurober of Narlm.Ulll Time Al1o"tved 
Instit1.1tion Plan ~leeks in for Cmnpletion of 
Term Degree 
Iowa-a Semester 18 Not listed 
Ithaca Semester 16 Not listed 
Juilliard Semester 16 Not listed 
Kansas Semester 18 Not listed 
Kansas City Semester 17 1 years 
Kansas State College Semester 18 6 years 
(fiianhattan) 
Kansas State Teachers Semester 18 6 years 
(Pittsburgh) 
Kent State Quarter 13 6 years 
KentuckY Semester 17 8 years 
Letds and Clark Semester 18 Not listed 
Long Beach State Semester 18 7 years 
Los .Angeles Semester 19 5 years 
Conservatory 
Los Jtngeles State Semester 17 7 years 
Louisiana State Semester 18 Not listed 
Louisville Se..mester 17 6 years 
Mac Pha.il Semester 19 Not listed 
Nanhattan Semester 17 Not listed 
Marshall College Semester 18 5 years 
(continued on the follotv.ing page) 
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TABLE II (continued) 
N"a.me of Attendance Number of I-1aximum. Time Allcn'll'ed 
Institution Plan 11Teeks in for Completion of 
Term Degree 
lfiam:i. University Semester 17 5 years 
l'fi.ami (Florida) Semester 18 6 years 
¥J.ichigan Semester 18 6 years 
Nichigan State Quarter 11 6 years 
ludtvestern Semester 18 Not listed 
Millikin Semester 17 5 years 
Hills Semester 18 8 years 
I:linneapolis College Semester 18 5 years 
of Husic 
IJiinnesota Quarter 12 6 years 
I1lississippi Semester 18 6 years 
~lississippi Southern Quar·cer 12 6 years 
Hissouri Semester 18 8 years 
l'iontana State Quarter 13 8 years 
:t1ount St. Hary's Semester 17 5 years or 
9 consecutive 
summers 
Nazareth College Semester 17 Not listed 
Nebraska Semester 18 6 years 
Nebraska State Semester 18 7 years 
New England Semester 17 5 years 
Conservatory 
(continued on the following page) 
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Ti~LE II (continued) 
Name of Attendance ll!umber of lYia:ldmurn. Time Allolved 
Institution Plan "t·J'eeks in for Completion of 
Term Degree 
New Jersey State Semester 
(Trenton) 
18 6 years 
New jl!lexico Semester 18 5 years 
Netv Hexico Highlands Quarter 12 5 years 
New Orleans Baptist Semester 19 Not listed 
New York University Semester 18 5 years 
N. Y. State University Semester 18 6 years 
Tchrs C.(Fredonia) 
N. Y. State University 
Tchrs C.(?otsdam) 
Semester 19 6 years 
North Carolina Semester 17 Not listed 
North Carolina t'lfomens Semester 18 6 years 
North Carolina College 
(Durham) 
Semester 18 6 years 
North Texas State Semester 17 Not listed 
Northeast Missouri Quarter 12 6 years 
Northwestern Quarter 12 5 years 
Northwestern State Semester 18 6 years 
(Louisiana) 
Notre Dame Semester 17 All requirements must 
be met 2 years after 
completion of residence 
(2 sem. or 4 summers) 
Occidental Semester 18 5 years 
(continued on the follovrl.ng page) 
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TABLE II (continued) 
Name of Attendance Nu!llber of l•Iaximum Time Allcr~;red 
Institution Plan !nJeeks in for Completion of 
Term Degree 
Ohio Semester 18 6 years 
Ohio State Quarter 12 6 years 
Ohio Wesleyan Semester 18 Not listed 
Oklahoma Semester 18 Work over 5 years old 
bears only half credit 
and work 10 years old 
ldll not count except 
by exam (then only 
half credit) 
Oregon Quarter 13 7 years 
Peabody Conservator,y Semester 17 Not listed 
Pennsylvania State Semester 18 6 years 
Pennsylvania Semester 17 6 years 
Philadelphia Musical Semester 18 5 years 
Academy 
Pittsburgh Semester 16 4 years 
Portland Semester 17 4 years 
Prairie Viet'f Semester 18 Not listed 
Princeton Semester 17 Not listed 
Radcliffe Semester 17 Not listed 
Redlands Semester 18 5 years 
H.ochester (Eastman) Semester 18 5 years 
(continued on the following page) 
Name of 
Insti tut:.l.on 
Roosevelt (Chicago 
l'.i.ilsi cal College) 
Sacramento State 
Sam Houston State 
San Diego Sta·ce 
San Francisco State 
San Francisco Theo-
logical Seminary 
San Jose State 
Sarah Lawrence 
Shert·rood l'!usic School 
Smith 
Southe~~ Baptist Theo-
logical Seminar.y 
South Dakota 
Southern Califo~nia 
Southern Illinois 
Southern :i:llethodist 
T.ABLE II (continued) 
Attendance 
Plan 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Quarter 
Semester 
Quarter 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Quarter 
Semester 
Number of 
Weeks in 
Term 
17 
18 
17 
18 
18 
11 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
18 
18 
13 
18 
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1-iaxi.mum Time Allmved 
for Completion of 
Degree 
6 years 
7 years 
l'iiot listed 
7 years 
Not listed 
Not listed 
7 years 
Not listed 
5 years 
4 years 
Not listed 
Not listed 
7 years 
6 years 
5 years 
(I"'ust complete degree 
lid thin 2 years after 
admission to candidacy) 
(continued on the following page) 
Name of 
Institution 
Southwestern Baptist 
Theological Seminary 
Stanford 
St., Louis Institute 
Stephen Austin State 
Su1 Ross State 
Syracuse 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Texas Christian 
Texas College of Arts 
a.l'ld Industry 
Texas Southern 
Texas Tech 
Texas 1-Joman r s Univ 
Tulane 
Tulsa 
Union Theological Sem 
Utah 
Utah Stat.e 
TABLE II (continued) 
Attendance 
Plan 
Semester 
Quarter 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Quarter 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semester 
Semes·ter 
Semester 
Semes-t.er 
l.tuarter 
Qu.2.:rter 
Number of 
!tleeks in 
Term 
17 
12 
18 
18 
17 
17 
13 
18 
18 
18 
18 
17 
18 
18 
18 
17 
13 
12 
(continued on the follotv.ing page) 
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l\1axim.um Time .tUlovred 
for Completion of 
Degree 
Not listed 
5 years 
6 years 
6 years 
6 years 
Not listed 
6 years 
Not listed 
Not listed 
5 years 
6 yeru."s 
6 years 
5 years 
5 years 
5 years 
Not listed 
6 years 
6 years 
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TABLE II (continued) 
Narae of Attendance Number of Maximum Time Allot~ed 
Institution Plan ~feeks in for Completion of 
Term Degree 
Vandercook College of Semester 18 Not listed 
J:-iusic 
Vassar Semester 18 Not listed 
Vermont Semester 18 3 years (7 years 
if clone in summer only) 
Virginia Semester 18 5 years (7 years j_f clone in sturuner only) 
Washington Musical Semester 18 Not listed 
Institution 
viashington, State c. Semester 17 6 years 
i'Ja.shington, Univ of Quarter 12 6 years 
liashingt,on University Semester 17 Not listed 
wayne s·lia. te Semester 18 6 years 
l·Jellesley Semester 18 Not listed 
1olest Texas State Semester 17 6 years 
Trlest V:i:irginia. 3emester 17 Not listed 
iriestern Hichigan Semester 17 6 yec.rs 
~~estern Reserve Semester 17 7 years 
Western State College Quarter 12 5 years 
of Colorado 
~~estminster Semester 17 Not listed 
1riichit,a Semester 18 6 years 
't'J"illamette Semester 18 Not listed 
(continued on the follmdng page) 
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TABLE II (continued) 
Name of Attendance Number of 1-Iaximum Time Allot·red 
Institution Plan loJeeks in for Completion of 
Term Degree 
tniinthrop Semester 18 6 years 
'hiisconsin Semester 17 Not listed 
tfisoonsin Conservatory Term (four 9 Not listed 
per year) 
1ojyom:ing Semester 18 6 years 
Yale Semester 18 Not listed 
Of the 185 institutions offering the master's degree in music, 
a large percentage of the number permit a student to transfer cred~ts 
tm.Yard his program provj_ding the hours 'tvere ee.rned at the appropriate 
level in an "approved" institution. 1rlhile some institutions make no 
statements concerning transfer credits, others indicate a vJillingness 
to accept t.York done at other schools 'td thout specifying the amount of 
credit transferable. 
The minimum hours required va~J accord~ng to the basic structure 
of the degree and the administrative organization of the school confer-
ring the degree. Table III lists the amount of transfer hours allmved 
~~d the minimum ntunber of hours required for master's degrees in music. 
TABLE III 
TR.IU,JSFER HOu'RS ALLOirJED i\l\JD TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED 
FOR TI-lE MASTER'S DEGREE Il\J NUSIC 
Institution Transfer Hours NJ. .. nim.um Hours 
92 
Allot:red Required for Degree 
Alabama ? 24 Sem 
? 30 Sem . ~~erican Conservator.y 
-~erican University 6 30 Sem 
Arizona 6 30 :Sem. 
Arkansas 6 3!~ Sem 
Baylor yes 45 Qtr 
0 45 Qtr 
" 
Birmingham-Southern 
Bob Jones ? 30 Sem. 
Boston University r€.A. 6 30 Eem 
M.I4us .. 8 32 Sem. 
l.·1.F .A .. 8 32 Sem 
M.S .. H. ? 60 Sem 
Brandeis '? 36 Sem 
Brigham Young 15 45 Qtr 
Brmm yes 8 Courses 
? 3 Un:i.ts 
Buffalo 6 30 Sem 
Butler (Jordan) yes 30 Sem 
California (Berkeley) L. 20 'lJnits 
(continued on the follot-Ji..11g page) 
I..'l"lsti tution 
California (Los Angeles) 
Carnegie 
Catholj_c University 
Chicago 
Chicago Conservatoljr 
Claremont 
Cleveland Institute 
College-Conservator,v 
(Cincinnati) 
College of Holy Names 
College of Pacific 
Colorado 
Colorado College 
Colorado State College 
Columbia 
Conncecticut 
Conservatory of Music 
(Kansas City9 Mo.) 
Converse 
Cornell 
~tBLE III (continued) 
Transfer Hours 
AllOlrJed 
4 
18 
0 
? 
6 
? 
6 
6 
? 
8 
8 
? 
0 
? 
? 
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Ivfinimum Hours 
Required for Degree 
20 Units 
96 Units 
26 Sem 
Not listed 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 .Sem 
24 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
45 Qtr 
30 Sem 
15 Sem. 
30 Sem 
Not listed 
2 Units 
(continued on the follm·Jing page) 
Ins-t,i tution 
Cosmopolitan School 
Cu~tis Institute 
Danbur.y State Teachers 
Denver 
De Paul 
De Pautv 
Drake 
Duquesne 
Eastern Ne'tv J:1e~dco 
East Texas State 
Fisk 
Florida State 
Fort Hays Kansas State 
George Peabody 
Georgia 
Hardin-Sirnmons 
Ee.rtt 
Harvard 
Houston 
TABLE III (continued) 
Transfer Hours 
.ltllo1i·Jed 
? 
? 
10 
10 
0 
8 
8 
6 
9 
2 courses 
? 
6 
8 
M.A. 6 
M.I'ius. ? 
r1.F .14."' 10 
M ..MusEd 10 
6 
? 
. 
0 
6 
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11inimum Hours 
Required for Degree 
Not listed 
30 Se:m 
30 Sem 
1.~5 Qtr 
30 E:e:m 
32 Sem 
30 sem 
32 Sem 
24 Sem 
30 Sem 
.30 Se:m 
30 Sem 
.32 Sem 
1!.2 t:)tr 
48 Qtr 
h..O Qtr 
50 Qtr 
30 Sem 
.30 Sem 
h.. full courses 
32 Sem 
(continued on the folloidng page) 
Institution 
Hunter 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Illinois t'Jesleyan 
Immaculate Heart 
Indiana 
Indiana State Teachers 
Ithaca 
Juilliard 
Kansas 
Kansas City 
Kansas State (~Ian..hattan) 
Kansas State (Pittsburgh) 
Kent State 
Kentucky 
Le'liiis and Clark 
Long Beach State 
TABLE III (continued) 
Transfer Hours 
AllovJed 
0 
6 
10~~-
? 
6 
6 
16 
8 
? 
. 
6 
6 
? 
8 
9 
6 
6 
95 
¥.dnimum. Hours 
Required for DegTee 
30 sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
4 Units 
30 Sen 
30 Sem 
33 Sem 
48 Qtr 
32 Sem 
30 Sem 
32 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
48 Qtr 
2L. Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
~~5 hours for those holding undergraduate degrees from Idaho 
+6 hours for those holding undergraduate degrees from Indiana 
(continued on the follo~rlng page) 
Institution 
Los Angeles Conservatory 
Los Angeles State College 
Louisiana State 
Louisville 
l1TacPhail 
l1anhattan 
Marshall College 
~uami University 
~1iami (Florida) 
Nichigan 
J:.1ichigan State 
JY".lillikin 
!.fills 
I1inneapolis College 
of 11usic 
1-l"innesota 
1ussissippi 
~lississippi Southern 
r.nssouri 
T~BLE III (continued) 
Transfer Hours 
Allov1ed 
M.Mus. 
6 
6 
6 
? 
? 
6 
8 
6 
6 
6 
12 
12 
8 
6 
? 
. 
0 
6 
9 
8 
Minimui11 Hours 
Required for Degree 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
32 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
24 ::em 
30 Sem 
L..5 Qtr 
30 Sem 
32 Sem 
27 Sem 
30 Sem 
45 Qtr 
30 Sem 
l!-6 Qtr 
32 Sem 
(continued on the following page) 
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TABLE III (continued) 
Institution Transfer Hours Minimum Hours 
Allow1ed Required for Degree 
r-1ontena State 
]:Iount St., Mary' s 
Nazareth 
Nebraska 
Nebraska State (Chadron) 
Ne'tv England Conservatory 
1'Ie"t·1 Jersey State (Trenton) 
Nev1 He xi co Highlands 
New Orleans Baptist 
New York University 
liT. Y. State Univ Tchrs 
College (Fredonia) 
N. Y. State Univ Tchrs 
College (Potsdam) 
North Carolina 
North Carolina \r!omens 
North Carolina College 
(Durharn) 
I-Jor-t.h Texas State 
12 45 Qtr 
6 24 Sem 
? 30 Sem 
6 30 Sem 
9 36 Sem 
0 30 Sem 
6 32 Sem 
6 30 Sem 
16 L.8 Qtr 
? 70 Sem 
? 30 Sem 
8 32 Sem 
8~,. 32 Sem 
? 30 Sem 
6 36 Sem 
? 30 Sem 
? 32 Sem 
~~2 for those holding undergraduate degrees from Potsdam 
(continued on the followine page) 
TABLE III (continued) 
Institution Transfer Hours 
Allov1ed 
Northeast Hissouri State 6+ 
Northwestern 0 
Northvrestern State (La.) 6 
Notre Dame ? 
Occidental ? 
~0 8 
Ohio State ? 
Ohio ~fesleyan ? 
Oklahoma 8 
Oregon 15 
Peabody ? 
Pennsylvania 0 
Pennsylvania State 10 
Philadelphia Musical Academy ? 
Pittsburgh 6 
Portland 8 
Prairie View ? 
Prli1ceton ? 
Radcliffe 0 
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}Jinimum Hours 
Required for Degree 
32 Sem 
36 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
24 Sem 
32 Sem 
45 Qtr 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
45 Qtr 
Not listed 
24 Sem 
30 Sem 
36 sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
Not listed 
L.. full units 
+10 for those holding undergraduate degrees from Northeast No. 
(continued on the follov-1ing page) 
Institution 
Redlands 
Rochester (Eastman) 
Roosevelt (Chicago 
Musical College) 
Sacramento State 
Sam Houston State 
San Diego State 
San F".cancisco State 
San Francisco Theo 
San Jose State 
Sarah Lati'!'ence 
Shertvood Music School 
Smith 
Southern Baptist Theo 
South Dako·i:Ja 
Southern California 
Southern Illinois 
Southern Nethodist 
Southtvestern Baptist Theo 
TABLE III (continued) 
Transfer Hours 
Allot-Jed 
6 
M.A. 6 
I11.Mus. ? . 
9 
6 
6 
6 
6 
? 
? 
? 
. 
? 
6 
'? 
9 
M.A. 8 
M.I,~us. 1.,. 
16 
? 
18~~ 
-31,rax imwn of 18 hours--6 each in music, 
theolog:y. 
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l.fu1:imu.m Hours 
Required for Degree 
religious 
30 Sem 
30 Se:m 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
:30 Sem 
· 30 Sem 
96 Qtr 
30 Sem 
Not listed 
30 Sem 
24 Sera 
62 Sem 
30 Sem 
28 Sem 
30 Sem 
48 Qtr 
30 Sem 
37 Sem 
education, and. 
(continued on the follot-Ting page) 
Institution 
Stamford 
St., Louis Institute 
s~~ephen Austin 
Sul Ross 
Syracuse 
Tennessee 
Tex2s 
Texas Christian 
Texas College of' Arts 
and Industry 
Texas Southern 
Texas Tech 
Texas Homan1s 
Tulane 
Tulsa. 
Union 
Utah 
Utah State 
Vandercook College 
Vassar 
TABLE III (continued) 
Transfer Eours 
Allm1ed 
6 
6 
6 
6 
yes 
0 
0 
? 
6 
6 
6 
6 
12 
6 
? 
9 
9 
? 
+up to one-half of course work. 
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Hil'limum Hours 
Required .for DegTee 
40 Qtr· 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
~-5 Qtr 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
24 Sem 
24 Sem 
30 Sera 
60 Points 
32 Sem 
30 Sem 
(continued on the .following page) 
Institution 
Vermont 
Virginia 
v-rashington, State C. of 
t'>Tashington 
1'\fashington Unj_versi ty 
\o!ayne State 
~Iellesley 
West Texas Stexe 
west Virginia 
~vestern ~ichigan 
t,Testern Reserve 
1·Jestern State (Colorado) 
1·Jestminster 
~Jichita 
i'Jillamette 
Hinthrop 
"!!:Tis cons in 
':Jisconsin Conservatory 
v.Jyoraing 
Yale 
TABLE ITI (continued) 
Transfer Hours 
Allmved 
8 
0 
6 
9 
6 
6 
? 
6 
6 
6 
6 
9-12 
? 
6 
? 
6 
? 
? 
? 
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Iv!inimum Hours 
Required for Degree 
30 Sem 
2L. Sem 
30 Se:m 
l.~5 Qtr 
2L. Sem 
32 Sem 
24 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
36-J.~5 Qtr 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 sem 
18 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
L!.O Units 
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The question of proficiency in foreign languages as a requirement 
for g;radue:t.e study has been a subject, of much discussion., In some 
ins·t.c-mces, the decision concerning its requirement is made by the Graduate 
School Faculty, 1-1hile in others, the decision is left to the cl.ivisional 
or departmental facu~tj.es--this latter, sometimes, even t11hen the Graduate 
School sponsors the degree. Table IV lists the schools offering graduate 
programs accord:ing to degrees and majors 111i th the number of foreign 
languages required for the various programs. (It should be noted that 
most of the schools offering programs ll1 applied music require language 
proficiency (German, French, and Italian) for voice majors., HovJever, 
since it is possible for a singer to learn the pronunciation of a foreign 
language t-Jithout learning graxn..matical construction, and since feu schools 
require proficiency examinations, Table III excludes foreign lang1.1age as 
a requirement for applied music majors unless it is a general require-
ment for alL ) 
Degree Major 
}!.,A .. Applied Mus 
App I-1us Ped 
Theory 
Composition 
Theory-Comp 
J.-Iist & Lit 
1 lang-
uage 
1 
4 
9 
1 
20 
'l'ABLE IV 
2 lang-
uages 
1 
3 
3 lang- No re-
uages quirement 
specified 
1 
1 
11 
1 
10 
11 
4 
14 
(continued on the following page) 
Total 
Insti-
tutions 
13 
1 
Jl.t 
20 
6 
38 
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TABLE IV (continued) 
Degree IVIajor 1 1a11g- 2 lang- 3 l:;mg- rl]"o re- Total 
uage uages uages quirement Insti-
specified tutions 
I'lo !.\.. r':.usic Ed 2 32 34 (cont 1 d) Church li.\:usic 6 6 
Theory-Hist 2 2 
r1us Librarian 1 1 
I"lus Therapy 2 2 
Opera 1 1 
Not specified 9 4 32 45 
IvJ oF o~t\o Applied Nus ~- 4 
Composition 1 5 6 
TheoroJ-Comp 1 1 
Instrumentation 1 1 
Hist & Lit 2 3 5 
Music Ed 1 1 
Music Theatre 1 1 
Not specified 1 1 
iYi.rlfus .. Applied Mus 7 1 70 78 
App l!Jus Ped. 2 2 
Theory 3 38 41 
Composition !~ 51 5lt 
Theory-Comp 3 9 12 
Hist & Lit 12 1 21 3L~ 
Music Ed 3 36 39 
Conducting 1 3 4 
Church Music 2 10 12 
Music Therapy !,. ~-
Opera 3 3 
Not specified 6 6 
r1.EusEd ~Iusic Education 29 29 
I·ioS .r~~~Q Sacred 1-Iusic 5 5 
1'1I.S G Applied Nus 3 3 
Composition 1 1 
Nusic Education 16 16 
Conducting 1 1 
lviusic Therapy 2 2 
Not specified 1 1 2 
10!.~ 
The usual grades given for greduate work are the same as those 
given for undergraduate i'Jork: !' Jl., £., £_, and E.• Some schools include 
marks such as .!: (Passing) a11.d !?_ (Satisfacto~J) 't·Jhich are intended simply 
as passing grades., Table V shotors the current practices concerning grade 
requirements for graduate work in music., 
TABLE V 
GR..tDE REQlJIRE!tfli}IJTS FOR ~·11:\.STER 8 S DEGRS:ES IIJ rmSIC 
Grade Requirements Number of Institutions 
!!, or ~ loNest grade allowed for credit 29 
B-.'- average l'li th some ~ allot-red for credit 1 
B average (no L~dication whether or not grades 51 
- of£ are allowed for credit) 
~ average vd th some C' s allowed for credit 26~" 
~ average w.i th no grade lower than ! in major C~.rea 
~ average -vdth no more than half C's 
C+ average required 
C accepted as passing in upper level courses with 
B- passing in graduate courses 
No grade lovJer than C 
No grade requirement specified 
~~ lowest passing grade at one school. 
5 
1 
3 
1 
1 
69 
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Aa~ussion to a graduate program in music normally does not mean 
that the student is aa.mitted to ca..11didacy for the degree., Ordinarily, 
this is a separate administrative act. Practices concerning the admission 
to ca11didacy for a master's degree var.y considerably as indicated in 
Table VI .. 
TABLE VI 
AD£-:TISSION TO C.I\J.IIDIDACY FOR TflE MAST1!A1 1 S DEGREE IN filUSIC 
Requirements Number of Institutions 
Comple-'c.ion of all prerequisites for admission 2 
to graduate study 
Passing of language examinations 1 
Passing of placement ex8~nations (given at 1 
time of admission to graduate study) 
8uccessful completion of 6-10 semester hours 10 
(or equivalent in quarter hours) 
Successful completion of 18 semester hours 2 
Successful completion of 12-15 semester hours 
(or equivalent in quarter hours) and 
passing of oral examinations 
Successful completion of 12-15 semester hours 
(or equivalent in quart.er hours), passing 
of placement exruninations, lan5uage ex~n­
inations, and all prerequisites (In some 
cases the recommendation of the major 
department is needed) 
(continued on the following page) 
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TP.BLE VI (continued) 
Requirements Ntunber of L~stitutions 
Successfl1l completion of one semester and passing 
the Gradue.te Record Exam.ina.tion 
Enrollment in final semester 
I1To indication of time of acl'll'lission to candidacy 
II. ACCREDITATION 
l 
9 
99 
l05a· 
The National Association of Schools of Husic serves as the accred-
iting association for music in higher edncation. Procedures for the 
evaluation of an insti tutio!l applying for membership include a. self-
survey report on a~1nistration, facul·~y qualificatio!ls, curriculrunE, 
enrollment, libra~r, physical plant, equipment, and finance. If basic 
requirement.s are being met, a team arranges to visit the school in order 
to evaluate actual accomplisrunents., All schools 't·rhich are members of the 
National Assocation of Schools of f.iusic are required to submit annual 
reports including information about enrollment, number of degrees granted, 
faculty, expenditures for books, scores, recordings, equipment, et cetera. 
Should questions arive concerning the stability and permanence of a school 
or department, a visit by an accreditation team is arranged for the 
specific purpose of offering assistance. 
The National Com~ission ~ Accrediting, which was established in 
19.50, has named the National Associe.tion of Schools of l\fusic as the 
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accrediting a.ssociation for music in higher education. It should be 
point.ed out that graduate programs in music are not accredited by the 
Nation~-1 Association of Schools of Iuiusic,; rather, they are approved. 
A cooperative relationship '.1as been established bet"t'\Teen the 
National Association of Schools of Illusic and three of the si.."C regional. 
accrediting associations o There are the Middle Sts_tes Associe.tion of 
Colleges and Secondar~J Schools, the Nort.htoJest Associat~~ of Secondary 
~ Higher Schools, and the l'Jestern College Association., Representatives 
of the National Assoc:i.C~.tion of Schools of 1-J:usic serve on the evaluating 
tea..m. 1vhen one of these associations is examining a school Hhich offers 
degrees in music. The reco:m.mendations on music accreditation are included 
in the overall report of the regional associc-.tion. In these three reg:i.ons, 
membership in the National Association of Schools of I~usic is contingent 
- - --
upon membership in the regional association. 
The National Association of Schools of r-iusic has toJorked closely 
tdth the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools since 
1930, 2-nd has been the official consulta.nt for all schools offering 
degrees in music., 1/,Jhen the Nat:i.onal Assocation of E:chools of ]t!usic 
e x araines a school in the North Central region, an officer from the :t~ror·i:;h 
Central Association of Colleges and Seconda.ry Schools is invited to accora-
pany the music officials. l'Jegotia tions are being made vJi th the ~ England 
Association of Colleges ~ Secondary Schools. 
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III a PATTERNS OF ADiv1ISSION 
A bachelorts degree granted by a college or university of recognized 
standing is normally a requisite for admission to any program of stud¥ 
leading to the master 1s degree. As a general rule, the Bachelor of Music 
degree is required of those seeking ad.mission to programs leading to the 
Master of Music degree, 'tvhile the Bachelor of Arts degree usually precedes 
the Master of Arts degree. An evaluation of an applicant's academic record 
at ·!ihe undergraduate level is made to determine ~..rhether he has established 
a strong affirmative case in regard to the character of his general educa-
tion, and his fitness for graduate work in music. 
A ~ average in all undergraduate 't-J"ork is commonly required of 
applicants, although some schools will accept a student who has earned 
a ~ average in the junior and senior years. In some cases, upon recom-
mendation of the department, an applicant may be admitted on probation. 
Such students are allowed to register for a limited amom1t of work. Upon 
the successful completion of the HOrk, the student is generally given 
regular status, while if the work has been unsatisfacto~, he is usually 
denied further enrollment. 
It is not unusual for the admissions officer to require letters 
of recoramendation from persons who are in a position to analyze the 
applicant's abilities and to estimate his potential in graduate 'toJork. In 
the consideration of applicants, schools commonly require a "character" 
reference e.s Hell as a statement concerning scholastic achievement. 
The Graduate Record Examination is somet~nes used as a supplementar,y 
objective chek on the applicant's aptitude and knoi..J"ledge., Table VII indicates 
the nuraber of institutions requiring the Graduate Record ~~amination 
or a similar examination, such as the Miller Analogies Test, as part 
of the admissions procedure. 
TAPLE VII 
INSTITUTIONS REQUJ.RING TI-IE: GR.il..DUATE RECORD E2\.At'ViiNATION7t-
FOR ADMISSION TO GRADUATE S'fUDY IN :r:IUSIC 
Degree G.R.E. G.R.~. 
lOB 
Required Not Required 
~.faster of Arts 18 82 
I\.faster of Fine Arts 5 3 
£1Iaster of Music 17 72 
l~aster of Music Education h 26 
Ic!aster of Sacred JYiusic 1 l,. 
Master of Science 1 20 
-;:Or similar examination. 
As p&.rt of the admissions procedure for students entering programs 
leading to the master's degTee in music, examinations in the areas of 
history and li teratu..re of music and theory of music a.re sometimes admin-
istered. As a general rule, these e:Y~aTrD.nations are given for placement 
purposes and do not constitute a basis for actual adndssion to graduate 
11ork. If prerequisite courses are deemed necessary, such courses are 
taken according to the stipulation of the department involved, e.nd are 
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not credited toN·ard the degree requirements., The nurnber of institutions, 
according to degrees, requiring placement exc~nations in music is 
indieated in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
INSTITi:JTIOiiiS RECUIRING PL,;.C&·TIIJI!T EXLUTI!IJATIOl'JS IN TB30RY AI·rD/OR 
HISTORY FOR AD!VITSSIOfJ TO GRl\.DU_I\. TB STUDY Il\i IviDSIC 
Degree 
Theory and/or 
History ~~a~inations 
Required 
Theory and/or 
History Examinations 
Not Required 
Naster of Arts 25 7~-
Master of Fine Arts 1 7 
Naster of Nusic 31 58 
Naster of Nusic Education 11 19 
Easter of Sacred Husic 3 2 
Ic1aster of Science 6 15 
Probably t·rithout e.::~ception, all schools offering graduate degrees 
in applied music require an audition, either in person or by tape record-
ing. It should be stated, however, that many institutions do not include 
a catalog statement concerning an audition., Similarly, a student apply-
ing for admission to a program in composition generally is required to 
submit manuscripts of ori.ginal vmrks representative of his best ability. 
As part of the admissions procedure, the student is generally 
assigned an advisor. The graduate dean or the chairma..n of graduate 
no 
studies (depending on the structure of a department or school) usua.lly 
serves as a genera.l advisor to all graduate students., After a student's 
initial registra.tion, and sometimes before, he is assigned a departmental 
advisor.. If a student has a. minor field, sometimes a member of the minor 
department is assigned to an advisory committee.. \vbile a student :may 
apply to many responsible officials for guida~ce, most schools seem to 
feel that the student must bear full responsibility for his O't·m progress 
tm.yard the degree intended. 
CHAPTER VI 
MODERN CONCEPTS IN THE CURRICULUIIILS OF THE 
M.I.\.STER' S DEGREE IN riD SIC 
The curriculums o£ the masters degrees in music have been influ-
enced by the structure of general graduate curriculums in other fields 
of stud,y. Courses of stuqy for early graduate degrees in music were 
superimposed upon the courses required for the bachelor's degree, and in 
many cases 3 the result v1as simply an additional year o£ study. Over a 
period of time, inevitable changes have occurred. This chapter attempts 
to define current curriculums in music as they appear in American insti-
tutions of higher learning. 
I.. AREAS OF CONCENTR.4.TION 
The graduate student in music has a number of areas from which to 
choose a concentration. Further, within an area o£ concentration, a student, 
often has a choice of degrees, depending on his background and preparation. 
For example,~~ a student in music history and literature :mecy- pursue his area 
in a program culminating 'idth a Master of Art.s, a Master of Fine Arts, or 
a Master of Music degree.. Table IX lists the 185 institutions offering 
graduate degrees in music, indicating the specific names of the degrees 
along vr.i.th the areas or concentration available in each .. 
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TABLE IX 
AREAS OF CONCENTRATION FOR THE MASTER'S CANDIDATE 
IN NUSIC, INDICATING DEGREES AVAILABLE 
Nam.e of Applied Theory Compo- FJ.story Music Other 
Institution Music sition & Lit- Educa-
erature tion 
Alabama M ..Mus .. M ..Mus .. M ..J.VIus. 
American }.i.,Mus .. M.,Mus .. M ..Mus .. M ..MusEd 
Conservatory 
American U. 111 .. 14. .. (Music) 
Arizona M.lvius. Il.i.Nus. M.Mus .. I>1.l<lusEd ]II.,A. (Music) 
.ll..rkansas M.,Mus. M.Jt-1us .. 
Baylor ~·L,Mus., M .. 1L. M.Mus .. M ..S. J.VI .. Mus. (Conduct) 
MeMus., 
Birmingham- }.1.,Mus., 
Southern 
Bob Jones N .. A., M ..A .. (Sac 1'1usic) 
Boston U. M ..Mus., f.'I .. l'-1us .. IVI .. A .. iYI..A. M .. A .. M.A. ( Chu:rch!-Ius) 
H .. iYius., M ..Mus., N .. Mus. r1.I"lus ( ChurchMus) 
N.S.:tvi.,(ChurchHus) 
MeF .. Ao (Mus Th) 
Brandeis M.F.A .. M ..F .. A. 
Brigham Young M ..A. (J.IIIusic) 
Brow J.VI..A., (Music) 
Bryn Mali'!' IVJ: .. A .. (Th-FJ.st) 
Buffalo M ..A., (Music) 
(continued on the following page) 
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TABLE IX (continued) 
Name of Applied Theory Compo- History Music Other 
Institution Music sition & Lit- Educa.-
era.t'l.'!l.'e tion 
Butler Jlt.Mus .. ].1.,Mus .. 11.J!Ius., N: .. Mus .. :IYI .. Mus .. 
(Jordan) M.s .. 
California 
(Berkeley) 
I'!£ .. A. (ic1usic) 
California l);I.A. I'I.A .. M.A .. M.A .. 
(Los Angeles) 
Carnegie M .. F .. A. H .. F.,A .. r-l.,F .. A .. l·1.,F.,A .. 
Catholic U .. JYI .. Mus .. lll.].ius .. N: .. A. M.A .. M.~Ius .. ( Li turgil-lus) 
Chicago ~1.A .. N .. A .. I'-l .. A .. (~rusic 
Librarianship) 
Chicago !•I.Mus., M .. Mus. M .. l"lus. (Th-Comp) 
Conservatory 
Claremont M .. A .. N.A .. II!£. A. I1i.A .. 
Cleveland 1-I .. Mus. M .. It1:us., M .. Nus .. ~I .. Mus. 
Institute 
College- M .. Mus .. M .. Mus .. M .. N:us. 
·Conservatory 
(Cincinnati) 
College oi' 1-'L.Mus .. M.A. 
Holy Names M .. Mus .. 
College oi' ].1 .. 11us., J)l£.,Nus., N.l,Ius., ~I .. A. r1.A .. (Nusic) 
Pacific rJ.I.Mus., M.Mus .. (!1usTherapy) 
Colorado l11I.:£11us., M.,!,Ius. M .. l'1usEd M .. Mus .. (ChurchMus) 
Colorado 1\I.,A,. (1-iusic} 
College 
(continued on the follo'i"dng page) 
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TABlE IX {continued) 
Name or Applied Theory Compo- History Music Other 
Institution Husic sition & Lit- Educa-
erature tion 
Colorado }q • ...,ll .... H.A. 01usic) 
State 
Columbia N.A. r1.A. M.A .. 
Connecticut J.:I.A. (Husic) 
Conservatory N.l'JUS., :M:.JYius" I'~.Nus. 
(Kansas City) 
Converse H.Mus., I~I.lYius J:1.l',Ius. M.Ivius. !'!:.Mus. 
Cornell M.A. M.A. I~.A .. 
Cosmopolitan M.llius. M.r,Ius. 
Curtis E.K'US. 
Danbury M.S. 
Denver I~1.A. N".A. {riiusic} 
De Paul ?·~.I1us .. 1-f.Mus. IVI.I'-lus., 11.r1us. 
De Pauw 1'-'i.Iilfus. J:.f.l1us. M.Mus. JY:.Mus., 
Drake !-'!:.Mus. H.r,Jus. E.J:.1usEd 
Duquesne H.I1USo M.Nus. M.Mus. }I.S. 
E.l1usEd 
Eastern 2·~I • .l\.. N.A. Ic1.A. H.A. 1·1./t. (Combination) 
Ne-c11 l-'Ie:::dco 
East Texas l"l.lt. (1'lusic) 
State J.:I of) a (1'1usic) 
Fisk ].1 • .A. (Husic) 
(continued on the follo-viling page) 
Name of 
Institution 
Florida State 
Fort Hays 
George 
Peabody 
Georgia 
Harcl.in-Simm.ons 
Hartt 
Houston 
Hovrard 
Hunter 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Illinois 
1nJ'esleyan 
Imm.aculate 
Heart 
Indiana 
Applied 
!-lusic 
F.Mus. 
i\.I"ius. 
M.Mus. 
IV;.:Hus. 
TABLE IX (continued) 
'l'heory 
£:<.A • 
Mo!-1us. 
Compo-
sition 
Jllf.Nus. 
History 
& Lit-
erature 
H.l"lus .. 
I'T.A. 
Ivi.Mus. 
I~ .I~us.. l"'.I'ius. 
:M.A. 
M.Mus. 
IV::.A., 
M.I"iu.s., 
Music 
Educa-
tion 
Ivi.S., 
N.A .. 
i'I.Nus. 
H.IVIusEd 
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Other 
r-1.r1us. (Sac !-ius ) 
Ivl .. Ivius .. (Therapy) 
~r. 11 (Th c ) l'J...... - omp 
N .IvJ.us • ( 'l'h -Comp) 
I•: .l:us. ( Th -Comp) 
H.NusEd I":.J::Ius. (Ch 1'-Tus) 
N.:Huse (Opera) 
lfi.Mu.s. 
JYI.I'{usEd 
IV1.S. 
10:.r1usEd 
N.NusEd 
H •.. ~. 
E.NusEd 
!VI.A. (Music) 
E .A. (Th-Comp) 
l·i.,Nus. (f'Iajors 
not j_nc.licated) 
Tvi l"'cf,!lS ('Ph -Comn) ~ ..• - 0 ~-- ~ 
V.Hus. (Ch Ivins) 
E .IcTus. (Conduct) 
Ii::.,3. (There.py) 
(continued on the follovJing page) 
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TABLE IX (continued) 
11Jame of Applied Theory CO!TJ,OO- History Music Other 
Institution 11usic sition t~C Lit- E:duca-
erature tion 
Indiana State IVI.A. 
1~1.~3 0 
Iov1a M.Eus. E.Kus. ~~.T1fus. Icr.r1us o lcJ .:rvzus. rv: .F .fl .... 
r.~.J:? c-i\.o M.F.A. (Instrtunenta tion) 
Ithaca £::. I'~US. E.f'Ius. l~.Nus. It~.s. 
Juilliard It1cS. :Ivi.S. M:.S. (Conducting) 
Kansas r~ .Nus. K.Mus. l\1.Ivius. M".HusEd L~:oflc (I1usic) 
N.A. (Functional 
i'1usic) 
Kansas City Jvi.A. (Music) 
Kansas State I~~ .s. T~T •. s. 
(:r.ifanht?cttan) 
I~a.nsas State T-~.8. 
(Pittsburgh) 
Kent State tT.l~~. (Iceusic) 
Kentuclr-.r PT.lt'lus. ~.l'lUS o :r.~·.Nus. N.~:Ius. 
Ley,Jis cmd ~~: .. IviusEd }J:.Nus. (r.Cajors 
Clark not i."ldicat8d) 
Lone Beach r-~ oJi 0 (Nusic) 
State 
Los Angeles Ivl.Mus. M.IVius. Fi.Mus. r•T.r.J.usEd 
Conservatory 
Los Angeles l\1 .it 0 (I"<Iusic) 
State 
(continued on the follo'tlling pe.ge) 
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TABLE IK (continued) 
Name of Applied Theory Compo- History Music Other 
Institution Nusic sition &c Lit- Educa-
erature tion 
Louisiana l'YI.FusEd j\:J.A. (r.rusic) 
State 1'-~.lYius o 0'iusic) 
r.ouisville Ivi.Mus. r.f.Mus. IVJ..Mus. £1.!,1us. 1~.IVJ:usEd 
Mac Phail T~.Muso N.Nus. 
:r:c:ranhattan J:t~.Nus. M.Mus. M.J.Vlus. M.Mus. Hol~us. 
I,rarshall E.J.i.. 
Miami u. N .. A .. (Iviusic 
Y.·L.Jiius. (Majors 
not indicated) 
IV.dairl (Fla.) 1-'i.,Mus. N.f'Ius. 
~lichigG~n !·~ .I'1:tls. I~.lift:us. l"' .iV::us. H.l'Ius. IvJ..IJius. J.I o.!lo (1-:lusic) 
M.,\. r1.A. }![.A., 
I-ti.chigan St. i'T.l.Vlus. (I''B.jors 
not indic~rt.ed) 
Ic:Iid-vrestern £'I.£·fUS. M.NusEd H.I'lus. (Th-Comp) 
l\Tillikin l'1.Mus. lYI.,:HusEd rJI.Nus. (Th-Conp) 
I"Iills :M.A. r~.J~Q 
Minneapolis Ivi.II!Jus. N.Mus. O·:usic) 
c. of Husic 
Minnesota r-r .. A. H.A .. I11.~t. 
1-~ississippi V.Mus. IvZ.Mus. JV~.]\1us. I-~.r·1us. 
:r-'!ississippi ~T.Nus .. Iv1:.,Icfus. N.Nus. J:tj.£-1usEd :i·'~.Nus. (Therapy) 
Southern 
(continued on the follot'l]ing page) 
Name of 
Institution 
Nissouri 
~1ontana st. 
!Jft. st. Hary's 
Nazareth 
nebraska 
Nebraska Fit. 
IITew England 
Conservatory 
Nel..Y Jersey St. 
(Trenton) 
Ne1J r•Texico 
Neli..Y r1exico 
Highlands 
Ne"&r Orleans 
Baptist 
Net·:r York u. 
N.Y. st. u. 
Applied 
Nusic 
il1. J''jhs • 
JJ!.£-'Ius. 
r1.r.rus. 
J:-J:.Nus. 
M.M:us. 
TABLE IX ( cont.inued) 
Theory 
J'.1.Mus. 
Compo-
sition 
N .. A .. 
r-1.Nus .. 
~l.A. 
J!f",.Ivius. 
rJI .:M:us. 
1Ji,J1us., 
History 
& Lit-
erature 
H .. A. 
"':'J; !\ ~: o~.<.e 
N.r.Ius. 
r1I.Il. 
r1I.A. 
J.VIusic 
Educa-
tion 
r1I.Hus. 
r~I.l1us o 
IVi .. Nus., 
J:·I.rlfus. 
!~lo ... l\.o 
Tchrs (Fredonia) r,I .s. 
!~T.Ya st. u. J:!f.S., 
Tchrs (Potsdam) 
North Carolina ~.J:.Hus. r0:.A. 
(continued on the follo'ljJing page) 
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Other 
~~i •. A. (fiiusic) 
N .. A. (11:~usic) 
lvi,J1us. (Pedagogy) 
1~.1Vrus. (Therapy) 
H.r.cus. (Opera Dir) 
Ivi.l'1us. (Ch Husic) 
JI.1.A. (Music) 
Tlfi q ;1,1 
.:.-o~-- o-J.o (SacMus) 
Name of 
Institution 
N. Car. ~Tomens 
N. Car. College 
(Durham) 
N". Texas St. 
NE Missouri 
Applied 
Music 
M.Nus. 
NorthHestern H.t:(:us. 
North~1estern 
State (La.) 
Notre Dame 
Occidental 
Ohio 
Ohio State 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Peabody 
Penn 
Penn State 
TABLE IX (continued) 
Theory Compo-
sition 
M.F.A. 
M.Mus. Ii.Tt"Tus. 
M.A. 
History 
& Lit-
erature 
r~.Mus .. 
Music 
Educa-
tion 
119 
Other 
H.A .. (Music) 
J::I.Jt'fus. ]!I.e~.. (Iviusic) 
!·1.I•IusEd 
Il!f.Jvius., 
Jcf oF o ' o 
IV:' •. !\.. 
£·! .s .. 
l'!I.IclUSo 
N .r·1us.. ( Ch I.fus ) 
J1.I•ius. (Th-Comp) 
E.A. (Music) 
E.S. (Therapy) 
J:v~.A. (Ch !'~us) 
rvz.r~. (Pedagog-y-) 
r~I.A. (Th-Comp) 
N.A. (1'-iu.sic) 
!1.Hus ., ( Ch Ivius ) 
l1.A .. (Combination) 
( continu.ed on the follovJing page) 
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TABLE D~ (continued) 
Name of Applied Theory Compo- Histo~J Music Other 
Institution Music sition <ic Lit- Educa-
erature tion 
Philadelphia ]Iff .IV:us. l'!i.Mus. (Th-Comp) 
I~us Academy 
PH.tsburgh E.A. 
Portland T·li. J.VlusEd iYI.:r-:!:us. (:Hajors 
not indicated) 
Prairie Vie1·1 ~I.A. t~oAo F.A. 
Princeton H. F. {l.. I·'I.F .A. (Music) 
f.:I.F •. tt. (Th-Comp) 
Radcliffe I"l.A.. (r1usic) 
Redlands 1~~ .f·lus. M.l"lus. H.Nus. lvi.}'TUS. 
Rochester :t~.Hus. Ivi e ... Jl o j\;7 '1 - .. o~ .. o H.f\.. l'l ._'l. 
(Eastman) N.l:!US. £.1.Mus. M.Mus. 
Roosevelt ]1.f.rJIUS. l~.I1Ius. M.Mus. M.Mus. 1\.\: .,rJiusEd 
(Chicago r~rus) 
,Sacral'!lento St. liiJ • .£1.. 
Sam Houston ~~I._il,.., (Nusic) 
State 
San Diego st. M.A. 
San Francisco r-i.A. I~. A. ll'l .A • IJI.l~ G (Th-Comp) 
State 
San Francisco :H.Ao (Sac Iv'ius) 
Theo Sem 
San Jose St. N.A. N.A. M.A. M.A ... (Th-Comp) 
(continued on the following page) 
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TABI.E IX (continued) 
Name of .Applied Theor'.,r Compo- F...istory J!tiusic Other 
Institution I11usic sition gr; Lit- Educa-
erature tion 
Sarah Lat~ence j\F 1\ - ......... 0 (I<iusic) 
Shert·70od M.I'fus. 
Smith l'-~ .A. • 1\Io.i~ o 
Southern 1\l.S .~-.~~. (Sac l•l:us) 
Baptist Theo 
s. Dalmta N .. JY!us. M.Muso IVI..Mus., 
s. California r~r.r~us. 1'1.Nus. 'NT fl -·-·~~ ..... l•I.A. r•I.Mus. :i:VI.lVfus. (Conduct) 
!'I.r.fus. If::.I"'us. I'1.Nus. (Opera) 
1'-IJ..Mus. (Ch Mus) 
s. Illinois M.!•Ius .. (l"iajors 
not specified) 
C! Nethodist :Vl.N:Us. E.I'ius. r-C.I"1:us. N.Icius. I\;I.tius. (Th-Comp) 
. "' 
Southi'Jestern I~ •. ~1 ei''Io (Sac Hus) 
Baptist 'l'heo 
Stanford M' 8 
--···· 0 1-~ --~· 0 M.A. 
St .. Louis Inst. H.Mus. H.Mus. N.Hus. 15 .Nus. !·7 .Hus. (Ch r1us) 
I< .• Eus. (N'us Tchg) 
stephen ~·1.!1. 
Austin State 
Sul Ross St. £![. ,'\.. 
Syracuse ~.!clus. H.r1Jus. l'~' .,I"ius. :r-:.Eus. 
Tennessee rJI.S. 
Te.Xci.S N.Hus. ~·1.I'-1us. JYI .. Mus. l'Ji.'l'·i\J.S., I"1.I'ius. 
(continued on ·t,he follo1:ving page) 
Name of 
Institution 
Applied 
Nusic 
TABLE DC (continued) 
Theory Compo-
sition 
H~story 
& Lit-
erature 
Texas Cb..ristian lvi .. Nus.. ~1.IS:us. H.Mus. 
'l'exas College 
of A & I 
Texas Southern r~~ .Jl. 
Texas Tech 
Texa.s '\r!oman' s 
Tu.lane 
Tulsa 
Union 
Utah 
Utah State 
Vandercook 
Vassar 
Vermont 
Virginia 
I·Jashington 
i'.J:usical Inst. 
l·!a.shington 
State College 
M.A. 
N.A. 
H .JYius. 
Iciusic 
:r;:;duc~t­
tion 
H .. NusEd 
iYf.r.J:us. 
(continued on the fo llol·Jing page) 
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Other 
£·I •. !L, (!"Iusic) 
H.A .. (Ch Nusic) 
M.A. (Therapy) 
N.A. (Husic) 
r:, :. !Vi (Sac iwus ) ~c ··- o--o ~ --
H.A., (It~usic) 
M.S. (Eusic) 
N •. L (Kusic) 
J:fl •• '1. .. (Husic) 
X-l.As (Hist-Th) 
X.A. (Opera) 
123 
TP~~LE IX (continued) 
Name of Applied Theory Compo- History Music o·t.her 
Institution lviusic sition & Lit- Educa-
erature tion 
··ivashington u. Ivi.Mus., Ivi.A. !'1.A. M.Jt. (Th-Comp) 
k'la.""j11.e State M.I1us. M.r~us. r1I.A. 
t'lellesley ;~;r .A. 
~oJ"est Texas St. f-fo.!'te (:M:usic) 
1vest Virginia l11T.l'1us. 1-L,1.:Tus. M.Mus. (Th-Comp) 
T.:Jestern Mich. Y.il .• 
-;~res tern Reserve f!i.A. N.A. T~.A. lYI.A. M.A. ( Ch I·4usi c) 
~]estern State 1-'I.Ae (Music) 
(Colorado) 
"tnfestmins-t,er 1"f.Nus. Ne~.lh.1.s. (Conduct) 
11iichita N .!Jfus. M.JviusEd IVi.:tvius. (Th-Comp) 
1fillamet te M.I'-C!UsEd 
V'Jinthrop ilL. A. (lYiusic) 
1nTis consin M.Mus., N.I"tus., M.A. (rJfusic) 
vJisconsin N.Mus. M .. Ivrus., M.Hus. 
Conservatory 
vJYom:i.ng I1.A., I;·io.l\e 
Ya.le r.r:.Mus. M.Mus., l'1.Mus. N.A. 
12L. 
II. co·::.i'RSE F.EQUT'REIVJINTS FOR TEE ~1!\.STEFt' ~; DEGREE IN I~USIC 
A school's curriculum is le.rgely determined by its philosophy con-
cerning the purposes of education.. In most instances, the student is 
required to select from the field of music an area of study in vJlU.ch he 
mus·t. concentrate. Information concernj_ng course requirements if furnished 
in Table ~~. Completeness or extent of the j_nforme.tion prmrided in the 
table is limited only Nhen the programs are not clearly defined in the 
college or university ca.ta.logs. It should be pointed out tha.t several 
schools offering a graduate de~Tee in music do not indicate an area of 
concentretion. In such cases, the major is imply listed as 11music. 11 
Institution Degree Major 
ALABJWlA r-wms .Appi~us 
HistLit 
Comp 
AMERICAN MMus ApplJJ:us 
CONSERVATORY Voice 
Theory 
Comp 
I·~usEd MusEd 
AMERICAN YlA l~usic 
UNIVERSITY 
ARIZONA r1.A Music 
MHus AppMus 
Comp 
Theory 
MMusEd Music Ed 
TABLE X 
COURSE REQUIR.El1ENTS FOR THE :t-1/iSTER 1 S DEGREES IN MUSIC 
Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped~Prof Res Cond*Elec*Ter.ra 
Mus* ComP* Lit* Ed-!~rg* Ed-J*' Meth-r.- Proj* Other 
8-16 caCDaoc=-6eea=a= 
6 6 12 
0-6 15-18 3-6 
16 8 4 
11~ 4 4 
8-10 4 
6 14 
6 6 
NC 
12 
6 
6 ~-NC 2-6 Adv Ensemble 
6 ~-NC 
2 ~-NC 
4-6 ~-NC 4-6 Piano 
6 
4 6 
6 6 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
*A description of these headings appears at the end of the Table3 page 160 • 
.. ''JI1ccy- elect 6 addi tione~ hours in lieu of thesis. 
(continued on the follo~dng page) 
Total 
Hours 
+ 24 Sem 
30 Sem 
2!~ Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
1-' 
i\') 
\J"l 
Insti tu.tion Degree Major Appl Th Hist 
ARKANSAS J:.r.t-ius 
BAYLOR J!.iA 
MS 
MlJius 
BIRMI!ITGii.4M- IvJl·ius 
SOUTHE:RN 
BOB JONES IV.IA 
BOSTON MA 
UNIVERSITY 
Mus Comp Lit 
ApprJius 
Theory 
Th&Lit 
f'luSEd 
10 
1,. 
AppMus 16-2~. 
Conduct 
Comp 
Th&Lit 
App1,1us 
Apploius 
Voice 
Sac Mus 
Comp 
I~~usicol 
ll1usEd 
C:flJcius 
20 
8 
6 
4 
8 
Jl~ 
8 
4 
25-----35 
9 
9 9 
12 9 
1!. 
4 
4 
14 
10 
10 
10 
18 6 
16 
-~GlD~-9---
6 
TABLE X (continued) 
Mus Mus Ped Prof Cond Elec Term 
Ed Org Ed Proj Other 
12 
NC 
NC 4 
4 
8 
4 
6 
8 ~-NC 
8 ~.,.NC 
10-2o '(o-Ne 
~-NC 
13-20 ~-NC 
21 ~-NC 
19 5 
5 
5 
4 ~-~10 
2 ~-rm 
Individual planning 
26 not specified 
3 Ens; 17not spec 
~-rm 8 Sacred IVIusic 
6 +.-NC 
Jl1 ~-NC 
9 ~-NC 
12 ~-NC 12 Church Music 
(continued on the follolf.ing page) 
Total 
Hours 
34 Sem 
34 Sera 
45 Qtr 
55 Qtr 
45 Qtr 
45 Qtr 
45 Qtr 
45 Qtr 
45 Qtr 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sera 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
~ 
T~.BLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Terra Other Total 
~:rus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed i!'Iet.h Proj Hours 
BOSTON U M.tl[us Appr.rus 12 2 2 10*~-NC 32 Sem (continued) Theory 4-6 12 9 2 2 1-3 ~-NC 32 Sem 
Comp 4-6 12 9 2 2 1-3 ~-NC .32 Sem 
HistLit 4-6 9 12 2 2 1-3 ~-NC 32 Sem 
ChM(Hist) !~-6 6 2 2 !~ o-2 ~-Nc 6 Chl'fus,; 6 ReligLi t 32 Sem 
ChH(Perf) 8-12 6 2 2 4 0-4 <E--NC 6 ReligLit 32 Sem 
MusEd 4-6 Clal::iJ---6--- 12 2 3 2 1-3 ~NC 32 Sem 
NFA Mus Theatre 9 --NC 12 Opera; 9 Related; 
2 Theatre Practice 32 Sem 
liSN Church M J2-16 4 6 4 7-ll 23 Theology 60 Se:m 
BRANDEIS I•m'A HistComp Not specified 36 Sem 
HistCrit l\Jot specified 36 Sem 
BRIGIW1 l·1A Music 23 Major; 15 Yunor 45 Qtr 
YOUNG 
BROWN MA Music 8 courses 
BRYN MA'WR MA ThHist Not specified 
~~oice majors must elect piano for 4 credits. 
(continued on the follo~dng page} ~ 
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TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed Meth 
BUFFJ.ILO MA Music 
BUTLER Milius Appi>lus 8 4 2 NC 2 
(JORDAN) Theory 6 1.3 4 NC 
Comp 6 14 NC 
1·1usLit-1 !~-12 4-12 15-22 NC 
JYiusLi t-2 8 ... 12 8 10 NC 
MusEd 4 2 11 NC 
MS MusEd 4 8 12 
CALIFORNIA l'1A Music 
(Berkeley) 
CALIFORNIA J!i.tA. Theory 
(LosAngeles) Com.p 
Musicol 
MusEd 
CARNEGIE :t-WA AppHus 16 
INSTITUTE Comp 16 
JVIusico1 16 
MusEd 12 
i!:May elect 6 addi tione,l hours in lieu of thesis 
+24 ld thout thesis 
Cond Elec Term 
Proj 
10 
8 6 
1 ~-NC 
10 ~-NC 
~-NC 
6-10 
1.3 <E--NC 
12 ~-NC 
10 ~-NC 
10 ~-NC 
10 <--NC 
12 ~-NC 
(continued on the follo~dng page) 
Other Total 
Hours 
20 not specified 30 Sem. 
.30 Sem. 
.30 Sera 
.30 Sem 
-l~ 
.30 Sem 
.36 Sem 
-)f- 30 Sem 
* 30 Sem 
Not specified + 20 Sem 
Not specified ~g:~:: Not specified 
Not specified 2o+sem. 
Not specified 20+sem 
6 LibArts 32 Sem 
6 LibArts .32 Sem. 
6 LibArts .32 Sem 
8 LibArts .32 Sem. 
~ 
(X) 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist !~us IV!us Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Term Other Tot a~ 
];Ius Gomp Lit Ed Org Ed ~1eth Proj Hours 
CATHOLIC I"!A :t-Iusicol 4 l.!. 10 2 ~-NC 6 Allied field 26 Sem 
UNIVERSITY MusEd 4 J.~ !~ 6 2 ~-~JC 6 Allied field 26 Sem 
MMus kpp:e-1us 6 4 4 6 ~-NC 6 Allied field 26 Sem 
Comp 2 1!~ 4 ~-NC 6 Allied field 26 Sem 
Liturg 4 h. 4 tE--NC 8 LitMus; 6 Allied 26 Sem 
r-!us 
CHICAGO I"!A Comp 3* 2~~ 4-!!~-NC 
HisCrit 3* 2* 4" l'~·NC 
Librarian- Not specified 
ship 
CHICAGO Mf1us App:t-ius 15 6 4 3 4 .32 Sem 
COIIJSERIT ATORY Comp-Th 4 12 4 4 4 4 32 Sem 
I1usEd 6 6 6 6 6 30 Sem 
CLARE!-10NT 11A AppHus 10 Not specified 30 Sem 
History Individual programs 30 Sem 
Conrp 9·12+~-NC 
Individual programs 30 Sem 
MusEd 3 6 9 3-!~ 30-34 
CLJ.WELAND r-:JM:us AppMus 12-16 NC 14-18 2 30 Sem 
INSTITUTE Theory 16 NC 6 8 30 Sem 
Comp 16 NC 14 ~-NC 30 Sem 
}iusicol 12 NC 10 8 30 Sem 
~~gure pertains to num.ber of courses and not the amount of' credit. J-1 1\) 
+Applied }1usic and Music Education electives_, including Conducting. '0 
(continued on the f'ollo1dng page) 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th His·'(; r-1us Nus Ped P't'of Res Cond Elec Term 
l'-1us Comp Lit Ed Org Ed £1feth Proj 
-
COLLEGE- J!.1Mus A ppM us 10 b 2 12 2 
CONSERVATORY Comp 14 2 l4 f-NC 
(Cincinnati) Musico1 4 6 2 +-NO 
"'"'"·-
COLLgGE OF 11! lJlusEd 2 2-l~ 6-8 2 10-12 2-4 
HOLY NAIIIES 
Mllius A ppM us 8 2 2 2 8 f-~JC 
MusEd 8 2-6 6-8 2 4 ~-NO 
COLLEGE OF }!A Gen Mus 2 4 14 4 
PACIFIC MusEd 2 4 4 8 !~ 
N('1US AppMus 8 ~.-8 4 6-10 4 
Comp 4 8 4 10 4 
J!.fusicol 4 4 8 2 l~ 
PubScbi,1us 4 4 10 !~ 
Therapy 4 2-h 17-22 4 
COLORADO l'lMus AppMus 18 NC 5 2 
Comp 5 20 ~-NC 
Chl'1us 8 <E--NC 
J1t<ifusEd IvJ:usEd 6 10 6 2 4 
~~~ay elect 6 additional hours in lieu of thesis. 
(continued on the follordng page) 
Other 
2 Ensemble 
6 Cu~tural Subj 
4 CultSubj; 4 GenEd 
4 LibArts; !~ OultSubj 
4 CultSUb:i; 4 GenEd 
2-6 Mus Therapy 
5 outside music. 
5 outside music 
15 ChJ.vrus; 7non-music 
2 non-music 
Total 
Hours 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Se:ra 
24 Sem 
24 Sen1 
24 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
.30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
.I'. 30"Se:m 
J-1 
w 
0 
TABLE X (continued) 
Ins·lii~"ution Degree Major 1\.ppl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Terra 
COLORADO 
COLLt:!:GE 
COLORADO 
STATE 
COLUMBIA 
?1A 
l·U\. 
};1A 
CONNECTICUT MA 
CONSERVATORY I~Ius 
KANSAS CITY 
CONVERSE :t-1t1us 
r-~us Comp Lit Ed Org Ed !JJ:eth Proj 
Music 
:r.tusic 
Supervision 
Comp 
Musical 
l"iusEd 
Iliusic 
11~ 
ll.ppHus 
Theory 
Comp 
12 4-5 
App!•Ius 
Comp 
l\fusicol 
:IIi usEd 
5 12 
5 14 
8 
20 
5 
5 
5 
NC 4-5 
NC 4 
I~C 
8 
6 
4 
4 
8 ~-NC 
10 "-~m 
~ .. -Nc 
3 
4 
6 
Other 
16 ~Iusic; 8 Elective 
Individual programs 
Individual progrmas 
24 Music by advisem1 t 
-
Not specified 
2 Lang8~ict (Voice) 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
*15 semester hours 1d th thesis, 24 'Wi thou·ii thesis; studerr'li may be required to at~Gend several sem:i.nars 
l'Ji thout credit. 
(continued on the f'ollotdng page) 
Total 
Hours 
30 Sem 
l~5 Qtr 
J.~5 Qtr 
30 Sem 
30 Sem. 
30 Sem 
~(-
30 Se:m 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
1-' 
~ 
~,, \ ' ,\ Institution Degree Major 
CORNELL MA 
COSMOPOLITAI~ MOC~us 
CURTIS r.~~us 
DANBURY MS 
DENVER lflA 
DE PAUL 1"11·fus 
DE PAutlf l-'Ir'ius 
Theory 
Comp 
l~usicol 
Appl'ius 
Comp 
Comp 
MusEd 
Music 
I•IusEd 
App:t-1us 
Theory 
Comp 
Jl!IusEd 
Appivius 
Theory 
Comp 
r1u:s Ed 
Appl 
Jlius 
12 
4 
6 
4 
4 
Th 
Comp 
2 
10 
14 
8 
12 
TABLE .X (continued) 'f 
~ i, 
Hist Mus Mus Ped ?.!'of' Res\~ Go:1.d Elec Terril. 
Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj 
12-15 12 .3-6 ~-NC 
5 
5 
4 2 2 
4 2 2 
2 4 2 
2 11 .3 .3 2 
6 8 6 
6 8 
6 8 
6 8 8 
(continued on the :follo1-Jing page) 
Other 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
All work private study 
vf.ith instructors; no 
specifications given 
Not specified 
25 Major area; 15 min 
25 Major area; 15 rain 
2 Acoustics;6 LibArts 
2 Acous·!iics;6 LibArts 
2 Acoustics;6 LibArts 
2 Acoustics;.) Lib.~ts 
6 l"finor 
6 Jv!inor 
6 I>tinor 
6 l'viinor 
Total 
Hours 
2 Units 
2 Units 
2 Units 
.30 Sem 
.30 Sem 
45 Qtr 
45 Qtr 
.30 Sem 
.30 Sem 
.30 Sem 
.30 Sem 
.32 Sem 
32 Sem 
32 Sem 
32 Sem 
1-' 
I.A> 
1\) 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Term. Other Total 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj Hours 
DRAKE l·:ffl~us AppMus 12 6-10 NC 4-8 4 30 Se.m 
Comp 6 12 4 8 30 Sem 
MMusEd Music Ed 6-8 6-8 7 NC 6 2 3 32 Sem 
DUt,)UESNE MMus AppMus 6 8 8 2 2 6 32 Sem 
Theory 6 12 4 2 2 6 32 Sem 
Comp 6 16 2 2 6 32 Sem 
r.fi>iusEd lJiusicEd 6 4 8 2 2 PsychMus;lO adv.m•t 32 Sem 
MS I~usicEd 6 4 8 2 6 2 Psychlius;4 advsm.'t 32 Sem. 
-
EASTERN l!JA App11us Not specified 
* N.l!.-rw· ItiEXICO Theory Not specified ~~ 
Musicol Not specified 
* MusEd Not specified 
* 
EAST TEXAS }fA :t-Iusic 4 4 6 6 4 6 30 Sem 
STATE TCHR.S 
IV"J.S Husic 4 4 6 6 l~ 6 30 Sem 
~~24--26 hours -vd th thesis or recital; 30 hours with a project; 36 hours without project or thesis 
(continued on the following page) 
1-' 
I...J 
'-" 
Institution Degree Major 
FISK lf.IP .. I•!usic 
FLORIDA 1-1M us Appl\fus 
STATE Theory 
Comp 
HistLit 
SacMus 
Therapy 
l·JMusEd l.ilusicEd 
FORT H.4YS MS lt[usicEd 
GEORGE l\lA ThComp 
PEABODY I'lusicol 
Music Ed 
:MMus AppMus 
Th-Comp 
Musicol 
IciusEd 
App1 Th 
Nus Comp 
TABLE X (continued) 
Hist !>Ius Ivlus Ped Pro£ Res Cond Elec Term Other 
Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj 
Not specified 
- --------------~---- - ~----- --------~------
12 
-----12-- "-NC 1 LibSci; 6-8 non-mus 
2 12-14 NC 2 6 1 LibSci; 8 non-music 
2 14-16 NC 6 1 LibSci; 8 non-music 
2 14 NC 6 1 LibSci; 7 non-music 
6 4 2 5 6 6 Rel; 1 LibSci 
2 6 2 6 1 LibSci; 8 Therapy; 
6 Psych or SocStu 
5-6 9-10 NC 2 6 1 LibSci; 6 non-music 
o-ptional Programs: 1) 30 hours in major .field 
2) 20 hours in major & 10 hours in minor 
3) 20 hours in major & 10 hours in related courses 
Optional Programs: 1) Major of 22-30 hours (including thesis) w.i.th minor 
of not less than 12 hours 
2) Major of 211-36 hours with minor of 12-24 hours 
NC Programs not specified 
NC other than 12 hours 
NC outside music 
NC 
(continued on the following pa~e) 
Total 
Hours 
30 Sem 
31-33 
31-33 
31-33 
31 
30 
31 
30 
32 Sem 
42=L,8 
Qtr 
!~8 Qtr 
1-' 
'-" 
.!::'" 
Institution Degree l"Iajor App1 Th 
Mus Comp 
GEORGIA lf.FA AppMus 
Co:mp 
Musicol 
JllMusEd Music Ed 
HARDIN- MMus Th-Comp 6 
* SIMMONS l-l:us Ed 4 2 
--..[ ~ 
HARTT Ml-1us App}1us 12 6 
Theory 6 7 
Comp 6 13 
History 6 6 
Church M 10 6 
Opera 12 
I~ usEd MusEd 6 4 
HARVARD ¥.LA Music 
HOUSTON MV.rus Apprrus 
Theory 
Comp 
Lit 
MusEd 
~~ount of credit not specified. 
TABLE X (continued) 
Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Terra 
Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj 
6 ?~ * 2 -"-.. 
* * 
6 NC 2 4 
5 NC 4 8 
NC 3-6 8 
8 NC 3 .8 
4 2 6 
4 NC 10 2 
12 NC 3 6 
(continued on the foll~dne page} 
other 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
2 Conducting 
4 full courses 
Indi viduaJ. programs 
Individual programs 
Individual programs 
Individue~ programs 
Individual programs 
Total. 
Hours 
40 Qtr 
40 Qtr 
40 Qtr 
50 Qtr 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sera 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem. 
30 Sera 
30 Sem 
32 Sem. 
32 Se:m. 
32 Sem 
32 Sem 
32 Sem 
1-' 
\,.) 
\n 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Term. Other Total. 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj Hours 
HOlolARD 11£4us AppMus 14 -----10-... 3 3 "" .. :~:rc 30 Sem Gomp 2 20 6 3 +-NC 31 Sem 
HistMus 4 4 20 3 ~-NG 31 Sem 
MMusEd MusEd 14 3 3 --NC 10 ~1inor 30 Sem 
HUNTER MA History 9-12 3 15-18 30 Sem 
Th-Gomp 12-15 15-18 30 Sem 
IDAHO MA Music Not specified 30 Sem 
MS MusEd Not specified 30 Sem 
lJJMus Not specified 30 Sem 
MMusEd MusEd Not specified 30 Sam 
ILLINOIS MNus AppHus Not specified 32 Sem 
Th-Comp Not specified 32 Sem 
I>1usicol Not specified 32 Sem 
MS MusEd Not specified 32 Sem 
ILLINOIS ~1Ivius AppMus 10 4 6 8 2 30 Sem 
lrUESlliYJU\Y Theory 4 4 6 10 6 30 Sera 
M)IusEd MusEd , 6 6 2 2 8 6 30 Sem 
(continued on the fol1~dng page) 1-1 
w 
0\ 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major App1 Th Hist Mus l'Ius Ped Prof' Res Cond Elec Tenn Other Total 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj Hours 
mJACULATE M:Mus AppMus 8 14 2 2 2 2 ~-NC 30 Sem 
HEART 
INDIANA MA Theor.r 20 t"'NC 3 Ens; 12 Mus Minor 35 Sem 
Comp 20 ~-~m 3 Ens; 12 Mus Minor 35 Sem 
1-fusico1 20 ~NO 3 Ens; 12 }'Ius YJ.inor 35 Sem 
Mus Ed 20 t-NO 3 Ens; 12 Jl.fus 11inor 35 Sem 
:MMus AppMus 18 +-NO 3 Ens; 12 Mus Minor 33 Sem 
Theory 17 3 3 Ens; 12 11us }finor 35 Sem 
Oom.p 14 6 3 Ens; 12 Mus Minor 35 Sem 
Musico1 17 3 3 Ens; 12 I•Ius ¥Jinor 35 Sem 
ChorCond 12 18 3 Ens 3.3 Sem. 
Church M 9 6 3 Ens; 15 Church Mus 33 Sem 
IvlMusEd IIIJus Ed 6-10 14-20 0-6 3 3 Ens; 6-12 H:us Minor 35 Sem 
MS Therapy 5 3 6 Therapy; 19 Psych 33 Sera 
INDIANA l1A l'!tus Ed 24i~ 12 12 48 Qtr 
STATE 
2L..* MS 11us Ed 12 12 48 Qtr 
IOWA NFA AppMus Not specified 30 Sem 
Comp Not specified 30 Sam 
Instrumen- Not specified 30 Sem 
tation 
ifNot defined specifically as Music Education courses. 
(continued on the fol1o-.dng page) J-1 w 
-J 
TABIE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist Mus MUs Ped Prof Res Cond E1ec Term 
IOWA MA 
(continued) 
ITHACA ~H1us 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed !1eth Proj 
Perf&Lit 
Theor.v 
Comp 
Musicol 
MusEd 
AppMus 16-20 -----6---
Theory 4-6 16-20 4-6 
Lit&Hist 4-6 4-6 16-20 
3-6 2-4 
3-6 2-4 
3..6 2-4 
Other 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Total 
Hours 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30*Sem 
32 Sem 
32 Sem 
32 Sem 
MS MusEd 16-22 Music; 10-16 Ed 32 Sem 
__ --~--~· ---~--- _ _ .... 8r T;ihAl"t.~ 
JUILLIARD 
KANSAS 
MS 
MA 
MJIIus 
AppMus 10-20 
Camp 10-20 
Conduct 
Music 
AppMus 
Comp 
Musicol 
l1MusEd MusEd 
Functional 
Music 
KANSAS CITY MA Music 
4 
4 
!r: 
4-8 
4-8 
4-8 
2-14 
2-14 
10-eo 2-14 
·:tNay elect an additional 8li0urs in lieu of thesis 
(continued on the following page) 
6 Non-music 
6 Non-music 
6 Non-music 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
6 Not specified 
32 Sem. 
32 Sem 
.32 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sera 
1-' 
\A.) 
Q:) 
Institution Degree Major 
KANSA8 STATE MS Appi,Ius 
(llianhatta.n) l1usEd 
KANSAS STATE MS 11usEd 
(Pittsburgh) 
KENT STATE :foUl Husic 
KENTUCKY MMus Appll[us 
}1usEd 
Theory 
Comp 
LEftiTS AND MMus Music 
CLARK 
!•:ID'lusEd N:UsEd 
LONG BEACH IVJJ~ l'Iusic 
STATE 
LOS ANGELES I~Ius App}1us 
CONSERVATORY Comp 
Musicol 
l"l:r,1usEd MusEd 
TABLE X (continued) 
App1 Th 
l<([us Comp 
Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond E1ec Terr.1 
Lit Ed ~~g Ed Meth Proj 
12 aa----8--c:n 12 f-NC 
... a.cmeuCZ~8c:m-= 12 2-4 6-8 
2 8 
·8-12 
---12-16-- ~-NC 
4 6 12 2 *-NC 
6 6 4 8 +-NC 
14 6 4 ~-NC 
6 
10 
6 2 
8 4 4 4 
12 4 4 
6 6 6 
6 4 4 4 4 
"'~ay elect 6 additional hours in lieu of .. c.hesis. 
(continued on the following page) 
Other 
Individual programs 
23 !<Iajor; 15 ~Iinor 
24 Iv!usic 
20 l~usic 
10·14 App,Th,&MusEd 
8-12 Non-music 
Total 
Hours 
32 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
h8 Sem 
24 Sem 
24~~Sem 
24 Sem 
24 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Se:m 
30 Sem 
4 SurvArts; 6 Academic 30 Sem 
4 SurvArts; 6 Academic 30 Sem 
4 SurvArts; 8 Academic 30 Sem 
2 SurvArts; 4 Academic 30 s~~ 
1-' 
\..., 
'O 
TABLE X {continued) 
Institution Degree Major .Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Te:llll Other Total 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj Hours 
LOS ANGELES MA Music 2 2 2 4 2 9 3 6 Outside area 30 Sem 
STATE 
LOUISIANA MA Music Not specified 
STATE 
MMu.s Not specified 
MMusEd MusEd Not specified 
LOUISVILLE l.tJMus App:t>ius Not specified 30 Sem 
Theory Not specified 30 Sem 
Comp Not specified 30 Sem 
History Not specified 30 Sem 
MlviusEd MusEd Not specified 30 Sem 
¥lAC PHAIL MMus A ppM us 12 a* 4* 4-lt- 6*Acad Elective '30 Sem 
MusEd 4 12 6 4 4 30 Sem 
MA.NH.A.TTAN MMus AppMus 12 NC :!A 4 Ensemble 30 Sem 
Theory 18-20 6-10 30 Sem 
Comp 18-20 6-10 30 Sem 
Musicol 24 6 ~-NC 30 Sem 
MusEd 20 2 2 6 Humanities 30 Se:m 
.r,"Max:i.mum cred:i:li allov:red in these subjects. 
1-' 
(continued on the follovrl.ng page) g 
TABLE X ( cont:tnued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Terra Other Tota.l 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed 1-!reth Proj Hours 
I>iARSHALL MA l-iusEd 6 12 NC 6 2 6 .32·:~Se.m 
MIAlfi UNIV MA Music 19-21 Major,; 9-11 in .3.3 Sem 
approved subj 
~1[\ius 1-iusic r.rot specified 30 Sera 
IciTill'li NMus Appl•lus 11 2 4 2 a+ 4 .3 4 Acoustics/Psych Hus 30 Sem (Fla.) Mus Ed 6 4 4 2 X 2-6 4 Acoustics/Psych Mus 30 Sera 
:t-fiCHIGAN 1"1A Theory By adviseraent 24 Sem 
Comp By advisement 24 Sem 
1-'IusLit By advisemen·G 24 Sem 
l-1usicol By advisement 24 Sem 
l"lMus AppMus 15@ 1 ~-NC 8 Music minor .30 Sem 
Theory 8 4 12 2-4 2-4 30 Sem 
Comp 15 1 8 P.iusi c minor .30 Sem 
MusLit 12 5 5 f-NC 8 Music minor 30 Sem 
l1usEd-1 8 13 2 1 ~-NC 30 Sem 
J;lusEd-2 4 4 2 10 2 2 2 2 2 .30 Sem 
-
JfiCHIGAN Mt1us Not specified 45 CJtr 
STATE 
i!-.36 hours 1d thout thesis. 
+Includes Techniques of Graduate Stuqy and Interpretation of Educational Research. 
®Includes departmental literature and pedagogy. 1-1 j:; 
(continued on the follolnng page) 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist · Nus l·ius Ped Pro£ Res Cond Elec Term Other Total 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj Hours 
MIDWESTERN r-~1us App:t-~us 12 6* 12 6 36 Sem 
Th-Comp 6 12 12 6 36 Sem 
MMusEd Music Ed 12 6 12 l.Vtl.nor 30+Sem 
MILLIKIN MMus ApplJius 12 0-9 2 3-9 MusMinor; 3-8 l.a. 32 Sem 
Th-Comp h 12 ~-NC 3-9 Musl'finor; 3-8 l.a. 32 Sem 
MMusEd Music Ed 6-8 12-14 3-9 MusMinor; 3-8 l.a. 32 Sem 
MILLS MA Comp Individual planning 27 Sem 
HistLit Individual planning 27 Sem 
MINNEAPOLIS Mt-1us Music 8 16 6 30 Sem 
COLLEGE MUS Music Ed 6 6 6 6 6 Psych !L'Ius 30 Sem 
MINNESOTA 1-1A Theory Not specified 4.5 Qtr 
History Not specified 4.5 Qtr 
MusEd Not specified 4.5 Qtr 
ItlliSSISSIPPI lo!III!us .Appl·ius Not specified 30 Sem 
Theory Not specified 30 Sem 
Comp Not specified 30 Sem 
lviusEd Not specified 30 Sem 
~~ay be in Music Education i:f preferred. 1-1 
,!::-
+Mqr elect 6 additional hours in lieu of thesis. 1\) 
(continued on the follov.l'ing page) 
TABL:~ X (continued) 
-
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist Mus I'1us Ped Prof' Res Cond Elec Term Other Total 
~!us Comp Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj Hours 
-
Ivl:[SSISSIPPI :MI'ius Appr1us 15 6 12 NC 3 9 46 Q ..vr 
SOUTI-IERN Theory 6 30 NC 9 46 Qtr 
i"Ius Lit 12 24 NC 6 6 Psychology 48 Qtr 
Therapy 5 6 NC 6 13 Therapy; ll1. Psych 48 Qtr 
Ml\'IusEd l·~usic Ed 6 6 12 NC 16 6 46 Qtr 
I{[SSOURI :f.il\ Hist-Th By acbrisement 32 Sem 
Comp By acbrisement 32 Sem 
l'lONT .. q.NA J:.:l}1us AppMus Not specified 45 (-}tr 
STATE Comp Not specified 45 Qtr 
Iv!usEd IIJ'ot specified 45 Qtr 
MOUNT ST. Y.I.A Comp 2 10 4 2 t-NC 6 Minor 2h. Sem 
l1A.RY 1S l-1usico1 2 4 10 2 f-NC 6 Ifinor 24 Sem 
Ml'1us Appt•Ius 10 8 2 2 ~ .. Nc 2 Ens; 6 LibArts 30 Sem 
AppVoice 12 8 2 2 +-NG 2 Opera; 4 Lib~Jrts 30 Sem 
Comp 4 12 8 2 ~-NC 4 LibArts 30 Se:m 
r1usEd 4 8 12 2 f=NC 4 LibArts 30 Sem 
NAZARETH MA ?4usic Not specified 30 Sem 
NEBRJI.SKA Ml-fus Music Ed Not specified 30 Sem 
Appr1tls 6 GDCii!lcaac=9B!lllemCllil 15 not specified 30 Sem 
1-' 
(continued on the i'ol1mdng page) & 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond EJ.ec Ter.m Other ToteD. 
Mus Comp Lit Ed O:rg Ed Meth Proj Hours 
NEBRASKA MA Music """-=-----18-ld---- 12 6 36 Sem 
STATE TCHRS 
NEVT ENGLAND MMus AppMus 16 16 ~-NC 32 Sem 
CONSERVATORY App1.fusPed 16 X 16 <E-~m 32 Sem 
Theory 8 16 8 ~-NC 32 Sem 
Comp 16 16 ~=~JC 32 Sera 
Hist Res 16 16 ~NC 32 Sera 
Church M 16 4 8 ~-}JC 4 Church Music 32 Sem 
Opera Dir 16 •-NC 16 Opera 32 Sem 
Therapy 12 ~-NC 20 Music Therapy 32 Sem 
Nus Ed-1 4 6 3 8 9 30 Sem 
!-~us Ed-2 4 12 3 3 8 ~-NC 30 Se:m 
Mus Ed-3 16 6 8 4:o-tJC 30 Sem 
Mus Ed-4 4 12 6 8 ~-NC 30 Sem 
NElfl JERSEY MA MusEd 12 6 6 2 6 l\tinor 32 Sera 
ST TCHRS 
(Trenton) 
NEt'l MEXICO MA Musico1 16 6 8 Non Mus Iunor 30 Sem 
MMus Appi'ius 8 6 8 4 6 Non Mus l1inor 32 Sem 
Comp 12 L. 8 6 30 Sem 
~J· 1>1EXICO MA Music Not specified 48 Qtr 
HIGHLANDS 
(continued on the follotdng page) 1-' .!::"" 
,f::-
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major App1 
Mus 
Th 
Comp 
rlist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Ter.m other Total 
Hours Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj 
NEW ORLl~ANS Mill'I 
BAPTIST T!i"EO 
NEW YORK U MA 
NY STU MS 
TCI-JRS COL 
(Fredonia) 
NY STU I• IS 
TCHRS COL 
(Potsdam) 
N CAROJ.,Il\TA ]i4. 
l.IJ.Mus 
-
N CAROLINA !~?FA 
WOlXU~NS 
l\J CAROI~INA MA 
COLLEGE AT 
DlJRIW;I 
Sac li![us 
l1usicology 
Music Ed 3-4 ----5-6--
Music Ed 
Musicol 
Comp 
Composition 
Music 
18-21 
18-21 9-12 
24 
9 9 
il-.34 hours for g-!'aduates of Ne"t<r Orleans Baptis·G Theological Seminary. 
(continued on the fo11o~r.ing page) 
5 
24 RelEd; 8 Saclvius; 7cY:·sem 
Others not specified 
4 full courses Music; 30 Sem 
1 full course Elective 
32 Sem 
Not specified .32 Sem 
~-NC 9-12 ¥dnor 30 Sem 
30 Sem -+-NC 
~-NC 12 l'Jinor .36 Sem 
18-21 Major; 9-12 Min 30 Sem 
1-' 
8:;: 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist Ivius Jl.~us Ped Pro£ Res Cond Elec Term other Total 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj Hours 
NORTH TEXAS MA r1usic 2 3 12 3 6 6 r<Iinor field 32 Sem 
STATE 
JYJMus ApplY1us 10-12 .... ---9-CI:IQD 2-4 3-6 3 3 ~linor field 32 Sem 
Theory 5 18 3 6 32 Sem 
Comp 5 18 3 6 32 Sem 
Musicol 3 20 3 6 32 Sem 
Music Ed 5 Cl».,..,ea .. 6t=:~U-=- 3 6 6 Minor field 32 Sem 
MMusEd Music Ed 8 12 ~-NC 16 not specified 36 Sem 
NORTHEAST MA rJiusic Ed 3 5 5 10 5 4 32 Sem 
NISSOURI ST 
NORTHfiJESTERN Ml'1us AppMus 12 ca-ec-24eea- ~-NC 36 Sem 
Th-Comp 12 24 .+NC 36 Sem 
HistLit 12 ----18--- 6 ~NC 36 Sam 
Church 11 12 6 +NC 18 Church I'lusic 36 Sem 
Music Ed 3.;~ ---.. -9-Clill- 12 9 3 36 Sem 
NORTI-Ri.ESTERN ~D:'1usEd r.:rusic Ed 3 15 6 6 30 Sem 
STATE (LA.) 
.M. 
"If recital is given as t.errfli.nal project, 12 hours must be earned in applied music. 
(continued on the following page) 1-' 
:g: 
Institu:liion Degree Major 
NOTRE DP.Jvlli: M.f.[us 
M:MusEd 
OCCIDENTAL !<!A 
OHIO llfii'A 
:r.~s 
OHIO STATE MA 
OHIO 
·~JESLEYAN 
lM 
li!usLit 
Theocy 
Comp 
Liturg M 
Music Ed 
JYiusic 
App~~us 
Colnp 
l'1US Lit 
l1us Ed 
Therapy 
AppPed 
Th-Comp 
HistLit 
Church 1Jf 
r-:rusic Ed 
Jl1usic 
TABLE X (continued) 
Appl Th Hist, Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond EJ.ec Tem 
I'-~us Comp Lit Ed Org Ed IliLeth Proj 
16 
16 
16 
20 
8 
*35 hours for non-research prograra teTith no language or thesis requiremen·t. 
( corrtinued on the follotedng page) 
other 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
16 not specified 
16 not specified 
16 not specified 
12 not specified 
12 Therapy; 12 Psych 
r1ajor area 12-18 
Ji.1inor area 9-12 
Related Subj 9-12 
Research & Thesis 
6-10 
Not specified 
-
Total 
Hours 
-lf-30 Sem 
30"'t-sem 
{~ 30 Sem 
30"'t-sem 
30.;:-Sem 
2b..-30 
Sem 
32 Sem 
32 Sem 
32 Sem 
32 Sem 
32 Sem 
45 Qtr 
30 Sem 
£-! 
~ 
Institution Degree Major App1 Th 
!-:Ius Comp 
T1\BLE X (continued) 
Hist Mus It1us Ped Prof Res Cond Jllec Ter-~u 
Lit Ed Org Ed Icfeth Proj 
OKLAHOMA llj!Jlus Appl.!ius 12-15 
-----.. -8---... -- 7-10 ~-NO Theoey 
Comp 
-
OREGON ~IA Theory 
It1usico1 
MS Music Ed 
I '1M us AppHus 
Th-Comp 
Music Ed 
PEA80DY I-1Ivius ApplVIus 
CONSERVATORY Theory 
Comp 
Churc Church 1-~ 
I"iusic Ed 
PENNSYLVAIIITA MA Theory 
Comp 
r'IUsicol 
---
---
12 
12 
12 
12 
------8--1113 
------8 ...... --
12 
(continued on the following page) 
6 4 
6 4 
12 ~ ... rm 
12 ~-NC 
12 +-NC 
Other 
30 }iaj ,;l0}1in;5E1ect 
30 ~1aj,;10l'Iin;5Elect 
30 ~1aj;10I,ti.n;5Elect 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
Not specified 
To .. Gal 
Hours 
30 Sem 
30 Sein 
30 Sem 
45 Qtr 
45 Qtr 
45 Qtr 
!~5 Qtr 
45 Qtr 
45 Qtr 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
24 Sem 
24 Sem 
2i!. Sem 
1-' 
.1::-Qj 
Institution Degree 
PENNSYLVANIA ll1A 
STATE 
PHILADELPHIA ~~~us 
NUS ACADEMY 
PITTSBURGH 
PORTLAND 
PRAIRIE 
VIEhT 
PRINCETON 
MA 
1'111. 
l·fr.ius 
N't-1usEd 
l-it\. 
MFA 
TABLE X (continued) 
Major Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res 
l-1us Comp Lit Ed O:t"g Ed It:Ieth 
Perform 
Theory 
CreativeM 
Music Lit 
l1us (Comb) 
AppMus 18 
Th-Comp 18 
HistLit ,__I!Gma~24-aor:= 
Music 
Music Ed 
Appllius 12-15 
Theory 6 12-15 
Music Ed 6 
Jliusic 
History 
Th-Comp 
12-15 
Cond Elec Term Other 
P:roj 
Individual planning 
Individual planning 
Individual planning 
Individual planning 
InCii"tidual planning 
18 f-NC 
18 oE>-NC 
6 
Not speci.f':i. ed 
Not specified 
Not specified 
2 15-18 Minor cognates 
~-NO 9-12 Minor cognates 
~-NO 9-12 l1inor cognates 
Individual planning 
Individual planning 
Individual planning 
-~ot specified; dependent upon passing general qualifying examination. 
(continued on the following page) 
Total 
Hours 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem. 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
36 Sera 
36 Sem. 
30 Sem 
30 s~ 
30 Sam 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
~(-
1 yr* 
1 yr.)~ 
1 y:r" 
.... q; 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree l1ajor App1 Th lli.st l1us Mus Ped Prof Res Concl Elec Term Other TotaJ. 
Mus Crnnp Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj Hours 
RADCLIFFE l.[A :t-iusic Not specified 32 Sem 
REDLANDS NMus AppMus Not specified 30 Sem 
Co:mp Not specified 30 Sem 
HistCrit Not specified .30 Sem 
l1usEd Not specified .30 Sem 
ROCHESTER }:fA Theory 6 16 8 .30 Sem 
(EASTMAN) Comp 6 16 8 .30 Sem 
11usicol 6 4 12 8 .30 Sem 
rlJusEd 8 4 10 8 .30 Sem 
MrlJus AppMus 10 10 NC 8 2 .30 Sem 
Theory NC Individual planning 30 Sem 
Comp 6 16 NC 8 .30 Sem 
MusEd 8 4 10 NC 8 ~-NC .30 Sem 
ROOSEVELT MMus AppMus 8-12 2 20 by advisement 30 Sem 
(CHICAGO Theory 4 12-16 3 11 by advisement 30 Sera 
HUSICAL) Comp ~. 12-16 3 11 by advisement .30 Sem 
Musicol 4 12-16 3 11 by advisement 30 Sera 
11fJ[usEd MusEd 6 ... 8 CC'IC!IIliiii:OCDI:S61t!Dac=• 4-6 6 6 Non-music 30 Sem 
SACRIIJ4ElllTO MA l'iusic 2 2 2-!1 
' 
12-24 not specified 30 Sem 
STATE 
i-1 
(continued on the follovdng page) ~ 
Institution Degree Major 
SAM HOUSTON MA 
STATE 
SAN DIEGO 
STATE 
~·fA 
SAN FRAN- IV1A 
CISCO STATE 
SAN FRAN- IV"JA 
CISCO THED 
SAN JOSE MA 
STATE 
SARAH NA 
LAL'JPt.ENCE 
SHER~lOOD 
:t"lUSIC 
Ml-:Tus 
Music 
l1usEd 
AppMus 
Comp-Th 
HistLit 
MusEd 
Saci'lus 
AppMus 
Th-Comp 
I'-iusLit 
l1iusEd 
~1usic 
AppMus 
AppVoice 
TABLE X (continued) 
Appl 
r.1us 
Th 
Comp 
Hist Mus 1>ius Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Terra O'c.her 
Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj 
7 3 3 
6 6 
3 12 
-----6--- 12 
6-10 2 2 2 
6-10 2 2 
2 6-10 2 
2 2 6-10 
12 ----14---
10 
3 3 
3 
3 
3 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
4 
(continued on the fo1lotiing page) 
9 
9 
9 
9 
13 
6 18 in raajor; 12 in 
1 or 2 minors 
3 Not specified 
2 
6 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
50 SacMus; 33 General 
5 Non-music 
5 Non-music 
5 Non-music 
5 Non-music 
Individua~ planning 
8 Piano; 12 Hist,Th, 
and Languages 
Total 
Hours 
30 Sem 
30 Sera 
30 Sera 
30 Sem 
30 Se:m 
30 Sero. 
96 Qtr 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Se:m. 
30 Sem 
30 Sern 
30 Sem 
I-' )5 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Te:nn Other Total 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed 1-1eth Proj Hours 
Sl'4ITH Itut Comp 3-6 Not specified 24 Sem 
MusLit 3-6 Not specified 24 Sem 
SOUTHERN M~I Sacr,1us Not specified 62 Sem 
BAPTIST 
SOUTH l·1Mus Appl-1us 8 
---a=-8--- 2 lr. 8 Non-music 30 Sem DAKOTA Theory 3 15 4 8-9 Non-music 30 Sem 
MusEd-1 4-5 9-10 2 l!. 8 Non-music 28 Sera 
r.iusEd-2 6-8 -----6--- 1.3-18 2 8-12 Non-music 35 Sem 
SOUTHERN IVIA Comp 8 10 ~ .. Nc 10 LibJI..rts 28 Sera 
CALIFORNIA HistLit 6 12 ~-NC 10 LibArts 28 Se:m 
MMus Appivius 8 9 2 6 ~-rm 1 Ens; 4 LibArts 30 Sem 
AppVoice 10 5 2 5 ~-NC 1 Ens; 5L.A.;2 Opera 30 Sem 
Theory 4 4 15 2 ~l~C 1 Ens; 4 L.A.&MusE1ec 30 Sem 
Composition 4 12 7 2 ~-NC 1 Ens; 4 L .. A .. 30 Sem 
HistLit 4 15 2 4 ~-NC 1 Ens; 4 L.,A., 30 Se:m 
Church M 4 9 2 3 ~-NC 1 Ens; 4 L.A.; 8 Ch M 30 Sem 
Conduct 4 7 2 10 ~-NC 1 Ens; 4 L.A .. 30 Sem 
Opera 4 5 2 3 ~-NC J.ID:Js; 8Qpera; 4'Iheatre;.3U.30 Sem 
MusEd 4 7 10 2 2 f-NC 1 Ens; l~ L.A .. 30 Sem 
SOUTiiliRN Iv.Ir1us Not specified 48 Qtr 
ILLINOIS 
1-1 
(continued on the following page) \11. N 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major App1 Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Term Other Total 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj Hours 
SOUTHERN 1-1M us AppMus 10 3 3 9 5 30 Sem 
METHODIST Theory 2 8 3 12 5 30 Sem 
Comp 2 8 3 12 5 30.~ .. sem 
MusEd 6 3 3 6 8 5 30"Sem 
SOUTHirtlESTERN MSM Perform. 10 4 8 NO 4 6 RelEd; 5 ChMusEd 31 Sem 
BAPTIST THEO Theory 4 10 4 NO 4 6 Re1Ed; 5 C~lusEd 31 Sem 
Musico1 4 4 14 NO b, 6 RelEd; 5 Chl1usEd 31 Sem 
~1usEd 4 i~ 8 NO 4 6 RelEd; 11 Chl-~usEd 31 Sera 
STANFORD MA ].1usRes 6 12 3 15 4 40 Qtr 
Comp 16 4 3 13 4 40 Qtr 
MusEd 
---9-12-- 8 3 11-14 4 30 Qtr 
ST LOUIS M14us AppMus 14-16 6-8 6 6-8+ ~-~m 34 Sem 
INSTITUTE MusTchg 10 6 2 6+ 6 34 Sem 
Theory 6 15 2 6 6 35 Sem 
Co :rap 8-12 20 6 4 34 Sem 
Churchli 8 6 2 6 6 6 Church Music 34 Sem 
MusEd 6 
-==--6--- 13 8 2 35 Sem 
STEPHEN MA AppMus 12 6 12 llinor 30 Sem 
AUSTIN STATE 
SUL ROSS ST MA MusEd 12 6 12 Minor 30 Sem 
i~ay elect six additional hours in lieu of thesis. 
+voice students take 6 hours in advanced languages. 
1-' 
(continued on the £o1lol~ng page) ~ 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof' Res Cond Elec Term Other Total 
Mus Comp l.it Ed Org Ed Math p-.roj Hours 
SYRACUSE Ml'Ius AppMus Not specified 30 Sem 
Comp Not specified 30 Sem 
HistLit Not specified 30 Sem 
MusEd 10 9 5 6 Minor 30 Sem 
-
TENNESSEE 1-lS MusEd Individual planning 45 Qtr 
TEXAS IcfMus AppMus 14-18 
-(o-Ne 12-16 Minor 30 Sem 
Theory 18 -+-NC 12 Minor 30 Sem 
Comp 18 ~-NC 12 Minor 30 Sem 
MusLit 18 ~-NC 12 Minor 30 Sem 
Musicol 18 ~-NC 12 Minor 30 Sem 
MusEd 16-20 f-NC 10-14 runor 30 Sem 
TEXAS MA Music ---=--l5caG~:J 6 9 Non-music 30 Sem 
CHRISTIAN 
Mll![us Appl!lius 12 6 6 6 30 Sem 
Theoey 12 6 6 6 30 Sem 
l'rusicol 6 12 6 6 30 Sem 
M!cius.Ed r1usEd 3 3 12 6 6 * .30 Sem 
. ~-~ 
TEXAS COLLEGE 
30*Sem OF AJ.l.TS AND YJ.A J.~usic Not specified 
INDUSTRY 
~"May elect six additional hours in lieu of a thesis. 
1-' 
(continued on the f'ollotdng page) VI. +=""' 
Institution Degree Major 
TEXAS MA 
SOUTHERN 
r!Jlt1usEd 
TEXAS TECH ¥1A 
TEXAS YlA 
1im1Al.lf' s 
TULANE IV'J.A 
TTJ.f..SA MHus 
AppMus 
Theory 
Co:mp 
Musico1 
]11usic Ed 
AppHus 
]!!usEd 
App!•!us 
li'Iusicol 
Therapy 
Churchi~ 
loiusicEd 
Music 
AppHus 
AppVoice 
Comp 
l"JluiusEd MusEd 
UNION THEO MSM SacMus 
App1 Th 
Mus Comi> 
15 
15 
15 
8 l4 
8 6 
14 
4 8 
TABLE I (continued) 
Hist Nus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Term Other 
Lit Ed Org Ed I,Ieth Proj 
15 
15 
4 
4 2 2 
4 2 
4 6 2 
(continued on the follotiing page) 
15 not specified 
15 not specified 
15 not specified 
15 not specified 
15 not specified 
Individual planning 
Individual planning 
Individual planning 
Individual planning 
Individual planning 
Individual planning 
Individual planning 
Not specified 
2 ~-NC 2 Acoust,ics 
6 ~-NC 2 Acous·!iics 
8 2 Acoustics 
4 2 Acoustics 
Not specified 
Tcrtal 
Hours 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
2!~-363 
2L,-36S 
24-36S 
24-368 
24-368 
24 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
60 Sem 
~ 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree l\iajor Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Term other Total 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed 11eth Proj Hours 
UTAH MA Music Not specified 45 Qtr 
MS Music Not specified 45 Qtr 
MI<1us AppHus Not specified 45 Qtr 
Theor.v Not specified 45 Qtr 
Comp Not specified 45 Qtr 
Musicol Not specified 45 Qtr 
1-'lusEd Not specified 45 Qtr 
UTJ!H STATE MS Appr.:~:us 6 3 3 3 6 3 Ens; 20 not specified 45 Qtr 
IvJ:usEd 9 10 6 20 not specified 45 Qtr 
VANDERCOOK Mf1usEd Music Ed 2 4 16 6 4 Ensemble 32 Sem 
VASSAR MA Music Not specified 30 Sem 
VERMONT lif.!A Music Not specified 30 Sem 
VIRGINIA MA l1usic Individual planning 24 Sem 
\i.t~SHINGTON MI1us AppN:Us Not specified 
JviUSICAL Comp Not specified 
INSTITUTE 1'1usicol Not specified 
]-1usEd Not specified 
(continued on the following page) 
..... 
~ 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th Hist l•1us J.ius Ped Prof. Res Cond Elec Term Other Total 
I\ :Ius Comp Lit Ed Org Ed Meth Proj Hours 
l.!tJ'ASHHUTON, NA r1usic Not specified 30 Sem 
STATE COLLEGE l.llusic Ed Not specified 30 sem 
tvAS"B:INGTON, MA Appl\ifus Not specified 45 Qtr 
UNIV OF Comp Not specified ~.5 Qtr 
I•1usicol Not specified 45 Qtr 
Opera Not specified 45 Qtr 
MusEd Not specified 45 Qtr 
V>JASHHJGTON M.l! Comp-Th 4 f-Nc 20 not specified 24 Sem 
UNIVERSITY I"lusicol 4 ~NC 20 not specified 24 Sem 
Jcr1usic Ed 4 ~-NC 20 not specified 21~ Sem 
MMus Appl1us 8-12 4 21 not specified 33 Sem 
\'>JAYIIJE STATE l•IA l1usicol 8 16 music, 8 cognates 32 Sem 
IvJl•1us Appl'1us 8-12 8-12 8-12 8 ~-NC 32 Sem 
Comp 16 Lt 12 32 Sem 
lilELLESLEY I {A Music Not specified 24 Sem 
\•JEST TgXAS MA Music 6 18 major; 6 Rel Major 30 Sem 
STATE 
(continued on the follovdng page) 1-1 ~ 
TABLE X (continued) 
Institution Degree l1ajor Appl Th Hist Mus Mus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Term other Total 
Mus Comp Lit Ed Org Ed Ie1eth Proj Hours 
1iEST M:Mus AppMus 12 3 3 3 5 !,. 30 Sem 
VIRGINIA Th-Comp 4 16 6 4 30 Sem 
ll!usicEd 8 6 3 9 4 30-lrsem 
tiES TERN J:M Music Ed 10 8 2 10 --NC 30 Sem 
MICHIGAN 
WESTERN MA. Theory NC Not specified 30 Sem 
RESERVE Comp NO Not specified 30 Sem 
Hist&Res NO Not specified 30 Sam 
Church 1.(1 NC Not specified 30 Sem 
Nusic Ed NC Not specified 30 Sem 
tiESTERN ST 1M. Nusic 
(Colorado) 
6 Not specified 45 Qtr 
WEST.l.JIINSTER MMus AppOrgan 12 4 10 4 30 Sem 
Ch Cond L~ 10 12 4 30 Sem 
lilJICBITA MMus AppMus 8 G!lta'aC!311CliiC?Qt=l---8lillllilllll$1llaCil!)fS!!!) 3 7 4 30 Sem 
Th-Comp 8-9 8 3 7 3-4 .30 Sem 
IV!MusEd l"'usic Ed 8 8-9 .3 7-9 3-!~ 30-328 
-r.Nay elect six a.dili:t.iona.l hours in lieu of a thesis, or may give a recital for no credit. 
1-' 
{continued on the follo~dng page) \n. co 
Institution Degree Major Appl Th 
JY1us Co:mp 
TABIE X (continued) 
Iiist Mus Hus Ped Prof Res Cond Elec Term 
Lit Ed Org Ed ~1eth Proj 
Ot,her Total 
Hours 
ir<JILWiETTE JV1MusEd ~iusic Ed ----8seaRDcm 6 6 7 3 30 Sem 
tiliNTI-ffiOP MA Music 
1tliiSCONSIN r-t4. Music 
!clNus Theory 
~tiSCONSIN 11J:•lus 
CONSERVATORY 
WYOMING M.4. 
YALE Jt.UI. 
~llv!us 
Histol"'J 
AppNus 10-18 
Theory 6 
Co:mp 6 
Music 
1-iusic Ed 
IiistOl"Y 
App!J!us 12-18 
Theory 
Comp 
12 
8 
12 
8 
21!.-26 
22-26 
8 
Lt 
6 
4 
3 
(continued on the follo~dng page) 
6 
8 
8 
4 
15-21 Major; 6 ~tinor 30-368 
4 4-8 Non-music; others 
not specified 18-24S 
L~ Not specified 18-2lt.S 
4 Not specified 18-248 
2 2 Score Rdg; 3-6 L.A. 30 Se:m 
6 6 Li b.P.rts 30 Ser.1 
6 6 Libffi.rts 30 Sem 
Not specif:ted 
Not specified 
Not specified 
4-6 Special Studies 
4-10 S~ecial Studies 
4-8 Special Studies 
30 Sem 
30 Sem 
!~o Sem 
40 Sem 
L.o Sem 
1-' 
\.n. 
'0 
TABLE X (continued) 
Applied Music includes private instruction in primary and 
secondar,y !ns~ruments. 
160 
Theory ~ Composition courses include harmony, analYsis, 
counterpoin~, composition, arranging, orchestration, and score-reading. 
History and Literature is considered in the same category as 
musicology and includes all courses dealing liith the various periods of 
music history, whether by class tfOrk or individual research. 
Music Education courses include general music education and 
seminars, administration and supervision, class pedagogy, and individual 
research. 
Musical Organization courses include such organizations as chorus, 
band, orchestra, and college groups. (Ensemble courses are listed 
separately.) 
Pedagogy courses include courses dealing idth various phases of 
studio and class techniques (primar~ as it relates to applied music, 
although a number of institutions offer pedagogy courses in music theor.y). 
Professional Education courses include general education, history, 
and philosop~ of education, et cetera. 
Research Methods includes courses such as «Introduction to Gradu-
ate Study," "Introduction to Research," and "Research Methods .. " 
Conducting courses are obvious by name as well as description in 
all catalogs reviewed. 
Electives include courses not specified in the curriculum as a 
requirement and may be taken at the choice of the student. 
Terminal Project includes recitals, compositions, theses, special 
projects, et cetera. NC indicates that no credit was specificallY 
allotted for the completion of the project and that credit has been 
earned in other courses. 
161 
III. TER.l"liNAL PROJECTS 
The requirement of a terrrdnal project for the musician has been 
a subject of much discussion among administrators. The for.nw.l thesis, 
involv-ing original research became the usual requirement of gradua.te 
schools during the early part of the bzentieth century. It vJas 1d th 
considerable reservation on the part of many college and university 
officials that areas other than those lending themselves to research 
t-Tere ad.mi tted to curriculums leading to master's degrees. l<llhile it 
seemed logical for a program of study in theory or musicology to culminate 
idth a thesis, questions arose concerning the feasibility of the thesis 
requirement for students in other areas of music. Over a period of tirae, 
there has developed a sufficj_ent degree of flexibility in regard to ter-
minal projects for graduate students in an effort to meet a variety of 
demands. Table XI lists the 185 institutions granting master's degrees 
in music ,;dth a listing of the ternrl.nal projects required in each major 
area for each degree. 
TABLE XI 
TERMINAL PROJECTS FOR THE MAS'l'ER 1 S DEGREE IN f'IUSIC 
Institution 
AI.Ji.BAVJA 
Degree Major 
Applied Nus 
FJ.st & Lit 
Composit,ion 
Terminal Project 
Thesis or Recital 
Thesis; Ex~n in Score Reading; 
Applied E.."'Cam (classical sonata) 
Original composition 
(continued on the f'ollovdng page) 
Institution 
Alol:BRIG;.\N 
CONSERVATORY 
AMERICAN 
ID.JTilERSITY 
ARIZONA 
BAYI,OR 
Degree 
~·T.Mus .. 
!I.A .. 
N.S. 
162 
TABLE XI (continued) 
Major 
Applied iJfus 
Theory 
Composition 
Ivrusic 
Music 
Applied J.V'11.1s 
Theory 
Composition 
Applied Mus 
Theory 
Theory & Lit 
:r.~usic Ed. 
Applied Nus 
Theory 8.c Lit 
C01rrposi tion 
Conducting 
Terminal Project 
Tt·JO recitals 
No requirement specified 
Original composition 
Thesis 
Thesj.s 
Thesis 
Thesis or recital 
Thesis 
Thesis or composition 
Recital plus full program of 
chamber music and a complete 
concerto to be prepared, a 
part of which must be per-
formed 'tvi th a11 orchestra 
(singers prepare operatic or 
oratorio role) 
No requirement specified 
Thesis 
No requirement specified 
Recital (repertory must include 
2 complete progrmns plus 2 
concertos or 2 operatic roles) 
Thesis 
Thesis 
No req~irement specified 
(continued on the follotuing page) 
Institution 
B IRI·:Ti'~iGI-L/lJJ­
SOUTHE~RN 
BOB JQl\GS 
BOSTON" 
1JNTITEFI.SITY 
BRANDEIS 
BRIGHJ\..M 
YOUNG 
BRmVN 
Degree 
H.,:Mus. 
M.F .J:L. 
M.F.A. 
M.A. 
JI~.A. 
TABLE XI (continued) 
r~ajor 
Applied £!ius 
Applied T'7us 
Sacred Music 
Composition 
Musj.cology 
Church ~Iusi c 
Music Ed 
l1usic Theatre 
Applied Music 
Theory 
Composition 
Hist & Lit 
Ch I1J.us (Perf) 
Ch ~us(Hist) 
J!.1usic Ed 
Sacred Iviusic 
Composition 
Eist & Crit 
Music 
Music 
Terminal Project 
H.ecital 
Recita.l 
Recital or e~~ended composition 
Original Composition 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Operatic Roles 
2 Recitals or 1 Recital and Thesis 
Thesis 
Original composition 
Thesis 
2 Recitals or 1 Recital and Thesis 
Thesis or Recital and document 
Candidate must do one of the 
follouing: Thesis, Recital, 
Orchestral transcription, e~ 
origine.l composition, or compre-
hensive examinations in tr~ee 
fields. 
2 Recitals 
Original Composition 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
(continued on the follovrlng page) 
Institution 
BUFFALO 
BUTLBR 
CALIFORl\Till. 
(Berkeley) 
CALIFORlUA 
(Los Angeles) 
CARNEGIE 
INSTITUTE 
Degree 
I"l.A. 
M.Itlius., 
~I.S. 
r.1.A. 
i'-1.A. 
M.F.A. 
164 
TABLE XI (continued) 
I"iusic 
(Theory-Hist) 
¥msic 
Applied Ii!Jusic 
11-!usic Lit 
Theory 
Composition 
Music Ed 
¥msic Ed 
r-1:usic 
Theory 
Composition 
Nusicology 
Applied 11us 
Composition 
l.fusicology 
Nusic Ed 
Te1~nal Project 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Recital 
Thesis or Recita~ (or 6 addi-
tional hou.rs of course v7ork) 
Thesis 
Original composition 
Thesis (or 6 additional hours 
of course t'lfork) 
Thesis (or 6 additional hours 
of course wmrk) 
Thesis (or 4 additional units 
plus comprehensive exams) 
Thesis (or 4 additional units 
plus comprehensive exams) 
Original composition (or 4 
additional units plus compre-
hensive exams) 
Thesis (or 4 add~tional units 
plus comprehensive exams) 
Thesis (or 4 additional units 
plus comprehensive exams) 
Recital 
Original composition 
Thesis 
Comprehensive exaJnina.tions 
(continued on the .follo-v1ing page) 
Institution 
CATHOLIC 
UNiiJTJRSITY 
CHICAGO 
CHICAGO 
CONSERVATORY 
CU:ilELflJ'iD 
INSTITUTE 
COI.LEGE-
CONSERVATORY 
( Cincinns.ti) 
Degree 
M.A. 
M.Mus. 
M.A .. 
M.l{us. 
M.Mus. 
165 
TABLE XI (continued) 
Major 
Musicology 
l-1usic Ed 
Applied Mus 
Composition 
Liturgical Nus 
Hist & Crit 
Composition 
Music Librar-
ian ship 
Applied £1us:ic 
Comp-Theory 
~lusic Ed 
Applied TJiusic 
Composition 
r-Iusi c I-i.istory 
Music Ed 
Appl:ied Iviusic 
Theory 
Composition 
!•Iusicology 
Applied Hus 
Coril.posi tion 
].fusicolo gy 
Terminal Project 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Recital 
Original composition 
Thesis, Recital, or original 
composition 
Thesis and exam over standard 
repertoire 
Original Contposi tion and exam 
over standard repertoire 
No requirement specified 
Recital 
Original composition 
Thesis 
Recital 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
Thesis, recital, or critique 
2 Recitals (One for faet1lty 
only and a second for public) 
Thesis 
Orig~nal composition 
Thesis 
2 Recitals 
Ori6~nal composition 
Thesis 
(continued on the follm·ring page) 
Institution 
COJ_,LEGE OF 
HOLY N.l~J;fES 
COLLEGE OF 
THE PACIFIC 
COLORADO 
COLORADO 
COLLEGE 
COLOR£-l.DO 
STATE COLLEGE 
COLUflJBIA. 
CONNECTICUT 
166 
TABLE XI (continued) 
Degree 
M.A. 
M.Mus. 
M.Mus. 
Major 
Husic Ed 
Applied Music 
f.'Iusic Ed 
General Music 
:r.-msic Ed 
Applied. Music 
Composition 
Nusicology 
r-J:usic Therapy 
Pub Sch J'.fusic 
Applied Iuiusic 
Composition 
Church 1'1usic 
11.:ruiusEd Music Ed 
M.A. 
M.A. 
It1:usic 
Music 
Supervision 
of Music 
Composition 
Musicology 
1'-~usic Ed 
~Iusic 
Terminal Project 
Thesis 
Recital and document 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Recital 
Original composition 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
2 Recitals 
Original composition 
Thesis 
Thesis (or 4 additional hours 
of course t"l"ork) 
Thesis 
Thesis or Creative project 
Thesis 
Original composition 
Thesis 
No requirement specified 
Thesis (or 9 additional hours 
of course 1rork) 
(continued on the following page) 
Institution 
CONSERVATORY 
(Kansas City) 
CONVE~SE 
CORNELL 
COSMOPOLITAN 
SCHOOL f'IUSIC 
CURTIS 
INSTITUTE 
lJ.l-l.NBTJRY STATE 
TCI-IRS COLLEGE 
DENVER 
DE PAUL 
Degree 
M.I1us. 
M.Mus. 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
]-1ajor 
Applied IV:::usic 
Theory 
Composition 
AppliecJ. Music 
Composition 
r,1usic Ed 
Musicology 
Theory 
Composition 
Musicology 
Applied JYiusic 
Composition 
Composition 
Music Ed 
Mt.1sic 
Husic Ed 
Applied Music 
TheOI"'J 
Composition 
l\1usic Ed 
Terminal Project 
Recital 
Thesis 
Original composition 
Recital 
Original Composition 
rf.hesis or Special Project 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Recital; in addition instru-
mentalists perform a concerto 
and vocalists ~1!'i.te a minor 
thesis of 3-4,000 words on 
vocal pedagoe,y or similar 
field 
Original orchestral composition 
in large form 
Original composition 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Recital 
Thesis 
Ori&;inal composition 
Thesis 
(continued on the following page) 
Institution 
DE l'A'ffi1T 
DR.4.KE 
DUQ'[J"ESNE 
EJI.B'YERN 
Iw;·! ldEXICO 
EAST TEY~S 
STATE TCKRS 
FISK 
FLORIDA 
STATE 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
Degree 
M .. Nus 
M.Hus .. 
:f.:lajor 
Applied I'lus 
Theory 
Composition 
Iv!usic Ed 
Applied Nus 
Composition 
N.I,1usEd Jviusic Ed 
Applied I:'1usic 
Theory 
Composition 
M.,NusEd Icfu.sic Ed 
N .. A. 
M.A. 
¥I.S., 
M.A. 
l-1.,I1us. 
Applied l!iusic 
Theory 
r,iusicology 
Music Ed 
Combination 
Husic 
N:usic 
Music 
Applied Nils 
Theory 
Composition 
Ilist & Lit 
Ter·minal :;;tro j e ct 
Recital 
Thesis 
Original composition 
Thesis 
Recital 
Original Composition 
Thesis, recital, original 
composition or special project 
Hecital 
Thesis 
Original composition 
No requirement specified 
Thesis 
Candidates may present recital 
or thesis on 24-26 hour pro-
gram, or special project on 
30 hour program, or no project 
on a 36 hour program 
Comprehensive Exaxns 
Comprehensive Exams 
Thesis or origina.l composition 
Recital 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
(continued on the following page} 
TABLB XI (continued) 
===================================---========== 
Institution 
FLORIDA 
(continued) 
Degree 
M.l'v!us. 
f.Ta.jor Terminal Project 
Sacred Nusic Thesis or Recital (or elect 
6 a.dditional hours in lieu 
of thesis or recital) 
Music Therapy Thesis 
Hal1usEd 11usic Ed Thesis 
FORT I-JAYS MoS. 
KANSAS STATE 
GEORGE Pr:.P.BODY H .A. 
GEORGIA 
I-ItillDTI\T-
Sll'IT00NS 
!LilRTT COLLEGE 
M.Mus. 
M.F •. Il.. 
l·T.Mus 
~..J:usic Ed 
TheOF.f&Comp 
Husicology 
Husic Ed 
Applied l-1usic 
TheO!"'J&Co:mp 
Iviusicology 
Ivrusic Ed 
Applied Husic 
Composition 
Nusicology 
TheO!"'J-Comp 
Music Ed 
Applied N:Usic 
Theory 
Composition 
iYiusic History 
Church Music 
Opera. 
Thesis, Easter's Report, or 
Research Paper 
Thesis (or 6 additional hours) 
Thesis (or 6 additional hours) 
Thesis (or 6 additional hours) 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
Hecital 
Original composition 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
Thesis 
Thesis 
2 Recitals (1 recital and essay 
for teachers) 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Recital 
(continued on the follo1~ing page) 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
Institution Degree ]\~ajor Ternri.nal Project 
Ef-!.RTT l"f .ItTusEd Music Ed Thesis 
(continued) 
-· 
I-11\.RVARD M.A. Music Thesis 
HOUSTON N.Mus. Applied iYiusic Recital and scholarly paper 
Theory Thesis 
Composition Original composition 
Literature Thesis 
1-J.usic Ed Thesis 
--
HOht~D It:r .. Hus. Applied IVfusic Recital 
Composition Original composition 
I-Iist~rusi col Thesis 
N .. HusEd Kusic Ed Thesis 
H'l.TI:JTJm Ivi.A. TheOJ::""~J-Comp Original composition 
I-lusic History Thesis 
IDAHO IVI.A. Music Thesis 
l'I.S. Music Thesis 
11.Hus .. Not specified Thesis 
M ..MusEd Music Ed Comprehensive examination 
ILLTIJOIS l'i.Mus. Applied Hus. 
Theory&Comp 
1.::-usicology 
H.,S. Husic Ed 
(continued on the follolving page) 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Terminal Project 
ILLTI'l"OIS M.~Ius. Applied Music Recital 
tJESLEYAN Theory Thesis 
M .. I•IusEd ¥1t1sic Ed Thesis 
TI,:UYf..I-\.CUIJI. TE M.Mus. Applied Music Recital 
BFJ.i.RT 
INDI.ItNA r~.A. Theory Thesis 
Composition Thesis 
J!.1usicology Thesis 
Music Ed Thesis 
JYI.Mus. Applied Music Recital 
Theory Thesis 
Composition Thesis 
Musicology Thesis 
Choral Conduct No requirement specified 
Church ]>Iusic Recital 
]II.,MusEd Music Ed Thesis (may be ! recital or 
practicum) 
~r.s .. 14usic Therapy Thesis 
INDIANA 11.A. ].fusic Ed No requirement specified 
STATE TCHRS 
M.S. Iviusic Ed No requirement specified 
ITHACA ~1.¥.rus. Applied r1usic Recital. 
Theory Thesis 
Lit & Hist Thesis 
M.S. Music Ed No requirement specified 
(continued on the folloldng page) 
Institution 
IOWA 
JUILLIAIID 
IGI.NSAS 
KANSAS CITY 
YJ!.i\JSAS STATE 
(Manhattan) 
KANSAS STATE 
(Pi ttsbu.rgh) 
IffiNT STATE 
M.A. 
M.A. 
~l.S. 
M.A. 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
1Jfajor 
Perf & Lit 
Theory 
Composition 
Hist & J:V:rusicol 
11usic Ed 
Performance 
Composition 
Instrumentat 
J:.1usic 
~liusic 
Applied Mus 
Composition 
Musicology 
Music Ed 
Functional Mus 
Music 
Applied Music 
Nusic Ed 
Music Ed 
Terminal Project 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis (or 8 adcli tional hours) 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
Thesis 
Recital 
Original composition and 
recital of own compositions 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis and 6 months clinical 
training 
Thesis 
Recital and l"Iaster 1 ::: Report 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
(continued on the follo~r.l.ng page) 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
Institution Degre!e Major Terminal Project 
KENTUCKY ]!!.Mus. Applied Mus Recital 
Music Ed Thesis 
Theory Thesis 
Composition Original composition 
LEv.!IS AND r.:r.Mus. Music No requirement specified 
CLA.l"tK 
M ..MusEd J.Vmsic Ed No requirement specified 
LONG BEACH M.A. Music Thesis not required but may be 
STATE elected 
LOS ANGELES M.Mus. Applied Mus Recital 
CONSE1.1VATORY Composition Original composition 
Musicolo~ Thesis 
r-1.lY".!Us]1!d Music Ed Thesis 
LOS AI~GELES M.A. I>~usic Thesis 
STATE 
lOUISIANA M.A. 
STATE 
It.f.Mus. Info~nation not available 
)).1.Mus]Ed 
LOUISVILLE )).~.Mus. Applied Mus No requirement specified 
Theo!"".f Thesis 
Composition Original composition 
llliusic Hist No requirement specified 
M.J.fusJEd. Husic Thesis 
(continued on the following page) 
Institution 
I"ll\.C PFf.AIL 
))!'J.l.I.NR./.l. TTAN 
IJffi.RSHALL 
NICHIG..IU\J 
l'liCHIGAN 
STATE 
1•1.A. 
1·1.A .. 
N:.Mus. 
M.A. 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
1-iajor 
Applied 1'1us 
N:Usic Ed 
Applied I'1us 
Theory 
Composition 
Husicology 
Music Ed 
I1usic Ed 
1-fusic 
Music 
Applied Mus 
Uusic Ed 
Theory 
Composition 
Nusic Lit 
Husicology 
Applied 11us 
Theory 
Composition 
:r-:rusic Lit 
Music Ed 
:rtiusic 
Terminal Project 
Recital 
Thesis 
No requir~nent specified 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
'l'hesis 
No :requirement specified 
Thesis, Recital, or ~~iginal 
Composition 
No :requirement specified 
No :requirement specified 
Recital 
Thesis 
No :requirement specified 
No :requirement, specified 
lJo :requirement specified 
No :requirement specified 
Recital 
No requirement specified 
No :requirement specified 
No :requirement specified 
Thesis, Recital, or Compre-
hensive Ex~~ations 
No requirement specified 
( c•:>ntinued on the follotc1ing page) 
Institution 
1-'ITLLIKAN 
~1IN111EAPOLIS 
COLlEGE Hl:JSIC 
r.mn:!ESOTA 
MISSIS::.IPPI 
HISSISSIPPI 
SOUTI-::ERN 
I•USSOtJRI 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
Degree !1ajor 
Applied !c1us 
Theo:ry-Comp 
M.MusEd Music Ed 
l.:f.Mus .. 
M.Nus. 
Applied Mus 
Tneo:ry&Comp 
Corn.posi tion 
Hist & Lit 
Music 
r.rusic Ed 
Music 
Applied ?•!us 
Theory 
Composition 
Music 'Ed 
Applied Mus 
Theory 
Husic Lit 
Music Therapy 
~I.l'IusEd r1usic Ed 
J)II.A .. Composition 
Hist&Theo:r-.1 
Terminal Project 
Recital or TI1esis 
No requirement specified 
Thesis (or 6 additional hours 
and research paper) 
2 Recitals 
Original co.mposition.ll including 
public performance of l'JOrk 
No requirement specified 
Original composition 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
No reqt1irement specified 
No requirement specified 
No reqv..irement specified 
No requirement specified 
Recital and Essay 
Essay and Arrangement 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Original composition 
Thesis or Recital and several 
research papers 
(contli1ued on the folloi~ng page) 
Institution 
!•!ONTJI.NA. 
STATE 
MOUNT 
ST. r'lARY 1S 
NAZARETH 
NEBPJ.\.SK..It 
NEBfu!.SKA 
STATE TCHRS 
NEt~r ENG-LAND 
CONSER\i"ATCRY 
NEH J".SHSE'f 
ST (Trenton) 
Degree 
~f.Mus. 
M.Mus .. 
~r.A. 
M.Nus. 
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TABLE XI (continued} 
111ajor 
Applied 1-l"us 
Composition 
Jl1usic Ed 
Composition 
N:Usicology 
Applied lJtus 
Composition 
r1usic Ed 
Jl1usic 
Applied Mus 
Music Ed 
Jl1usic 
Applied 1-~us 
App JYius Ped 
Theory 
Composition 
Ilist Res 
Church Mus 
Opera Dir 
Hus Therapy 
Music Ed 
Nusic Ed 
Terminal Project 
Recj.tal and Professj_onal Pa.per 
Professional Paper 
Professional Paper 
Original composition 
Thesis 
Recital 
Original composition 
Thesis 
No requirereent specified 
Recital 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Recital 
Recital 
Comprehensive Examina.tions 
Original Composition and 
Comprehensive Examinations 
Thesis 
Recital 
Revision and presentation of 
opera:ti c "t"mrk 
700 hours in hospital pra.cti ce 
Thesis, Recital, or Original 
composition 
Thesis, Recital, Original 
Composition, or Conducting 
a complete performance 
( cont,inued 011 the follo\\d..l'lg page) 
Institution Degree 
!I]E11J ];!EXICO M.A. 
I'l.Jvius. 
N.t!;~iT lYlEXICO M.A .. 
HIGF..LANDS 
NE1f CRLEJUI.TS M.,S.M. 
BAPTIST THEO 
Nmv YORK M.A., 
UNIVERSITY 
NEV.! YORK ST U 
TCHRS COLLEGE M.S. 
(Fredonia) 
1\lll·l YORK ST U 
TCHRS COLI"Ti:GE Jvi .. S., 
(Pot.sdam) 
l\TORTH CAROLINA l'f .. A., 
Jvi.,It!Ius. 
NORTH CAROLTI~A M.F.A. 
LIJ0It1E'NS COLmGE 
NORTH Cfl~~OLTI~A M.A. 
COIJ,EGE (Durham) 
TABLE XI (continued) 
~1a.jor Terminal Project 
Musicology Thesis 
Applied Mus Recital 
Composition Thesis 
Husic Thesis 
Sacred l"lus No requirement specified 
Musicology Thesis 
Mt1sic Ed No requirement specified 
l'Iusic Ed No requirement specified 
Musicology Thesis 
Composition Original composition 
Composition Original composition 
l·iusic Ed Thesis 
(continued on the follo11ing page) 
rn 
Institution 
NORTH TEXAS 
STATE 
NORTHEAST 
NISSOURI ST 
I1TORTHWESTERN 
NORTHhfESTER.tiJ 
STATE (L4..) 
NOTRE DANE 
OCCIDENTAL 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
Degree 
J1.A. 
Najor 
Applied Mus 
Theory 
Composition 
J~usicology 
Music Ed 
Jtf.!.fusEd KtUsic Ed 
Husic Ed 
Applied r1us 
Theorjr~::Comp 
Music Hist&Li t 
Church ].ius 
:rlusic Ed 
lv.Iusic Il~d 
MusLit(App) 
Theory 
Composition 
Li turg l1IUS 
].f .. ¥rosEd I1fusic Ed 
Tenninal Project 
Thesis 
Recital and Thesis 
Thesis 
Original Composition 
Thesis 
Thesis 
No requirement specified 
Thesis 
Recital 
Original Composition 
Comprehensive Examinations 
Demonstration of ability in 
service playing and improvisa-
tion 
Thesis, Recital, or three 
additional hours credit 
Thesis (may be exempt if t't'm 
courses in whiCh investigated 
reports are required are taken) 
Recital 
Thesis (or 5 additional hours) 
Thesis (or 5 additional hours) 
Thesis (or 5 additional hours) 
Thesis (or 5 additional hours) 
Thesis 
(continued on the follo1-Jing page) 
Institution 
0!-IIO 
OHIO STATE 
OFJO 
WESLEYAl\J 
OKLA.EONA 
OREGON 
PEABODY 
Degree 
~1.8. 
Ilf.S. 
M.lvJ:us. 
TABLE XI (continued) 
!oiajor 
Applied Jfus 
Composition 
Nusic Lit 
lfusic Ed 
:r,rus Therapy 
App Mus Ped 
Theory-Comp 
Hist & Li.t 
Church l'.J:us 
Music Ed 
Iviusic 
Applied Mus 
TheOI'"'iJ 
Composi ·t.ion 
Theory 
Musicology 
1-'Iusic Ed 
Applied ~1us 
Theory&Comp 
Husic Ed 
Applied IJ!'us 
Theory 
Composition 
Church I'-Ius 
I"rusic Ed 
Terminal Project 
Recit,al 
Original composition 
Thesis 
Thesis or Recital 
No requirement specified 
Comprehensive Examinations 
Comprehensive Examinations 
Comprehensive Examinations 
Comprehensive Examinations 
Comprehensive I£.2[amina tions 
No requirement specified 
Recital 
Thesis 
Original Composition 
Conprehensive Examinations 
Comprehensive .llii:am..i.nations 
Comprehensive Exar~ations 
Recital 
Original Composition 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
Thesis 
Original Composition 
Thesis 
Thesis 
(continued on the follotring page) 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
Institution Degree l\1ajor Terminal Project 
PENNSYLVANIA. McAo Theory Thesis 
Composition Thesis 
:rrmsi colo gy Thesis 
PENNSYLV.IUIJDI. r-1.A. Performance No requirement specified 
STATE Creative Mus No reqtrlrement specified 
Theory No requirement specified 
Music Lit No requirement specified 
Combination No requirement specified 
PHIU\..DELPHIA lt1oMus. Applied Nus Recital 
~JIUSICAL AC.Il..D Theory-Comp Thesis 
PITTSBURGH MeA. His .. G & Lit Thesis 
PORTLl.UID I-1.A. Music Thesis 
M.Muse N:usic Thesis, Recital, or original 
composition 
J.'.1.1Y.:1UsEd I1usic Ed Thesis 
PR4.IRIE VIE~>J M.A. Applied Mus 2 Recitals 
Theory Thesis 
11usic Ed Thesis 
PRINCETON M.F.A. Music No requirement specified 
r1usic His .. (j No requirement specified 
Theory&Co:mp No requirement specified 
RltDCLIFFE l\1.A. ~-lusic No requirement specified 
(continued on the follo~dng page) 
Institution 
REDL\l'fDS 
ROCHESTER 
(EASTI4AN) 
ROOSE\iELT 
(CHIC.!!~ GO I"iUS-
ICAL COLli'~GE) 
SACR.4.HEN'l'O 
STATE 
SAH HOUSTON 
STATE 
SAN DIJ};GQ 
STATE 
SAN FR!-UWISCO 
STATE 
Degree 
M.:r.fus .. 
M.A. 
~1o!c!US. 
:M.,}'.lUSe 
:r-r.KusEd 
M ..A. 
M.A. 
l'I.lL 
TABLE XI (continued) 
Major 
Applied Mus 
Composition 
I-Iist&Cri t Res 
l!fusic Ed 
Theory 
Composition 
r-lusicology 
l"iusic Ed 
Hus ld.t(App) 
TheOI'"IJ 
Composition 
lV::tU.sic Ed 
Applied ~-1us 
Theory 
Composition 
I.Ji:usicology 
Husic Ed 
Music Ed 
r-:rusic 
Music Ed 
Performance 
Co111,9-Theoi'"IJ 
F.ist & Lit 
~Jiusic Ed 
Tel~al Project 
2 Recitals 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Original Composition 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Recital and Essay 
Original Composition 
Original Composition 
Comprehensive Examination 
Recital 
Thesis 
Original Composition 
Thesis 
Thesis and Recital (or some 
sort of public perforrnance) 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Recital 
Original Composition 
Thesis 
N'o requirement specified 
(continued on the following page) 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Terminal Project 
SAN F&-'U'JCISCO :£1'!,.Ao Sacred Mus No requirement specified 
TI-IEO SElcfniJARY 
SAN JOSE M.A. Pel .. formance Recital 
S'I'ATE Theory-Comp Thesis 
Music Lit Thesis 
Music Ed Thesis 
S.lh"tAH M.A. Music No requirement specified 
L.~i,!RENCE 
S :t-m:mnJOOD NUSIC M.:V!US Applied Mus Recital (in addition voice 
SCHOOL majors must perforra an aria 
111i th orchestra) 
SNITH M.A. Composition Thesis 
)VJusic Lit Thesis 
SOUTHERN M.S .M. Sacred Music Recital 
BAPTIST THEO 
SOUTH DAKOTA M.¥ms. Applied Hus Recital 
Theory Thesis 
Music Ed No requirement specified 
SOUTHERN J.I.1.A. Composition Thesis 
CALIFORNIA Hist & lit Thesis 
~I.Mus. Applied 11lfus Recital 
Theory Thesis 
Composition Original Composition & Recital 
Hist &. Lit Thesis 
Church Mus No requirement specified 
(continued on the follo~rlng page) 
18.3 
TAB~ XI (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Terminal Project 
SOUTEERN CALIF. M.IvJ:us. Conducting Performance 
(continued) Opera No requirement. specified 
r,Iusic Ed Thesis 
SOu"TB.ERN M.Mus. Music Thesis 
ILLififOIS 
SOUTHERliJ M ..Mus. Applied Mus Recital a..11d Thesis 
I~THODIST Theory&/orComp Thesis or Composition 
Music Ed One of the follov1ing: 
1) Major Thesis 
2) Recital & Hinor Thesis 
3) Field ?~oject and Report 
and Vdnor Thesis 
4) Original composition and 
1-tinor Thesis 
5) 6 additional hours 
SOUTH\~£STE..l=tN M.S .r~. Performance Recital 
BAPTIST THEO Theory Thesis 
Itfu.sicology Thesis 
Music Ed Thesis 
STANFORD M.A. Musical Res Thesis 
Composition Original Co:;rposi tion 
JYiusic Ed Thesis 
ST. LOUIS l-I.I"l:us .. Applied I"lus Recital 
TiiJSTITUTE Theory Thesis 
Composition Original Composition 
Church ~Ius Thesis 
Mus Teaching Thesis 
Music Ed Thesis 
STIEPHEN AUSTIN JY1.A o Applied Mus Thesis 
STATE 
(continued on the follolidng page) 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
Institution Degree Major Terminal Project 
SUI. ROSS M.A. Ivlusic Ed Thesis 
STATE 
SYRACUSE M.ll1us. Applied Recital 
Composition Recital 
Hist & Lit Thesis 
Music Ed Thesis 
TENNESSEE M.S. l\1.usic Ed Thesis 
TEYJtS l\1.1>Ius. Applied Mus Thesis 
Theory Thesis 
Composition Original Composition 
Music Lit Thesis 
Musicology Thesis 
l\1usic Ed Thesis 
TEXAS r~.A. Music Thesis 
CHRISTHJ.\T 
l\1.Mus. Applied Mus Recital 
Theory Thesis 
IIIJ"usicology Thesis 
M.MusEd r1usic Ed Thesis (or 6 additional hours) 
TEXAS COLIEGTI: M.A. I1usic Thesis 
.A..RTS & IIID 
TEXc'l.S SOUTB.ERN l\f.A. Applied lv:Ius Recital 
Theory Thesis 
Composition Recital 
Mv.sicology Thesis 
M.MusEd Music Ed Thesis and Recital 
(continued on the follo~f.Lng page) 
Institution 
T~4.S TECH 
TFQCAS lr,JOHAN' S 
UNIVERSITY 
TUL.iU\TE 
TULSA 
UNION Tf'JI:O 
UTAH 
UTAH STATE 
Vl\ .. l\JDE.c'1.COOK 
VASSAR 
Degree 
M.A. 
N.A. 
M.A. 
r1.Ivius. 
M.MusEd 
ror.s .:rvJ. 
r-1.A. 
J.V1 .. S. 
M.Mus. 
M.S. 
r-~.f.fusEd 
r.T .A • 
18.5 
TABLE XI (continued) 
rJfajor 
Applied ~fus 
Jvrusic Ed 
Mus Lit(App) 
Iviusicology 
r-iusic Therapy 
Church I\1usic 
i:IJ.usic Ed 
Music 
Applied Hus 
Composition 
r.:Iusic Ed 
Sacred Ivfus 
Ivlusic 
!V::'Usic 
Applied Mus 
Theory 
Composition 
Nusicology 
Music Ed 
Applied r,1us 
r.Jusic Ed 
Music Ed 
r.rusic 
Terminal Project 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
Recital 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
Recital 
No requirement specified 
Thesis 
2 Recitals 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis, Recital, or Composition 
Thesis 
Thesis 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
No requirement specified 
Recital or Thesis 
Recital or Thesis 
No requirement specified 
Thesis 
(continued on the follm·Ying page) 
Institution 
VTRGIND\ 
~-I.~S I·ffiiTGTON 
£iWS TiiJST 
T:JAS ETI\fGTON 
ST C. OF 
itltl.SHINGTON 
\oJASHINGTON 
UHiiJTRSITY 
\'lAYNE STATE 
L'JEE' T T:r:i:Xlt:S' 
STATE 
Degree 
M.A. 
H.A. 
r1.~J[us 
!t:1.,A. 
£JI.A. 
I'l.A. 
MoMus. 
M.Hus. 
TABLE :XI (continued) 
I':Tajor 
Music 
Music 
Applied Mus 
Composition 
Nusicology 
~1usic Ed 
Nusic 
Music Ed 
Applied Mus 
Composition 
Musicology 
Opera 
Music Ed 
Comp&Theory 
Nusicol&I-Iist 
l'1usic 
Applied 1-Tus 
Applied Mus 
Composition 
l1usic 
Terminal Project 
Thesis 
Thesis or Composition 
Recital 
Original Composition 
Thesis 
Project and Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Recital 
Thesis 
Thesis 
No requirement specified 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Thesis 
Recita.l 
Thesis 
Recital 
Original Composition 
No requirement spec:i.fied 
Thesis 
(continued on the follovJing page) 
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TABI.J£ XI (continued) 
Institution Degree Najor Terminal Project 
1fiEST M.Mus Applied Hus Recital 
VIRGINIA Theory-Comp Thesis or Composition 
1'-lusic Ed Thesis 
l"JE.STERN l-Y.A. :r.rusic Ed Thesis 
l\liCHIQ4.N 
1VESTERN M.A. Theory Thesis or Co'·,1prehensi ve :2:Xams 
RESERVE Composition Thesis or Comprehensive aa..ms 
Hist&'1es ~:'he sis or Comprehensive Exams 
Church ~us Thesis or Comprehensive J:Jcams 
f'!usic Ed Thesis or Com,J?rehens i ve ~~C8Ji1S 
1·JES TERN STATE Ic~.A. Music Thesis 
COLLEGE(COLO) 
irJESTJVINSTER M.Mus. Applied I<lus No requirement specj.fied 
Chroal Conduct 1-Jo requirement specified 
WICHITA M.r-~us. Applied Itfus Recital 
Theory-Comp Thesis 
M.:r.~usEd r{usic Ed Thesis 
'&JILW::ETTE M.r~rusEd Music Ed Thesis 
\'ilNTHROF Ivi.A. Music Thesis 
tiTSCONBIN N.Nus. Applied Nus Recital 
CONSERVATORY Theory Thesis 
Composition Original Cor:1posi tion 
( cont.inued on the follol'ling page} 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
Institution Degree Najor Terminal Project 
Tv"'SCONSIN l\1.A. lYiusic Thesis 
M.Mus. Theory Thesis, Recital, Composition, 
or Orchestration 
flistory Thesis, Recital, Com:posi tion, 
or Orchestration 
vJYo:r,mm M.A. Applied r1us No reqtli:rement specified 
Music Ed No :requirement specified 
YALE M .. A. History No :requirement specified 
l-1.1Ytus. Applied l\fus Recital and Special Paper 
Theory No :requirement specified 
Composi ·!:;ion No :requirement specifj_ed 
CHAPTER VII 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
On the assumption that a music school or division acts in accord-
ance with its beliefs, one way of appraising its philosophy is to observe 
its actions in designating and administrating degree programs, its poli-
cies in selecting and admitting students., and its practices regarding 
the various curriculums in the field of music. This chapter attempts 
to analyze and interpret the current master• s degree in music from the 
data presented in chapters V and VI. 
I.. PATTERNS OF ADMINISTRATION 
Of the 18.$ .American institutions offering graduate degrees in 
music., eighty-four are under public control and are tax-supported, 
either through city, state, or federal government.. The remaining 101 
institutions are under private control. While the majority of institu-
tions under private control "&fere originally founded by church or denomi-
national grants, few have maintained rigid relationships with their 
origins.. Many schools have changed their structures and philosophies 
to such an extent that virtually no traces of church control remain .. 
A notable exception :i.u this latter development however, is the theo-
logical seminary which often exists according to the original founders' 
ideas, but as a college within the university structure .. 
The administration of graduate degrees in music for the most 
part,~~ is the responsibility of the graduate school. Of the 100 
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institutions granting the Master of Arts degree in music, ninety-two 
administer the programs through the graduate school i~le o~ eight 
administer programs through schools of music, .f'ine arts, arts and 
sciences, theology, and professional education. 
There are eighty-six institutions which confer the Master o£ 
Music degree.. 0£ this group, eleven are independent conservatories o£ 
music, which have no affiliation with a college or university.. Of the 
remaining seventy-five institutions, forty-five place the administration 
of the degree in the graduate school, and thirty institutions administer 
the degree through schools or departments of music .. 
There are thirty institutions which confer the Master of Music 
Education degree. Of this group, the graduate school administers prog-
rams in twenty-one institutions., and schools of music or schools of 
fine arts administer programs in the remaining nine institutions .. 
The Master of F.Lne Arts degree with a major in music is offered 
in eight American institutions.. The degree is administered by the gradu-
ate school in .five institutions and by the school of music in three 
institutions .. 
Twenty institutions confer the Master of Science degree in music. 
Of this number, the administration of the degree is in the graduate school 
in eighteen institutions and in the music school in two institutions .. 
The five institutions conferring the Master of Sacred Music degree 
are schools of theology .. 
It is significant that the majority of programs leading to the 
master's degree in music are under the administration of the graduate 
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school. Interpreted, this means that framework and adm:i.nistrative con-
trol of approximately three-fourths of the degrees in music lie with 
commissions outside the field of music., Hm,rever, implementation of the 
various programs inevitably rests with the music schools or departments., 
In such cases, the g:t"aduate schools act as the nominal heads, and the 
music schools actually control the degrees. 
With one exception, all of the 18) institutions offering master's 
degrees in music use conventional calendar terms, either the semester 
plan or the quarter plan.. The Wisconsin Conservatory employs four nine-
week terms during the academic school year., The ma.jori ty of the insti-
tutions surveyed mnploy the semester plan which normally consists of 
sixteen to eighteen weeks.. Twenty-nine institutions use the quarter 
plan which consists of eleven or twelve weeks.. Most of the institutions 
offer summer work in terms of six to eight 1-i'eeks; a fetr institutions 
offer two summer terms of six lveeks or less .. 
Of the total hours required for the master's degree, all schools 
require the :major part of' a student's course worlt be taken in regularly 
scheduled classes on the campus of the school conferring the degree. 
Some schools allow a limited amount of' credit to be earned in extension 
courses, and the :majority of' schools 1dll accept credits earned at other 
institutions providing the courses were at the appropriate level in an 
accredited school. Thirteen institutions allow no transfer credit, and 
fifty-seven give no indication as to whet,her or not transfer credit is 
permitted. Indiana University will not allow transfer credit normally, 
but in the case of its own graduates, a limited amount of credit may be 
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mq be earned at another institution,. It is noted that, lthen more than 
one school offers graduate degrees tdthin a university, regulations 
concerning transfer credit are often different,. 
Most schools Will accept up to one-fifth of the total hours 
required from another institution. A few schools allow as much as one-
third of the course work from another institution., Eleven schools require 
that all work for the master's degree be ta\ren in residence and make no 
provision for extension or transfer work. F.ifty-six institutions give 
no indication as to whether or not they accept transfer credits. 
One academic year (usually thirty ... two to thirty-six weeks), 
devoted exclusively to study, is normally the minimum time necessary 
for completing the studies prescribed for the master's degree in music. 
There is considerable variance in the amount o:f credit required :for the 
degree, but no school will confer the degree in less than one year of 
full-time study or its equivalent in part-time and/or summer work. 
Twelve schools state that the degree will not be conferred in less than 
two years of graduate stuey,. 
or the 185 institutions offering graduate degrees in nm.sic, 120 
set a time limit in which all requirements for the degree nm.st be com-
pleted while sixty-five institutions give no indication of a time limit., 
One institution requires the degree to be completed within three years 
of the initial enrollment; .five institutions allow four years; forty 
institutions allow five years; fifty-one institutions allow six years; 
twelve institutions allow seven years; seven institutions allow eight 
years; and nine institutions allow nine years., Two institutions do not 
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specify an over-ill time limit, but require that the terminal project 
be completed within t1-10 years after completion of course work. One 
institution did not specify any time limit, but stated that a student 
had to meet the requirements in force at the time of his graduation .. 
While one institution has a five-year limit, it is stated that all 
requirements must be met within two years after "admission to candidacy. n 
A large number of students conduct their graduate studies par-
tially or exclusively during the summer sessions. In three institutions, 
it was stated that, while alllvork should be completed within a speci-
fied time limit, additional time might be allotted if the courses are 
taken in summers on:cy-. 
At the University of Oklahoma, graduate lvork taken more than five 
y-ears before gTaduation bears only hal.f credit unless validated by an 
examination. Further, the work taken over ten years before gTaduation 
1dll not apply unless validated by an exam:ination, and even then will 
carry only hal.f credit. Other institutions indicated similar regula-
tions concerning the use of credits outside the epecified time limits 
for completing the degree .. 
The question concerning foreign language proficiency as a require-
ment for the master1 s degree in music has never been resolved.. There 
is no uniform requirement, even in areas l~here foreign language profi-
ciency appears to be most useful.. Of 18.3 programs of study in various 
areas of music leading to the Master of Arts degree, proficiency in one 
language is required in forty-six programs, proficiency in two foreign 
languages is required in eight programs, and proficiency in three 
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.foreign languages is required in two progr-ams.., In 127 degree programs, 
there is no foreign language requirement specified., 
O.f tbe tirenty progr-ams of study in various areas of music leading 
to the )),!aster of F.ine Arts degree, proficiency in tt<fo foreign languages 
is required in two programs.., The remaining eighteen programs do not 
specif.r a requirement. 
Of the 290 programs of study in various areas of :music leading 
to the Master of Music degree.~~ proficiency in one foreign language is 
req'tlired in thirty-five programs, and proficiency in two foreign lan-
guages is required in two programs.. No requirement is specified in the 
remaining 2.52 programs .. 
There is no .foreign language requirement in the thirty programs 
leading to the Master of Music Education degree nor in the five programs 
leading to the Master of Sacred Music degree.. Of the twenty-five pro-
grams leading to the Master of Science degree, only one requires profi-
ciency in one :fbreign language .. 
Approximately forty per cent o.f the programs leading to the 
master's degree in the history and literattl.!'e of :music (or musicology) 
require a proficiency in one foreign language; less than eight per cent 
of the programs require two languages, and less than two per cent of 
the programs require three languages. The percentage of programs requir-
ing foreign language proficiency is slightly higher in the Master of Arts 
degree than in the Master of Music degree.. While there are other areas 
which require a foreign language proficiency, the percentage is slight 
as compared with the history and literature requireznent .. 
The :f'olloldng statement regarding the foreign language require-
:ntent is taken from the Princeton University buJ.letin: 
For graduate work in music a reading knowledge o:f' German and 
French is indispensable., Pre:f'erence will be given to applicants 
:f'or admission who are well qualified in these respectse The student 
is expected to have an adequate reading knowledge of either French 
or German on entrance~ and to present himself for examination in the 
other language before the end of his f.irst year.. Entering students 
should., if necessary., begin to prepare themselves for the examination 
in German in the months preceding their first term of graduate study. 
Students may also £e advised to develop some :facility in reading 
Italian and Latin. 
Most institutions requiring foreign language prficiency allow the 
student to enroll in course 1<10rk before taking the language examination( s) .. 
GeneraJ.ly" it is not part of the admissions procedure, and in most schools, 
the examinations are scheduled during the first semester of enrollment. 
To qualif.Y for a master's degree, the student must meet certain 
grade-point requirements., Most institutions require the student to 
obtain a ,3 .. 0 average (~ average) in all work undertaken .for the master's 
degree.. In determining this average, the following grade-point system 
is used: !' four points; ~' three points; Q., two points; £!, one point; 
and_!, no points.. It should be noted that some schools use a different 
scale: !' three points; !i' t1ro points; £, one point; and !'?, and £, no 
points.. In the case of the latter, an over-all average of 2e0 would be 
re~ed instead of the 3 .. 0. 
There is considerable difference of opinion concerning £ grades .. 
It is known that thirty-eight institutions allolf graduate credit for 
courses completed 1dth grades of .Q., and one institutions is known to 
lPrinceton University Bulletin, 1958-59, p .. 125. 
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accept a grade of~ as passing for graduate work.. Of the total number 
of institutions surveyed, sixty-nine do not indicate grade requirements. 
Fifty-one institutions state that a student must maintain a B average, 
but do not indicate wether grades of Q are considered as passing. 
Theoretically, it would be possible for a student to maintain a ! aver-
age by offsetting Q gra,des with an equal number of! grades .. 
Onl.y twenty-nine institutions clearly state that grades lotfer 
than~ or!:_ are not acceptable for graduate credit.. Five schools indi-
cate that Q grades are considering passing; however, no grade lolter than 
B is acceptable in the student's major area.. One school states that a 
student must maintain a!! average, although one-half of the credit may 
be wlth .9. grades.. lMle most schools indicate a requirement of a~ 
average, one school requires a grade average of !!:_, and another requires 
a grade average of Q!.• 
Most schools lfhich allow graduate credit for Q grades will not 
accept more than six credits with grades lower than]:::.. Some schools 
permit no :more than two courses with grades of .£ before dismissal, while 
others have regulations to the effect that dismissal td.ll be effected 
for students ~mo fail to achieve a sui table academic standard., 
Admission to candidacy for a degree is normally an act separate 
from admission to graduate study., Approximately one-half of the schools 
indicate that a student must successfully complete a stipulated number 
of credit hours, proving that he is .full.y qua.J.ified for graduate study, 
before he can be admitted to degree candidacy., In addition to completing 
a prescribed number of credit hours, some schools require the passing of 
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placement examinations, foreign language examinations, and the completion 
of all prerequisites.. Ninety-nine of the 18.$ institutions do not specifY 
l~ether there is any distinction between admission to graduate study and 
admission to candidacy for the master's degree .. 
II. ACCREDITATION 
Practically all of the institutions offering prgrams leading to 
the master's degree in music have aligned themselves lr.ith the regional 
accrediting associations.. These associations include the !!! England 
Association 2£ Colleges~ Secondar;y; Schools, the Middle States~­
ciation 2£ Colleges ~ Secondar;y; Schools, the Southern Association ~ 
Colleges ~ Secon~ Schools, the North Central Association ~ Colleges 
~ Secondarz Schools, the Northwest Association of Second~ ~ Higher 
Schools, and the Western College Association. Of the 18.$ institutions 
offering graduate programs in music, 164 institutions are members of 
the appropriate regional association for accreditation. A few institu-
tions are members of accrediting bodies other than or in addition to the 
regional association., Only eleven of the institutions have not aligned 
themselves with regional associations. 
The National Association £! Schools 2! Music is the accrediting 
association for music in higher education.. Of the 185 institutions 
surveyed, 101 are accredited by this association., Currently, the asso-
ciation is in the process of reevaluating its member institutions through 
self-survey reports and visitations.. A list of approved degree programs 
which have been rated as acceptable in quality in the various institu-
tions is published annuaJ..1y.. It is significant that a few of the pioneer 
schools in graduate education and other institutions of considerable 
renown have not become members of the National Association 2! Schools of 
l-fusie.. Among these are such schools as the University of California at 
Berkeley, the University of California at Los Angeles, Columbia University, 
Nmf York University, Princeton University, Harvard University, and the 
University of Pennsylvania .. 
ITI., PATTERNS OF Al\\"D:SSION 
As a general rule, applications for admission are processed by 
a director of admissions who answers directly all communications up to 
the point of acceptance, at which time a graduate board takes action 
on the application. In the majority of schools, the director of admis-
sions is .ft'om outside the area. of music. (It was observed earlier that 
approximately three-fourths of the degrees conferred in music are granted 
through the graduate school.) In music schools, the director of admis-
sions and the registrar are often the same person.. In sora.e o.f the smaller 
schools, there is no graduate board as such, and the director of admis-
sions is sometimes responsible .for admitting students to graduate programs. 
As part of the admission procedure, the prospective student is 
responsible for requesting transcripts of his undergraduate record at 
other schools be sent to the director of admissions. Some sChools 
require letters of recommendation relating to the student 1 s ability 
and potential.. A few schools request the applicant to schedW.e an 
appointment for an interview with the department of his intended con-
centration.. Most schools state that applied music majors must appear 
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for an audition; in the case of extreme distance, the student may submit 
a tape recording of his performance. A few schools require applied music 
auditions of all applicants regardless of the proposed major .. 
There is considerable difference of opinion concerning the mini-
:nru.m undergraduate grade-point index required of entering graduate students. 
In general_, it would appear that most schools expect the applicant to have 
earned a ~ average in his undergraduate program.. Some schools accept a 
~ average in the junior and senior years.. I:nterpreted,jl this means that 
latitude is given to the student lvho might not have applied himself dur-
ing his first two years in college, or that the student might not have 
assumed responsibility until he had had an opportunity to acquire prac-
tical e:x:perience in music.. All schools reserve the right to accept or 
reject a student on the basis of his lack of academic achievement .. 
An undergraduate student$ who at the beg:i.nning of a final semester 
requires less than a full-time program for graduation and who has a high 
academic record, is sometimes permitted to enroll in courses l<ihich cm~ry 
graduate credit. Usually', the student must petition the graduate board 
for graduate credit in such courses.. Credit is normally granted pro'Vided 
the student receives an acceptable grade in such courses and provided all 
lrork for the bachelor's degree is completed by the end of the semester 
in which double enrollment is made .. 
Admission to graduate study usually means that a student has been 
accepted o:n a degree program in which he is allowed an average o:f five 
or six years for the completion of' aJ.l requirements.. A notable exception 
is found at Princeton University, lvhere admission is granted for :not more 
than one academic year at a time; an application far readmission is 
necesary for each subsequent year .. 
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The problems related to the selection of students for graduate 
stuqy are similar to those encountered by schools in freshman admission 
procedures.. The main differences are: criteria used in selection must 
be structured for a higher level of achievement; difficulties in obtain-
ing dependable information from these criteria; and compensation of wide 
ranges of ability due to previous specialization .. 
In general., graduate programs are designed .for those students 
who have high intelligence and good performance ability.. Students should 
have intensive and extensive undergraduate preparation which w.ill give 
them an adequate foundation for study in their area of concentration .. 
They should be able to reason and think logically, and they should 
possess certain personal characteristics such as persistence and ability 
to stucy w.i.. th a minimum of supervision .. 
There has been less research on tests for graduate students than 
on tests at any other educational level.. Less than twenty per cent of 
the institutions offering master's degrees in music require the Graduate 
Record Examination (or an.y similar examination, such as the Miller 
Analogies Test) to be taken as part of the admissions procedure., Most 
institutions tend to accept applicants who have had the requisite under-
graduate record and to defer care.fu.l. evaluation of each student until 
he has begun his graduate study. 
Less than one-third of the institutions offering graduate degrees 
in music require entering students to take placement examinations in 
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the theory of music and in the history and literature of music., If 
these examinations are given~ it is the general practice that they do 
not form a basis for admission, but rather they form a basis for estab-
lishing prerequisite li'ork. In addition to placement examinations in 
theory and history, a few schools administer examinations in conducting, 
orchestration, and piano., 
IV.. AREAS OF CONCENTRATION 
Master's degrees are available in eleven areas within the field 
of music. They are Applied Music, Applied Music Pedagogy, Theory, Compo-
sition (many schools offa• a combined major in theory and composition), 
History and Literature (includes Musicology), Music Education, Church 
Music, Conducting, Music Librarianship, Music Therapy, and Opera (or 
Music Theatre). 
A major in Applied Music is available to the Master of Music 
candidate in seventy-eight institutions, to the }.~aster of Arts candidate 
in thirteen institutions, to the Master of F.i.ne Arts candidate in four 
institutions, and to the Master of' Science candidate in three institu-
tions., The Applied Music Pedagogy major culm:1nates 1dth a Master of 
Music degree in two institutions and with a Master of Arts degree in 
one institution .. 
A major in the Theor;y; .2! Music is available to the Master of Music 
candidate in forty-one institutions, while the Master of Arts degree is 
available in fourteen institutions., 
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A major in Composition is available to the ].faster of Music candi-
date in .f'ift.y-.five institutions, to the Master of Arts candidate in 
twenty instituticms, to the Master of Fine Arts candidate in six institu-
tions, and to the Master of Science candidate in one institution. 
A major in Theocy ~Composition is combined in programs leading 
to the Master of Music degree in twelve institutions,~~ to the Mastel" of 
:F.ine Arts degree in one institution, and to the Master of Arts degree in 
six institutions., One institution offers a major in Instrumentation 
leading to the Master of Fine Arts degree. 
A major in the History~ Literature g.! Music is available to 
the Master of Music candidate in thirty-four institutions, to the l-1aster 
of Arts candidate in thirty-eight institutions, and to the Master of F.ine 
Arts candidate in five institutions.. In two schools, a program of study 
in Th.eor;v: and History is combined, leading to the !>faster of Arts degree .. 
A major in~ Education is available to the Master of Music 
candidate in thirty-nine institutions., to the Master of Music Education 
candidate in thirty institutions, to the Master of F.ine Arts candidate 
in two institutions, to the Master of .Arts candidate in thirty-four 
institutions, and to the Master of Science candidate in sixteen institu-
tions .. 
A major in Church Music is available in ttienty-three institutions; 
six with programs leading to the Master of Arts degree, twelve to the 
I\faster of Music degree, and five to the Master of Sacred Iviusic degree. 
A major in Conducting is available to the Master of ~Iusic candi-
date in four institutions and to the }.faster of Science candiate in one 
institution .. 
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A major in r.Iusic Librarianship is available to the Master of Arts 
candidate in one institution.. Music Therapy programs lead to the Master 
of Arts degree in two institutions, to the Master of Music degree in 
four institutions, and to the l'<Iaster of Science degree in tti'O institu-
tions .. 
A major in Qpera (or Music Theatre) is offered in five schools .. 
Three programs lead to the !".laster of Music degree, one program leads to 
the ~!aster of Arts degree., and one program leads to the Master of F.ine 
Arts degree .. 
Forty-five institutions offer programs leading to the l.§:aster of 
Arts degree w.tthout designating an area of concentration. J.l~so, one 
institution o .ffers a program in music leading to the Iv!aster of F.ine .Arts 
degree_, seven institutions offer programs leading to the Master of Music 
degree, and two schools offer programs leading to the :tcfaster of Science 
degree without designating areas of concentration .. 
The foregoing discussion refers only to the stipulated areas of 
concentration., No reference is made to minor fields or curriculum 
structures.. It should be noted that several institutions insist on 
broad coverage ldthin the field of music as well as outside the field .. 
It is i-~teresting to note that there are 555 basic curriculums 
available in the 185 institutions offering graduate degrees in music., 
No real significance is attached to this figure, except that it shmi's, 
in a general. way, that schools have taken steps to insure well-rounded 
graduate programs, as opposed to narroli' types of specialization .. 
V" TER.l\ITNAL PROJECTS 
Approximately forty per cent of the institutions conferring 
master• s degrees in music allow credit for terminal projects, It is 
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not uncommon for an institution to allow credit for the terminal project 
in one area of concentration and not in other areas. If this is the 
case, credit is usually given in courses in which the student has received 
assistance on his ter1ninal project. Fbr example, a student may receive 
no credit for a thesis, but he may be allowed (or even required) to enroll 
in research and directed study courses in which he works on his thesis 
under the guidance or a professor.. In the case or the applied music 
major, if credit is allowed for the recital, usually less credit is 
allowed for private study; in other cases, the student may receive more 
credit :for private study and no credit for the recital, Whether or not 
a student receives credit designated specifically for the terminal pro-
ject, provision is made for the completion of the project under the 
supervision of a professor., 
All. institutions offering maste1 .. 1 s degrees in applied :music 
require the candidate to give at least one recital, and a few institu-
tions specify that the candidate must g;ive two .full recitals.. GeneraJ.ly, 
it is required that the recitals be public presentations, although a feli 
schools allow a performance before a faculty jury in lieu of a public 
performance. Schools requiring more than one recital often allow a 
concerto or ensemble program to meet the requirement or the second 
recital, For the voice major, an operatic or oratorio role is often 
acce:m.ptable .. 
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In some schools, students other than applied music :majors are 
a.llolled to give recitals in lieu of a thesis or another requirement, 
provided the level of performance is equal to that of the applied music 
major o It is observed that these schools place considerable importa.'l'loo 
on performance, and that generally, applied music study is a require-
ment for all majors, even though the terminal project is to be a thesis 
or a similar alternative. 
In the majority of institutions, the thesis is required as a 
terminal. project in areas which are adapted to research.. Although the 
master1s thesis does not always involve original research, generally, 
it is required because of the experience it provides in assembling and 
analyzing materials and in presenting the results in writing.. So1netimes 
these ends are sought through individual courses and the substitution 
of "problem" or ltproject11 courses is permitted,. In some institutions 
an additional amount of credits beyond the normal requirements :m.ay be 
offered in substitution of a thesis or a project. 
For the student pursuing a degree in composition, the terminaJ. 
project is usually one of a creative nature.. GeneralJ.y, an original 
composition of major proportion~ be submitted as the terminal project. 
Some departments require writing in a particular form, such as a .fugue 
or a string quartet of a prescribed length. Usually, there is consid-
erable flexibility in the requirements for the cmaposition major, 
although it is expected that all students w.i.ll submit original compo-
sitions as part of the degree requirements.. In some cases, the student 
is required to submit a document along with the original composition, 
analyzing his 't'l'ork in detail., 
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A few schools require a comprehm1sive eY~ation as a terminal 
project.. Such an examination is designed to ascertain the student's 
general knowledge of his subject~ his acquaintance ~th scholarly meth-
ods or research, and his power of organizing and presenting his material .. 
Usually, the examination is not restricted to the content of graduate 
courses, but is comprehensive in character.. The examination may be 
~itten or oral, or both, at the discretion of the department or school 
concerned.. The comprehensive examinations at Princeton University are 
described as follows: 
Before presenting himself for the General Examination, every student, 
whether of the history of music or of musical theory and composition, 
is expected to have developed a 'Wide acquaintance 'With representative 
music and musical literature over and above the course requirements 
and to have completed as an essential part of his progra.Ill a specific 
piece of historical research or a. composition of major proportions, 
vocal or instrumental or both.. The student o£ composition is expected 
to have gained a lvorkable grasp of the essential elements o£ musical 
form and movement and a. degree of proficiency in instrtml.ental and 
vocal composition, and to have show a real awareness o£ his aims as 
an artist.. Each student must further satisfy the Departro.ent by a 
preliminary 't~itten examination that he has an adequate grasp of the 
division of the subject in which he has not elected to concentrate .. 
For students in the historical divisions, the General Exa.Tflina.tion is 
divided into three parts, one day being allowed for each part.. One 
day is devoted to questions designed to test the candidate t s know-
ledge of historical problems and their bibliography, another day, to 
a paper testing his critical and literary ability and his acquaint-
ance nth critical ~iting.. The examination has no particular rela-
tion to courses in the graduate curriculum, is conceived as cover-
ing the whole field of the history of music, and is ldthout limita-
tion as to the nature of the questions asked.. For students of musi-
cal theory and composition, the General Examination, partly strict 
and partly free, ltlll provide an opportunity for the candidate to 
show the measure of his ability in ~iting :tor voices and instru-
ments, separately or in combination .. 
2Princeton University Bulletin, 1956-59, pp .. 125-126 .. 
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A difference should be designated between comprehensive examina-
tions as a terminal project and other types o:t examinations which may be 
given during or at the end of a student's program o:t study., Several 
institutions require that an examination be taken covering the material 
o:t the thesis or project.. Such an examination is restricted in scope 
and shottld not be thought of as being comparable to the type examination 
described above., 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to trace the historical develop-
ment of the master's degree in ·the field of music.. An attempt tias made 
to discover significant developments from the philosophies and practices 
of original master 8 s degrees in other fields and to show hotv music emerged 
to take its place among them.. A further attempt was made to depict the 
current master• s degree in music as it appears in graduate curriculums 
in the United States today. 
The early universities developed out of the apprenticeship systems 
of the ~fiddle Ages. In the thirteenth century the term universitas lias 
applied to a group of nmasters and apprentices in study .. 11 The universi-
ties at Bologna and Paris emerged as leaders and be came types which t..rere 
followed by nearly all the universities of Western Europe.. A "bachelor" 
tms an apprentice who was permitted to do practice teaching in prepara-
tion for the master's degreee 
The terms master, doctor, and professor were all used synonymously, 
and they indicated the possession of a degree.. Eventually, the university 
gave special recognition to academic achievement by conferring the Bachelor 
o.f Arts degree on those liDO had completed a prescribed course of study and 
who did not care to become "masters .. " Most students terminated their 
formal studies at this point; however, those desiring the right to teach 
were required to study for three additional years in order to obtain the 
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1-faster of .Arts degree.. Upon completion of the Master of .Arts, the 
student could proceed to advanced degrees in law, medicine, or theology. 
l'fuen the colonists set up colleges in America, in the main, they 
follm1ed the pattern of higher education which they had known in their 
homelands.. In general, colleges were controlled by the clergy; no other 
body possessed the vision, and no other group could supply the h'lll11an 
resources.. The diversity of creeds provided the st:l.muJ.us for the found-
ing of many small colleges which possessed remarkable solidarity .. 
There 1-1e1,e various attempts to establish graduate education in 
the United States in the nineteenth century, but it was not until the 
first decades of the twentieth century that graduate study became an 
accepted part of .American education.. Great emphasis was placed on the 
German ideal of research, md seminar and lecture techniques became 
prominent methods of instruction in graduate schools.. With the demand 
for advanced study, graduate degree programs were superposed upon the 
existing baccalaureate .frameworks.. This led to many structural lreak-
nesses, some of which have not been resolved .. 
The study of music was included in the curriculums of the Greek 
and Roman periods, and it was kept alive during the Middle Ages as one 
of the seven liberal arts.. An acquaintance with Boethius 1 !!! !i!_ ];Iusica 
1-1as a requirement for the Master of Arts degree during the llfi.ddle Ages., 
It is known that the Bachelor of I1fusic degree lias conferred by English 
11Diversities in the fifteenth century.. The requirements did not involve 
fontal study in a university, but any candidate ta-ho could pass special 
examinations attesting to his performance ability was eligible for the 
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the degree.. The granting of music degrees was confined to the English 
universities until the latter part of the nineteenth century .. 
The inclusion of music instruction in American colleges and 
universities witnessed a slow, but remarkable development in the nine-
teenth century.. A number of reputable conservatories~ established 
along the lines of European schools, came into prominence. A few of 
the colleges offered limited instruction in music. The first Bachelor 
of :f.lusic degree in the United States was conferred at Boston University 
in 1876.. By 1900, many of the larger colleges and some of the smaller 
institutions had added music instruction to their regular curriculums .. 
In 1884, the American College of Musicians 't-Tas organized through 
the Music Teachers National Association for the purpose of protecting 
the public from incompetent teachers and to protect the teachers tiho 
had made adequate preparations. Patterned after the English system~ 
the organization conferred the titles of Associate, Fello1-r, and Master 
of Musical Art upon those who successfully passed prescribed examina-
tions., In 1897, the organization formed an alliance ld.th the Board of 
Regents of the State of Netv York, and it was empowered to grant the 
Bachelor of Music, the Master of Music, and the Doctor of Music degrees .. 
However, because of the rigid examinations, the number of applicants 
rapidly decreased, and the organization became defunct .. 
In 1896, the Music Teachers National Association formed a com-
mittee on music in the college and university in order to investigate 
and to determine the rightful place of music in the American college., 
There were many who argued that music should be taught only as a part 
o:f general culture, while others maintained that there should be a 
separate curriculum for those who wished to become ••specialists'& in 
music., 
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One of the cbief problems in offering programs leading to the 
Bachelor of Music degree was that of entrance requirements., Concern was 
expressed over the quality o:r preparation, scholarship, and breadth in 
the scope of the studies and whether or not it was comparable to that 
demanded of the candidate for the Bachelor of Arts degree., Despite the 
varied problems of music in the curriculum, by 1920 more than one-hal£ 
of the colleges and universities in the United States 't-Tere offering 
courses for credit in music., 
The National Association 2£. Schools 2£ Music was formed in 1924 
for the purpose of setting up standards for education in the field of 
music and for the accrediting of schools on a basis of those standards .. 
By 1928, member schools had agreed on minimum re~ements for the 
Bachelor of Music degree., 
Changing social conditions brought a need for trained personnel 
in other than traditional. fields of 1earning, and a powerful pressure 
was exerted on graduate schools to provide new programs leading to 
advanced degrees., This pressure lfas strongly reinforced by the desire 
o:f the members o£ the new professions to raise the social prestige of 
their occupations by winning academic respectability for them. 
During the l920 1s, some of the leading colleges and universities 
in the United States offered programs of study which led to the master• s 
degree in music. Early work was restricted, for the most part, to the 
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areas of history, theory, and composition. Some institutions allot~Ted 
graduate credit f'or courses in music on degree programs in the field of' 
education.. A f'ew institutions of'f'ered degrees in applied music.. In 
search far a practical philosophy, the Commission on Curriculums of' the 
National Association .2£ Schools ~Music maintained that progl:'ams lead-
ing to degrees in music should be based on sound .fundamentals w.i th logi-
cal and consistent stages of growth. In 1929 ~ the Commission recommended 
that the Master o£ l<!usic degree be granted for not less than one year of 
work in residence after the conferring of the Bachelor of I>Xusic degree, 
that at least two years spent in study or practice in the field of music 
should elapse betl~en the granting of the bachelor's and the master 8s 
degrees.ll and that the degree should be granted in the areas o£ applied 
music and composition., 
In 1933, in cooperation with the Music Teachers National Associa-
tion, the National Association of Schools of Music formed a special com-
- - -
mittee to stud,y" the problems of graduate education in :music., Recommenda-
tions 111ere made for minimum reqvirements for the master8 s degree in the 
areas of applied music, theory, composition, musicology, and music educa-
tion .. 
A rentarl{able growth in graduate education in music has occurred 
during the past t't'renty-five years. Music curricuJ..ums have been expanded, 
and, in general, there has been a continuous upgrading process.. Persist-
ent efforts on the part of national associations and individual institu-
tions have produced many notable results .. 
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Currently_, there are 185 institutions in the United States l·Thich 
o:f'f'er master's degrees in the :field of' music. Slightly over one-half' 
o:f' the institutions are under private control, while the rema:ining 
institutions· are under public control. Practically a1J. of the institu-
tions have aligned themselves 'With regional accrediting associations, 
and more than one-half o:f' them are accredited by the National Association 
of Schools o:f' Music .. 
-- ---
There are 100 institutions which provide graduate curriculums in 
music lvhich lead to the !-!aster of Arts degree; eight institutions provide 
curriculums which lead to the Master of' F.ine Arts degree; ninety-nine 
institutions provide curriculums which lead to the Master of Music degree; 
thirty institutions of:f'er curriculums which lead to the 1~Iaster of Music 
Education degree; five institutions provide curriculums which lead to the 
Master of' Sacred Music degree; and twenty-one institutions provide curricu-
lums which lead to the Master of Science degree. 
There are eleven areas o:r concentration in music at the graduate 
level., They are Applied Music, Applied Music Pedagogy, Theory, Composi-
tion, History and Literature, Music Educaticm., Church Music, Conducting" 
Music Librarianship, Music Therapy, and Opera., 
Three-fourths of' the degree programs are designed within the 
.framework of and are controlled by graduate schools; only one-:f'ourth of 
the degrees are controlled by music schools, schools of fine arts, and 
other schools within colleges and universities. 
The requirements for admission to graduate study in music vary 
considerably among the 185 institutions.. In general, an applicant is 
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expected to have maintained a~ average in his undergraduate work.. Some 
schools accept a ~ average in the junior and senior years, lihile some 
schools give special consideration if the applicant has maintained a 
good record in his major.. There is a considerable difference of opinion 
concerning admission re·quirements; however, all schools reserve the right 
to accept or reject a student on the basis of his lack of academic achieve-
ment .. 
Less than t"ti'enty per cent of the institutions offering master's 
degrees in music require the Graduate Re oord Examination (or a similar 
test9 such as the Miller Analogies Test) to be taken as part of the 
admissions procedure. Less than one-third of the institutions surveyed 
require entering students to take placement examinations in theory and 
history of :music., In those schools in which these examinations are given, 
it is cor.~on practice to use the results for placement purposes, and not 
as a basis for admission .. 
Most institutions use conventional calendar terms,~~ lr.i.th a large 
:majority favoring the semester plan.. All schools require students to 
take the :major par·li of their course 1vork in regularly scheduled classes 
on the campus of the school conferring the degree., No school Will con-
fer the master 1s degree in less than one year of full-time study or its 
equivalent in part-time and summer work .. 
In :most institutions,~~ up to one .. fifth of the total credit hours 
required for graduation maybe transferred from other schools, provided 
'livork is tal<::en at the appropriate level in an approved institution. 
ApproximatelY seventy per cent of the institutions surveyed 
establish a time limit for the completion of the degree.. 'While most 
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institutions place the limit bet"&.veen three and nine years, the average 
time allot-red is five or six years from the date of the initial enroll-
ment. 
There is no uniform requirement concerning foreign language 
proficiency, even in areas which are adapted to research and 1vlti.ch :might 
involve documents in foreign languages.. The majority of schools have 
no stipulated requirement., However, it is no doubt assumed that :many 
students 1dll have had courses in fol .. eign languages in their undergradu-
ate curriculums .. 
Most schools require students to maintain at least a B average 
-
in all vJork undertaken for the master's degree.. It should be stated 
that there is a considerable difference of opinion concerning grades 
l<nver than .!:. in the graduate program.. wmle many institutions do not 
clearly state their position, it is known that twenty per cen-t. of the 
schools tdll accept a limited amount of Q grades for credit at the 
graduate level .. 
A distinction between admission to graduate study and admission 
to candidacy for a degree is made in approximately one-half of the 
institutions surveyed. The normal requirement far admission to canoi-
daey in a degree program is successful completion of one semester of 
full-time study., 
Terminal projects are re~ed for most curriculums in the 
majority of schools. These include recitals, original compositions, 
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orchestrations, theses, comprehensive examinations, and special projects. 
Usually, the terminal project is completed near the end of a student•s 
progra.Yf! of study .. 
RECO~~mi{QATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. There is a need for a thorough investigation of the Bachelor's 
degree in music. Such a stuqy should show the strengths and weaknesses 
of the degree, both as a terminus and as a preparation for graduate study .. 
2.. There is a need for a thorough stuey of the validity of the 
use of the Graduate Record Examination (or any similar examination) as 
a criterion for admission to graduate stuey in music., Included in this 
investigation should be the relative place and importance of examinations 
in music theory, lllllSic history, and perfomance., 
.3. l'llhat is the place and importance of foreign language profi-
ciency in preparaticm for andin graduate stuey in music? 
4. There is a need for a thorough investigation of the teaching 
loads of graduate faculty members.. Is it desirable for faculty members 
to teach both undergraduate and graduate courses? How much academic 
credit should be allotted for thesis and dissertation guidance? 
5., 'ilhat is the place of applied stuqy in graduate music curricu-
lums (excluding the applied music major)? Included in this investigation 
should be level of achievement for entrance and graduation, amount of 
credit atiarded for study and performance requirements.. lrJhat is the place 
of musical organizations and/or ensemble (chamber music) in graduate 
study in music? 
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APPENDIX .A 
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 
Dear Sir: 
In partial .ful.:fl.J.:J.Jnent of the doctoral program· in the Graduate 
School o£ Boston University, I am surveying the master• s degrees in 
music in the various institutions of the United States.. Your cooperation 
in :filling out this brief questionnaire 1dll be appreciated., 
1.. Is graduate "Grork (with a concentration in music) included in the 
curriculum of your institution? YES NO 
2. If the answer to Question One is :NQ., do present plans include 
provisions for instituting a graduate degree with a concentration 
in music? IES NO 
IF THE AllfStVERS TO BOTH QUESTIONS ONE AND TWO .ARE NO, PLEASE 
DISREGARD THE REIWNDER OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AND"R.ETURN IT 
IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE. 
" .... 
3., lv1aster • s degrees offered 
(with a concentration in 
the field of music): 
Master of Music 
Master of Music Education 
Master o£ Arts 
!"laster of F.ine Arts 
Master of Science 
l~ster of Sacred Music 
~other) 
School, Department, College 
or Division conferring the 
degree: 
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LETTER. OF TRAtiTSifiTTAL (continued) 
4.. 11'1ould you kindly refer the enclosed card to the proper office of 
your institution so that I may receive a catalog outlining the courses 
of study .t'or the degrees which you o.t'fer? (If more than one depart-
ment of' your institution is concerned~ I would appreciate receiving 
a catalog from each.) 
5.. Jl.1any colleges and universities ampli.t'y and clari.t'y various phases of' 
their graduate programs through instruction sheets~ brochures, and 
similar aids., Would you send me a set of ;my such materials as may 
be available f'rom your school? 
6.. Your name and title: 
Thank you sincerely for your cooperation. 
Very truly yours, 
(Signed) lrlilbur D., Fullbright 
APPENDIX B 
liTJLl\1E.S AND LOCATIONS OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES OFFERING 
Y~TER'S DEGREES IN MUSIC 
Abbreviated Name 
Alabama 
American 
Conservatory 
American u. 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
Baylor 
Birmingham-
Southern 
Bob Jones 
Boston U., 
Brandeis 
Brigham Young 
Brown 
Buffalo 
Butler (Jordan 
Conservatory) 
California 
(Berkeley) 
Fu.ll Name 
University of Alabama 
American Conservator.y of ¥msic 
American University 
University of Arizona 
University of Arkansas 
B~lor University 
Birmingham-Southern College 
Bob Jones University 
Boston University 
Brandeis University 
Brigham Young University 
Brown University 
Bryn Mawr College 
University of Buffalo 
Butler Conservator.y 
University of California at 
Berkeley 
(continued on the follotdng page) 
Location 
University s Alabama 
Chicago, Illinois 
Washington, D. c .. 
Tucsons Arizona 
Fayetteville, Ark. 
irfaco, Texas 
Birmingham, Ala .. 
Greenville, s. Car. 
Boston, Mass .. 
Waltham, Mass .. 
Provo, Utah 
Providence, R., I. 
Buffalo, N. Y .. 
Indianapolis, Ind., 
Berkeley, Calif. 
Abbreviated Name 
California 
(U .. C.L.A.) 
Carnegie 
Catholic U .. 
Chicago 
Chicago 
Conservatory 
Claremont 
Cleveland 
Institute 
College-Consel~­
atory (Cin .. ) 
Hol~r Names 
College of 
Pacific 
Colorado 
Colorado 
College 
Colorado State 
Columbia 
Teachers 
College 
Connecticut 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
Full Name 
University of California at 
los .Angeles 
Carnegie Institute of Technology 
Catholic University of America 
University of Chicago 
Chicago Conservatory of Music 
Claremont Graduate School 
Cleveland Institute of Music 
College-Conservatory of I•Iusic 
of Cincinnati 
College of the HolY Names 
College of the Pacific 
University of Colorado 
Colorado College 
Colorado State College of 
Education 
Columbia University 
Columbia University Teachers 
College 
University of Connecticut 
(continued on the following page) 
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Location 
Los Angeles, Calif .. 
Pittsburgh, Penn. 
Washington, D. c. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Chicago, Illinois 
Claremont, Calif. 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Oakland, Calif .. 
Stockton, Calif. 
Boulder, Colo. 
Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 
Greeley, Colo .. 
New York, New York 
Netv York, J:letv York 
Storrs, Conn. 
Abbreviated Name 
Conservatory 
(Kansas City) 
Converse 
Cornell 
Cosmopolitan 
Curtis 
Danbury 
Denver 
De Paul 
De Pauw 
Drake 
Duquesne 
Eastern Netv l.lfex. 
East Texas State 
Fisk 
Florida State 
Fort Hays 
George Peabody 
Georgia 
Hardin-Simmons 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
Full Name 
Conservatory of Music of Kansas 
City, Missouri 
Converse College 
Cornell University 
Cosmopolitan School of Music 
Curtis Institute of Music 
Danbury State Teachers College 
University of Denver 
De Paul University 
De Pauw University 
Drake University 
Duquesne University 
Eastern New Mexico University 
East Texas State Teachers 
College 
Fisk University 
Florida State University 
Fort Hays Kansas State College 
George PeaboQy College for 
Teachers 
University of Georgia 
Hardin~Simmons University 
(continued on the following page) 
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Location 
Kansas City, I•fo. 
Spartanburg, s.. Car. 
Ithaca, New York 
Chicago, Ill. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Danbur.r, Conn. 
Denver, Colo. 
Chicag;o, Ill .. 
Greencastle, Ind. 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Pittsburgh, Penn. 
Portales, N. Mex. 
Commerce, Texas 
Nashville, Tenn .. 
Tallahassee, Fla .. 
Hays, Kansas 
Nashville, Tenn .. 
Athens, Ga. 
Abilene, Texas 
Abbreviated Name 
Hartt 
Harvard 
Houston 
Hunter 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Illinois 
lrlesleyan 
Immaculate 
Heart 
Indiana 
Indiana State 
Teachers 
Ithaca 
Julliarcl 
Kansas 
Kansas City 
Kansas State 
(Manhattan) 
Kansas State 
(Pittsburgh) 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
Full Name Location 
Hartt College of Music, Univer- Hartford, Conn. 
sity of Hartford 
Harvard University Cambridge, Mass. 
University of Houston Houston, Texas 
Hoiictrd University Washington, D. C" 
Hunter College Ne11 York, N. Y., 
University of Idaho Moscow, Idaho 
University of Illinois Urbana, Illinois 
Illinois tiesleyan Uhiversit.y Bloomington, Ill. 
Immaculate Heart College Los Angeles, Calif. 
Indiana University Bloomington, Ind .. 
Indiana State Teachers College Terre Haute, Ind .. 
State University of Iowa Iowa City, Iowa 
Ithaca College Ithaca, New York 
Julliard School of Ymsic New York, N. Y .. 
University of Kansas Lawrence, Kansas 
University of Ka..nsas City Kansas City, 1•1o. 
Kansas State College of Agricul- Manhattan, Kansas 
ture and Applied Science 
Kansas State Teachers College Pittsburgh, Kansas 
(continued on the following page) 
Abbreviated Name 
Kent State 
Kentucey 
Let-ds and Clark 
Long Beach State 
L.A.Conservator.y 
Los Angeles 
State 
Louisiana State 
Louisville 
MacPhail 
Manhattan 
I>iarshall 
Miami u .. 
l\liami 
!I"Jichigan 
Michigan State 
]lf..idt-Jestern 
Millikan 
Y.d.lls 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
Full Name 
Kent State University 
University of Kentuclcy" 
Lewis and Clark College 
Long Beach State· College 
Los Angeles Conservator,y of 
I.Jusic and Arts 
Los Angeles State College of 
Applied Arts and Sciences 
Louisiana State University and 
Agricultural and Mechanical 
College 
University of Louisville 
11ac Phail College of JYiusic 
Manhattan School of Music 
Marshall College 
Miami University 
University of ]ll'..iami 
University of ]lf..ichigan 
Michigan State University of 
Agriculture and Applied Science 
¥ddwestern University 
J.nllika.n University 
Mills College 
(continued on the following page) 
Location 
Kent., Ohio 
Lexington, Ky. 
Portland, Ore., 
2.39 
Long Beach., Calif .. 
Los Angeles, Calif .. 
Baton Rouge, La. 
Louisville, Ky .. 
r.nnneapolis, !•linn .. 
New Yorks N .. Y., 
Huntington, w. Va .. 
Oxford, Ohio 
Coral Gables., Fla. 
Ann Arbor, Iuch., 
E. Lansing, ~Jfich. 
ldchita Falls, Tex. 
Decatur, Illinois 
Oakland., Calif .. 
Abbreviated Name 
Minneapolis 
College o£ Music 
Minnesota 
]l!_ississippi 
lV'lississippi 
Southern 
JJ'.issouri 
I"lontana State 
J:.1ount St., Mar,r' s 
Nazareth 
l~ebraska 
Nebraska State 
New England 
Conservatory 
New Jersey State 
l\Tew ~1Jexico 
New Mexico 
Highlands 
New Orleans Bap-
tist Theo Sem 
Ne'tv York u .. 
l\T.,Y .. State U. 
Tchrs College 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
Full Name 
~linneapolis College o£ MUsic 
University of ¥dnnesota 
University o£ Mississippi 
lV'dssissippi Southern College 
University o.f I>ti.ssouri 
Montana State University 
Mount St .. ~-1ary' s College 
Nazareth College o£ Rochester 
University o£ Nebraska 
Nebraska State Teachers 
College 
New England Conservatory o.f 
~Jusic 
New Jersey State Teachers 
College at Trenton 
University o.f New Mexico 
New Mexico Highlands 
New Orleans Baptist Theological 
Seminary 
New York University 
State University o.f New York 
Teachers College at Fredonia 
(continued on the .following page) 
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Location 
Minneapolis, ~finn .. 
Minneapolis, Minn .. 
University, lV'dss .. 
Hattiesburg, lV'dss. 
Columbia, Mo .. 
Missoula, I'!font .. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Rochester, li.. Y .. 
Lincoln, Nebraska 
Chadron, Nebraska 
Boston, llJass., · 
Trenton, N .. J .. 
Albuquerque, N., Mex., 
Las Vegas, N. Mex. 
Ne'ti Orleans, La., 
New York, N .. Y .. 
Fredonia, 1\T,. Y .. 
Abbreviated Name 
N..Y., State U., 
Teachers College 
North Carolina 
North Carolina 
Womens College 
North Carolina 
College 
North Texas 
State 
Northeast Mo. 
State 
Northwestern 
Northwestern 
State (La.) 
l\Jo tre Dame 
OccidentaJ. 
Ohio 
Ohio State 
Ohio Wesleyan 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Peabody 
Pennsylvania 
APPENDlX B (continued) 
Full Name 
State University of New York 
Teachers College at Potsdam 
University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 
University of North Carolina 
~lforaens College 
North Carolina College at 
Durham 
North Texas State College 
Northeast }fissouri State 
Teachers College 
Northwestern University 
Northwestern State College of 
Louisiana 
University of Notre Dame 
Occidental College 
Ohio University 
Ohio State University 
Ohio tiesleyan University 
University of Oklahoma 
University of Oregon 
Peabody Conservatory of l!Iusic 
University of Pennsylvania 
(continued on the following page) 
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Location 
Potsdam~ New York 
Chapel Hill, N. Car. 
Greensboro, N. Car., 
Durham, N.. Car .. 
Denton, Texas 
Kirksville, ]IIo., 
Evanston, Ill .. 
Natchitoches, La. 
Notre Dame, Ind., 
Los Angeles, CaJ.if. 
Athens, Ohio 
Columbus, Ohio 
Delaware, Ohio 
Norman, Okla .. 
Eugene, Oregon 
Baltimore, JYid .. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Abbreviated Name 
Pennsylvania 
State 
Philadelphia 
Nusical Academy 
Pittsburgh 
Portland 
Prairie Vietf 
Princeton 
Radcliffe 
Redlands 
Rochester 
(Eastman) 
Roosevelt 
(Chicago Mus-
ical College) 
Sacramento State 
Sam Houston 
San Diego State 
San Francisco 
State 
San Francisco 
Theological 
Seminary 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
Full Name 
Pennsylvania State University 
Philadelphia Musical Acade~ 
University of Pittsburgh 
University of Portland 
Prairie View Agricultural and 
Mechanical College 
Princeton University 
Radcliffe College 
University or Redlands 
Eastman School of ¥1Usic 
Universit,r of Rochester 
Chicago Musical College, 
Roosevelt Universit,y 
Sacramento State College 
Sam Houston State Teachers 
College 
San Diego State College 
San Francisco State College 
San Francisco Theological 
Seminary 
(continued on the £ollotf.ing page) 
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Location 
University Park, Pa. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Pittsburgh, Pa .. 
Portland, Oregon 
Princeton, N .. J .. 
Cambridge, li1ass. 
Redlands, Calif .. 
Rochester, liT.. Y .. 
Chicag"O, Ill .. 
Sacramento, Calif. 
Huntsville, Texas 
San Diego, Calife 
San Francisco, 
Calif., 
San Francisco, 
Calif. 
Abbreviated Name 
San Jose State 
Sarah Lawrence 
Sherwood Husic 
School 
Smith 
Southern Baptist 
Theological 
Seminary 
South Dakota 
Southern 
California 
Southern Ill. 
Southern 
l~ethodist 
Southwestern 
Baptist 
Stanford 
St .. Louis 
Institute 
Stephen Austin 
Sul Ross State 
Syracuse 
Tennessee 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
Full Name 
San Jose State College 
Sarah Lawrence College 
Shenvood r.fusic School 
Smith College 
Southern Baptist Theological 
Seminary 
University of South Dakota 
Universit.y of Southern Calif-
ornia 
Southern Illinois University 
Southern Methodist Universit,y 
Southwestern Baptist Theo-
logical Seminary 
Stanford Universit,y 
st .. Louis Institute of Music 
Stephen F. Austin State 
College 
Sul Ross State College 
Syracuse University 
University of Tennessee 
(continued on the following page) 
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Location 
San Jose, Calif .. 
Bronxville, N.. Y. 
Chicago, Ill .. 
Northampton, Mass. 
Louisv:ille, Ky .. 
Vermillon, s .. Dak .. 
Los Angeles, Calif .. 
Carbondale, Ill .. 
Dallas, Texas 
Fort t'ITorth, Tex .. 
Stanford, Calif. 
St .. Louis, Mo" 
Nachodoches, Tex. 
Alpine, Texas 
Syracuse, N.. Y .. 
Knoxville, 'l'enn .. 
Abbreviated Name 
Texas 
Texas Christian 
Texas College of 
Arts & Industry 
Texas Southern 
Texas Tech 
Texas 'tioman v s 
University 
Tulane 
Tulsa 
Union 
Utah 
Utah State 
Vandercook 
Vassar 
Vermont 
Virginia 
1iashington 
Musical 
Institute 
1ia.shington, 
State College 
Washington 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
Full Name 
University of Texas 
Texas Christian University 
Texas College of Arts and 
Industry 
Texas Southern Universit.f 
Texas Technological College 
Texas Woma.n•s University 
Tulane University of Louisiana 
Uni versi t.r of Tulsa 
Union Theological Seminary 
University of Utah 
Utah State University 
Vandercook College of MUsic 
Vassar College 
University of Vermont 
University of Virginia. 
Washington Musical Institute 
State College of Washington 
University of vla.shington 
(continued on the follot~g page) 
Location 
Austin_, Texas 
Fort Worth, Texas 
Kingsville, Tex., 
Houston, Texas 
Lubbock, Texas 
Denton, Texas 
New Orleans, La .. 
Tulsa, Okla. .. 
New York, N .. Y .. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Logan, Utah 
Chicago, Ill .. 
Poughkeepsie, N., Y .. 
Burlington, Vt., 
Charlottesville, Va. 
Washington, D. c. 
Pullman, ·washington 
Seattle, Washington 
Abbreviated Name 
Washington U. 
\'ll'ayne State 
lvellesley 
West Texas 
State 
lillest Virginia 
1rJ'estern Michigan 
't1.Testern Reserve 
't'\Tester.n State 
(Colo) 
rlestlilinster 
Wichita 
Y.lillamet te 
Winthrop 
Wisconsin 
Wisconsin 
Conservatory 
t~oming 
Yale 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
Full Name 
Washington Universit,y 
Wayne State Uhiversity 
Wellesley College 
West Texas State College 
West Virginia university 
~'ITestern J.lfd.chigan College 
Western Reserve University 
Western State College of 
Colorado 
Westminster Choir College 
University of t'\Tichita 
Willamette University 
t~throp College, The South 
Carolina College for Women 
University of tdsconsin 
~fisconsin Conservatory of 
~1usic 
University of '!Nyoming 
Yale University 
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Location 
St. Louis, P.io .. 
Detroit, lliJich .. 
vlellesley, Mass .. 
Canyon, Texas 
Morgantown, w .. Va .. 
Kalamazoo, :fll'.ich .. 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Gunnison, Colo., 
Princeton, N .. J .. 
Wichita, Kansas 
Salem, Oregon 
Rock Hill, s .. Car., 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Laramie, W,yoming 
New Haven, Conn .. 
APPENDIX C 
RECOMf.<JEl"IDATIONS OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF MUSIC 
FOR GRADUATE STUDY IN r.:rosiC 
Undergraduate Re uirements for Ad~ission to 
Graduate g ~ Mli'Sicology -
(Musicology is defined as the scientific stuqy of musical facts 
in all their ramifications9 such as history, aesthetics, ps.ychology, 
acoustics, etc., in contrast to composition, performance, or pedagogy.) 
To qualifY for full graduate standing with Musicology as a field 
of concentration, the student must: 
A.. Present evidence of the completion of a four-year curriculum 
in a recognized school or college. 
B. Have passed the usual courses in English composition and 
literature and have facility in the organization and expression 
of ideas in English. 
C. Possess a reading ability in at least one foreign language. 
D.. Demonstrate by examination, skills and capacities in the 
follo1v.Lng fields: 
(1) Harmony--written, aural, and keyboard .. 
(2) Proficiency in sight singing and in both melodic and 
r~thmic dictation. 
(3) Applied Counterpoint. 
(4) The history and literature of music and the study of 
musical forms, analytic or applied .. 
(5) Sufficient pianistic ability to play at sight from 
score the simpler Haydn string quartets or Bach 
chorales in the orig~nal clefs. 
It is assumed that the candidate has included undergraduate prepa-
ration for the particular field, whether it be historical, philosophical, 
or scientific, in which he ~~ects to continue his studies. He must be 
prepared also to do graduate work in a cognate field .. 
Requirements ~ Graduation ~ Musicology 
{1) For the degree, Master of Music in Musicologye 
Major Subject 
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l.Vork in some field of musicology, to include study in 
cognate fields if this is desirable, and to culminate 
in an extended thesis shmdng definite ability in re-
search. Credit, approximately t't.J"o-thirds of the total 
requirement .. 
Ninor Subjects 
Must include continued. study in theoretical and applied 
music beyond the requirements for the Bachelor of Music 
Degree. Theoretical studies should be chosen from ad-
vanced counterpoint, orchestration, and composition. 
Credit, approximately one-sixth of the total requirement 
in applied, and one .. sixth in theoretical music., 
{2) For the degree, Master of Arts in Musicology. 
Major Subjects 
Work in some field of musicology, to include study in 
cognant fields if this is desirable, and to culminate 
in an extended thesis showing definite ability in 
research.. Credit, approximately two-thirds of the total 
requirement .. 
Minor Subjects 
Some field or fields in the humanities or sciences for 
which the candidate is prepared by his undergraduate 
studies. Credit, approximately one-third of the total 
requirement. 
Undergraduate Requirements for Admission to 
Graduate Standing~ composition -
To qualif.y for full graduate standing vr.ith Composition as a field 
of concentration, the student must: 
A.. Present evidence of the completion of a four-year curriculum 
in a recognized school or college., 
B. Demonstrate by examination, skill and capacities in the 
follotiing fields: 
(1) Harm.ony--wri tten, aural, and keyboard., 
{2) Proficiency in sight singing and in both melodic 
and rhythmic dictation .. 
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{.3) The history and literature of music and the study of 
:musical form, analytic or applied. 
(4) Applied counterpoint and orchestration. {Specimen 
examinations covering these requirements will be 
found in a later edition of this report.) 
(5) Ability to read at the piano a simple orchestral 
score of the difficulty of a H~ symphony .. 
c.. Submit ttro original works, showing definite creative and 
technical facility, one in a smaller orchestral form and 
one in chamber music. 
D.. Have continued the study of applied :music throughout the 
four years of his undergraduate course of stuey. He should 
have acquired a thorough, practical knowledge of the piano-
forte whether or not it is his :major instrument. He should 
have spent, if possible, at least one semester each in the 
study of three orchestral instruments, to include one instru-
ment in each section of the orchestra, i.e., strings, wood-
tdnd, and brass .. 
Requirements ~ Graduation ~ Composition 
(1) For the degree, Master of Music in Composition 
Major Subject 
Composition in larger forms.. In lieu of the usual thesis, 
the student must submit at least one original composition 
in larger form {chamber inusic, a symphonic form.~~ cantata, 
mass, or the like). This work :must exhibit considerably 
greater maturit.1 and facility in composition than that 
submitted for entrance. Credit, approximately one-half of 
the total requirement. 
Minor Subjects 
(a) Work in advanced applied counterpoint, including 
canon and fugile, a.nd orchestration.. Cred~t, 
appro:rlma.tely one-quarter of the total requirement. 
(b) Some field or fields in the hum.a.ni ties or sciences 
for which the candidate is prepared by his under-
graduate studies.. Credit, approximately one-quarter 
of the total requirement. 
Undergraduate Requirements for Admission to Graduate 
Standing in MUsic Education 
To qualify for full graduate standing with Music Education as a 
field of concentration, the student must: 
A., Present evidence of the completion of a four-year curriculum 
with the same major in a recognized school or college. 
B.. Demonstrate by examination, skills, and capacities in the 
following fields: 
(1) Harm.ony--v.ll'i tten, aural, and keyboard .. 
(2) Proficiency in sight singing and in both melodic and 
r~hmic dictation. 
(3) Orchestration and conducting., 
(4) The history and literature of :mu.sic and the stud;y of 
:mu.sical form, analytic or applied .. 
C., Have completed courses in general education and music education 
comprising from twent.Y per cent to twenty-five per cent of the 
undergraduate curriculum .. 
D., In the case of the general supervisor, have studied: 
(1) Piano to the extent that he is able to perform accept-
ably works of the difficulty of the following: 
Bach: Some two- and three-part Inventions .. 
H~: Sonata in E-flat, No. 3 (Schirmer)., 
Mozart: Sonatas No.1 in Fmajor, or No. 16 in A 
major (Schirmer). 
(2) Voice to the extent of acquiring a knowledge of 
breath control, principles of enunciation and pronun-
ciation as applied to singing, tone placement, and 
the essentials of interpretation. He should demon-
strate a knowledge of recitative and the ability to 
sing one or more of the less exacting arias of opera 
and oratorio and several standard songs from me:Rlocy .. 
(3) One orchestral instrument in each section of the 
orchestra, that is, one wood-unnd, one brass, and 
one string instrument. 
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E. In the case of the instrumental suRervisor 3 have studied: 
(1) An orchestral instrument to the extent of meeting 
requirements for junior standing in the Bachelor of 
Music curriculum tfith that instrument as a major. 
(2) All the instruments of the orchestra. (This implied 
merelY a working knowledge of each instrument.) 
(3) Piano to the extent of ability to play easy accompani-
ments, folk-songs, and chorales. 
Requirements for Graduation in Music Education 
For the ¥~ter 1 s Degree in I~sic Education. 
(The designation of this degree will vary in different institutions. 
Some of the forms in use at the present time are: :!\laster of Music 
in Music Education, Master of Science in I1usic Education, Master of 
Arts in Music Education, Master of Music Education, and ¥~ter of 
School Music.) 
Major Subject 
WOrk in Music Education, to include some large project 
in music education to be carried out both practically 
and theoreticallY, and to culminate in a thesis. This 
work should occupy approximately one-fourth of the 
student's time. 
Minor Subjects 
(a) Continuation of applied music study., 
(b) Some phase of theo:cy- or musicology., 
(c) Any field whatsoever in which the student is interested 
and for which he is prepared by his undergraduate study. 
The proportion of the student's time devoted to each of 
the three minor subjects is left to the discretion of 
the institution and the needs and interests of the 
ind2vidual student. 
Undergz:aduate Requirements !2!, Admission ~ 
Graduate Standing ~ Instrumental Ilfusic 
(Piano, Organ, or Orchestral Instruments) 
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To qualify for full graduate standing with Instrumental lYlusic 
as a field of concentration, the student must: 
A., Present evidence of the completion of a four-year curriculum 
(tdth the same major instrument) in a recognized school or 
college .. 
B.. Demonstrate by examination, skills and capacities in the 
follotv.ing fields: 
(1) Harmoey--ia>itten., aural_, and keyboard .. 
(2) Proficiency in sight singing and in both melodic and 
r~hmic dictation .. 
(3) Applied counterpoint., 
(4) The history and literature of music and the study of 
musicaJ. forms., analytic or applied .. 
C., Meet the requirements in the chosen field of applied music, 
as specified below: 
(a) In Piano 
The candidate must have acquired the principles 
of tone production and velocity and their appli-
cation to scales, arpeggios, chords, octaves, a~d 
double notes.. He must have a balanced repertory, 
comprising the principal classic., romantic, and 
modern compositions which should include such ~rorks 
as: 
Bach: Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue, toccatas, 
organ transcriptions by Busoni9 Tausig9 Liszt, 
D'Albert. 
Beethoven: later sonatas such as Op .. 53, 51, and 
a concerto .. 
Brahms: Rhapsodie in B minor, Sonata in F minor., 
Chopin: ballades, polonaises, fantasies, barcarolles, 
scherzos, etudes, preludes, and a concerto. 
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Liszt: rhapsodies, Paganini Studies, transcrip-
tions, a concerto. 
Schumann: Sonata in G Minor, Faschingsschwatik, 
Carneval, Concerto. 
Compositions by representative American and 
foreign modern composers. 
Candidates must have had considerable experience 
in .ensemble pla,.ying and should be capable 
sight readers. 
(b) In Organ 
The candidate must have acquired ability in trans-
position at sight, open score reading, and improvi-
sation. He must have a balanced repertor.y of the 
organ literature of all schools, classic, romantic, 
and modern, of the degree of difficulty indicated 
by the following: 
Bach: (Peters Edition) Book II--Fantasy and 
Fugue in G :minor, Prelude and Fugue in B minor; 
Book IV--Prelude and Fugue in D major; Book I--
sonatas .. 
Franck: chorales, Piece Heroique., 
1'1Tidor: Symphony N'o.. V .. 
14endelssohn: sonatas 
Reger: Passacaglia. and Fugue, chorale preludes .. 
Compositions of the sa.m.e grade or difficulty 
for modern organ by representative American 
and foreign composers. 
(c) In Violin 
The candidate must show an adequate technical 
grounding in scales, arpeggios, bo1r.L~g and phras-
ing, and the ability to perform works or the diffi-
culty of the Mendelssohn Concerto, the Bruch G 
:minor, or a Mozart concerto, a Bach unaccompanied 
suite or sonata .. 
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During the four-year course the student must have 
had not less than two years practical orchestral 
experience and two years of ensemble.. He should 
have studied the viola sufficiently to enable him 
to pl~ viola in ensembles. 
He must demonstrate adequate ability in sight read-
ing on his instrument, and should also be able to 
read at sight s~nple piano accompaniments. 
(d) In other Orchestral Instruments 
The candidate must demonstrate a well grounded 
technic and an able control of his instrument. He 
should be able to perform as soloist with orches-
tra in a concerto or concert piece for his instru-
ment. He should have acquired sufficiently' thor-
ough orchestral routine to enable him to p~ in 
a professional orchestra. He should also be able 
to read at sight simple piano music .. 
The student must have completed during his course, 
four years of orchestral training and a minima~ 
of t1ro years r training in the performance of cham-
ber music .. 
D. Submit a complete list of repertory together l'Ii th programs of 
recitals, indicating on the latter such numbers as the candi-
date is prepared to play for admission to candidacy for the 
master1s degree .. 
Requirements ~ Graduation ~ Instrumental ~ 
For the degree, Master o£ Music in Instrumental Nusic. 
(Some institutions may prefer to have this curriculum lead to a 
degree of different designation, such as Master of Science or 
Master of Fine Arts.) 
Major Subject 
At least one-half but not more than two-thirds of the 
total work required for the degree is to be devoted to 
the applied music major.. This study must culminate in 
a demonstration of playing ability, either in the form 
o£ a public recital or a performance before the faculty 
or a designated committee, such demonstration to be 
submitted in lieu of a thesis. It should be the student 8 s 
objecti;re to study an extensive and well-rounded 
repertor.y considerably more co.o~rehensive than that 
required or achieved during undergraduate study .. 
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This objective should be either for the purpose of 
demonstrating proficien~ in perforn~ce or for the 
enlargement and improvement of pedagogical equipment. 
Y.dnor Subjects 
The student shall choose one or more minors, the first 
of tvhich shall be in theocy or musicology; the second 
to be in ~ field whatsoever in which the student is 
interested and for which he is prepared by his under-
graduate study .. 
Undergraduate Re rements for Admission to 
GradUate · g ~ V'OC'il Mll.s:tc -
To qualify for full graduate standing with vocal music as a field 
of concentration, the student must: 
A. Present evidence of the completion of a £our-year curriculum 
with a major in vocal music in a recognized school or college. 
B.. Demonstrate by examination, skills and capacities in the 
follotdng fields: 
(1) Harmony--witten, aural, and keyboard. 
( 2) Proficien~ in sight singing_, and in both melodic and 
rh,ythmic dictation. 
(.3) The history and literature of music and the study of 
:musical forms, analytic or applied., 
C" Demonstrate ability to sing in English and in two foreign 
languages_, and knowledge of the more difficult arias of 
opera and oratorio and of recitative in both the free and 
measured forms; have a thorough acquaintance with the general 
song literature; and be able to give a creditable recital .. 
The repertory for immediate use should consist of at least 
four operatic arias, four oratorio arias, twenty classic and 
ttventy representative modern songs. 
The candidate must have completed at least two years of 
ensemble singing .. 
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D., Demonstrate su.fficient pianistic ability to play accompaniments 
of average difficulty and to perfonn works such as: 
Bach: some two- and three-part Inventions. 
HS¥dn: Sonato in E-flat_, No., 3 (Schirmer)., 
Mozart: Sonatas No .. 1 in F major_, or No .. 16 in A major 
(Schirmer) .. 
Chopin:: some preludes .. 
E.. Demonstrate a reading knowledge of one modern foreign language 
and satisfactor,r diction in tliO others .. 
F., Submit a complete list of repertor,y together with programs o£ 
recitals, indicating on the latter such numbers as the candi-
date is prepared to sing for admission to candidacy for the 
master's degree., 
Requirements ~ Graduation ~ Vocal Music 
For the degree, Master of Music in Vocal MUsic. 
(Some institutions ma,y prefer to have this curriculum lead to 
a degree of different designation, such as Master of Science 
or ~~ster of Fine Arts.) 
Major Subject 
I'lot more than one-third of the student 1 s time is to 
be devoted to the major subject. The repertor,r shall 
include representative selections from opera, oratorio, 
and song literature for all types of voices. This study 
must culminate in a public recital, submitted in lieu 
of a thesis .. 
¥.liner Subjects 
(a) The continued study of piano beyond the undergraduate 
level required for admission, this to occup,y approxi-
mately one-third of the student's time .. 
(b) On.e minor study in theory or musicology. 
(c) The student must demonstrate a reading knowledge o£ 
at least two modern foreign languages and satisfac-
tor,r diction in a third. 
¥Jinor subjects (b) and (c) together should occuw 
approximately one-third of the student's time., 
THE HISTORY AND DEVEtOP:MENT OF THE MASTER uS DEGREE 
IN MUSIC IN TEE UNITED STATES 
Abstract of a nissertat1on 
Submitted. :in pari.ial fUlfilment of the requi~e•nts 
tor the degree of Doctor of Philosop~ 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL 
by 
Wilbur D Q FUllbright 
B.A. s Oklahoma. State University 
M.F.A.$ Bob Jones University 
Department~ MUsic 
F.teld of Specialization: Music Education 
Major Instructor= Associate Professor Arthur l.rf. Kennedy 
'l'HE HISTORY AND DEVEIOPN1~NT OF THE MASTER'S DEGREE 
IN MUSIC lN THE TJNITlh'D STATES 
.... st_a_t_em_e_n_t .2! ~ .._p-.ro....,b;.;;;l;;..;e.;.;;;:m. The purpose or this study was to trace 
the historical development of the master's degree in the field or music. 
An attempt was made to discover significant developments from the philosophies 
and practices ot original master's degrees in ether fields and to show how 
music emerged to take its place among them. The trends and practices of 
existing programs, especially in curriculums and structures, form a major 
portion of the stu~. 
Methods ~ "Pr_o_c_a_du~r~e~s Employed. The historical approach was utilized 
in tracing developments from the Middle Ages to the twentieth oentur,r. A 
simple questionnaire was sent to every school which the United States Office 
or Education listed as granting graduate degrees. Data were gathered from 
catalogs and brochures of the various institutions offering master's degrees 
in music in order to determine the curriculums and structures of current 
degrees which are offered in American institutions. 
Summar,v. The ear~ universities developed out or the apprenticeship 
systems of the Middle Ages.. The terms ~ter, doctor, and prof~ssor -wen all 
used syooeymously, and they indicated the possession of' a degree,. Eventually$ 
special recognition to a-cademic achievement was given by conferring the 
Bachelor of Arts degree on those who had completed a prescribed course ot 
study and who did not care to become "masters. n· 
The study of music was included in the curriculums of the Greek and 
Roman periods~ and it was kept alive during the Middle Ages as one of the 
seven liberal arts. An acquaintance with Boetbius& De Re Musica was a requirem __ ...._ ........... _ 
ment tor the Master of Arts· degree during the Middle Ages., It is known that 
the Bachelor of Music degree was conferred by English universitiea in the 
fifteenth centur,y. 
The inclusion of musie instruction in American colleges and universities 
witnessed a slow., but remarkable development in the nineteenth centur.v11 the 
first decades of the twentieth centur, brought an expansion of existing music 
departments and the establishment Qf new ones.. The National .... A ..... ss o...,.c ..... at ;;.;;;i...,o..,.n!!!, 
Schools of Musie was f'o:rmed. in l92h for the purpose of' setting up standards 
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for education in the field of music and tor the accrediting of schools on the 
basis of those standards~ By 1928~ member schools (fifty-five) had agreed en 
minim.um requil'ements tor the Bachelor of Music degree .. 
D'IU'ing the l920~s, some of the leading colleges and universities in 
the Uhited States offered programs of study which led to the master's degree 
in music. In 1929, the Commission on Curriculums ot the National Association 
~Schools!?£ ...,.Mta....,.s..,.i.c recommended that the Master o:r Music degree be granted 
tor not less than one year of work in residence after the conferring of the 
Bachelor ot Music degree, that at least ttiO years spent in study or practice 
in the field or music should elapse between the granting or the bachelor's 
~d the master's degrees$ and that the degree should be granted in the area~ 
ot applied music and composition. In 1933$ in cooperation ~r.ith the MUsic 
Teachers National Association~ the National Association g£ Schools ~ Music 
formed a special committee to study the problems of sra.dua.te education in 
music. Recommendations were made for minimum requirements tor the master's 
degree in the areas ot applied music, theory, composition» musicology, and 
music education. 
Currently$ there are 185 institutions in the united States which otter 
master's degrees in the field f}f l'I'!'US:lc. There are lOO institutions t.rhicll 
:pl"OVide gradUate eurrieu1ums in musie which lead to the Master of Arts degree J 
eight institutions offer currieul'WI'lS l.Jh:i.ch lead to the Master of Fine Arts 
degre~; thirty institutions offer curriculums which lead to the Master cf 
Music Education degree; five institutions offer curriculums which lead to 
the Master of Sacred Music degree; and twenty-one institutions offer curricu""' 
lums which lead to the Master of Science degree. 
The eleven areas of concentration in music at the graduate level are 
Applied Music» Applied Music Pedagogr, Theory, Composition, History and 
tite:r.ature,~~ M\lsic Education8 Church Music~ Conducting.~~ Music Lib:rarianship.$ 
Music Therapt; and Opera. Three•:fourths ot the degree programs are designed 
within the framework of and are controlled by graduate schools; onl,y one-fourth 
of the programs are coptrolled by music schools, schools of fine arts.~~ and 
other schools w~thin colleges and universities~ 
Most institutions use conventional calendar terms~ with a large 
majority favoring the semester plan. Up to one-fifth of the total credit 
hours require4 tor graduation may be transferred from other schools., The 
average ~e limit for the completion of the degree is five or six years. 
There is no uniform practice concerning foreign language pro.ficieney.. Most 
schools require students to maintain at least a B average in all ~ork under-
. . -
taken tor the degree, App:r~1ma.tel;r one-halt ot the institutions make a 
distinction between admission to. graduate stuey and admission to candidacy 
tor the degree. Terminal projects are r~quired tor most curriculums in the 
majo:rit;r ot schools .. 
An attempt has been made to trace the historical developments ot music 
as a field of graduate stu~.. Considerable emphasis has been given to the 
present~ and comparatively eomplete data have been set forth concerning various 
aspects or the master•s degree in music in the U-nited States~ 
Personal 
Date o:f birth: Jan'l.'la.Z'7 19 9 1926 
Place of birth: Spearman, Texas 
Parents: Ralph Robert Mlbright and M;yrtle Files Fullbright 
Wife: Lorraine Barker Fullbright 
Children: Glen .Arthur, Karl Robert, Dale Norman 
Education 
High School, Spearman, Texas; graduated 1942 
Oldahoma State University, Stilwater., Oklahoma, B .. A .. in l1usic Theory, 
19$0 
University of Oklahoma, S'lli!mler 1948 
San Diego State College, 1948-1949 
Bob Jones University, Greenville, South Carolina, l·t, F .. .A.. in l4usio and 
Drama, 195.3 
Boston University Gradual:.e School, Pb.,D.,, 1960 
Educational Positions 
Instructor, Greenville School o£ Music, Greenville, South Carolina, 
1951-195.3 
Faculty Member" Bob Jones University, Greenville, s .. Car .. , 195.3-1956 
Chairman, Division of Music, Bob Jones University, 1954-1956 
Teaching Fellow in English and H'l.'lmani ties and Assistant to the Registrar, 
Boston University School o£ F.ina and Applied Arts, 1956-1957 
Registrar and Assistant Professor o£ Music, Boston University School of 
F.1ne and Applied Arts, 1957-1959 
Assistant Dean and Assistant Professor o£ Music, Boston University School 
of F.ine and Applied Arts., 1959-
